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Local Climate Action and Interest Groups
1.1

URN 034 - Climate Change: Cornwall, Food and Farming

1. Overview
The ambition to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions created by agriculture in tandem with the need to increase
food production to meet the demands of an expanding population, finds the food industry in a confounding
situation.
Not only that, the government is seeking carbon neutrality by 2050, the NFU by 2040 and Cornwall Council by
2030.
What are the possible contributions that the Cornish food industry can make to achieving net zero emissions
and what is a realistic time frame? The first element of the food industry is agriculture and that forms the major
focus for these comments. The Cornish food industry is far greater than that, of course. It includes a range of
artisan and also highly mechanised food processing and manufacturing businesses. It includes a sophisticated
distribution sector and retail infrastructure including farm shops, markets and specialist outlets. And woven into
this are numerous farm diversification businesses dependant on tourism and leisure pursuits from allotments to
riding stables. Just as the industry is complex, there are no simple answers.
Agriculture and the food industry generally are important to the Cornish economy and well-being: they are what
shapes Cornwall and are the heart of its landscape and environment. Research 1 suggests that the total agri-food
sector provides more than £1.4 billion to the Cornish economy or just under 18% of the whole and provides 29%
of jobs. Actions taken need to be aware of this importance as well as its significance to national food security
and the cost to GHG emissions from reliance on food imports.
The dichotomy faced by agriculture is similarly faced in the wider context. Climate change, as with all other
changes, is most greatly affected by what change happens at the margin. That is why a small change, or an
accumulation of small changes, can have a disproportionately large effect. Climate change, as effected through
human actions, is a function of growth. This may be population growth, urban growth, increased transportation
(using fossil fuels), or simply growth in consumption of goods and services. So, the aim for net zero emissions is
challenged by the Cornwall Local Plan seeking to expand population, housing and commercial buildings, to
improve the road network (thereby encouraging more car journeys), promote air travel and, of course,
legitimately to raise the income level of Cornish people which lags significantly behind other regions of the UK.
It would seem unfeasible, if not impossible, to secure carbon neutrality within the self-elected target year of
2030 without damaging agriculture and the environment (which would have adverse knock-on effects) and also
income levels and business profitability in the short – medium term. The county would be further disadvantaged
whilst it is out of step with the national economy.

1

A Review of Cornwall’s Agri-Food Industry: Final Report. Exeter University. 2011.
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Our first recommendation is that whilst individuals and businesses are encouraged towards net zero where this
does not unduly disadvantage them, the target date for net zero should be reset to 2040 as being realistically
achievable.
2. Measurement.
The assessment of agriculture’s carbon emissions in Cornwall by Exeter University 2 at just under 19% of the
whole makes no account of the effects of sequestration of carbon by agricultural land nor does it allow for the
effect of the different “lives” of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This has, until recently, been standard in
reporting.
However, the aim is to reach net zero emissions which means it is a requirement that net emissions are
measured, recorded and reported. Policies based solely on gross emissions will be seriously flawed and could
make matters worse.
Recent work at Oxford University provides a methodology for describing and calculating net emissions. 3 It has
been suggested that on a net emission calculation, Cornwall’s agriculture sector could be reporting revised
emissions at 8 – 11% of the total county footprint or lower.
Our second recommendation is that Cornwall Council commissions Exeter University to revisit their GHG
Inventory and reassess its findings as net emissions based on the research effected since its original report.
Policies should then be reassessed in the light of those further findings.
3. Land Management
Options for sustainable land management 4 include the growth of green manure crops, retention of crop residues
in the field, reduced tillage and the maintenance of ground cover through improved grazing management.
Perennial pasture can build soil carbon and some pastoral systems can lead to absolute reductions in GHG
emissions. Livestock options can enhance the adaptive capacity of rural communities.
It is equally evident that some farming practices, particularly those requiring deep ploughing, need skill and
thought to avoid excessive carbon release, soil degradation and unplanned run-off.
Our third recommendation is that all farmers, landowners and estate managers be encouraged to undertake
soil analyses of their land and a full carbon audit with a view to drawing up a plan to reduce net emissions,
address deficiencies and increase efficiencies.
4. Mechanisation
While mechanisation has revolutionised farming across the globe, it is arguably one of the biggest culprits when
it comes to creating carbon emissions.
One of the most obvious ways to cut emissions in machinery is to minimise the amount of work kit is doing –
thus giving the same effect as taking a bus instead of driving to work or holidaying in the UK rather than jetting
off on a fuel-guzzling aircraft to somewhere exotic.
Single pass equipment is a major focus here and increasing the accuracy of kit could also have a valuable role to
play in contributing to Net Zero.
In the field, carbon offsetting is all about the overall power consumption and the amount of soil we’re moving.
Are we at risk of increasing emissions due to the desire to create a ‘perfect’ seedbed? From a business
perspective managing for gross margin should come before yield alone.
A minimal disturbance system wouldn’t be suitable for all farms – making it even more difficult for the arable
sector to contribute towards Net Zero goals.
Vegetable growers could set up wildlife areas to offset the use of plough. But this will undoubtedly mean less
area for food production, so it’s a bit of a Catch 22.
More efficient and accurate machinery, better and more sensitive techniques, and the options for electrical
power offer useful on-farm possibilities for lowering emissions. These options are best seen “hands-on” if they
are to be taken up.
Our fourth recommendation is that Cornwall Council leads a partnership to organise and promote an exhibition
during 2021 to demonstrate ways of minimising carbon emissions. This could be run alongside exhibits for the
housing sector as well as the agri-food sector. An exhibition could be run at one of the university/college sites
within the county or at one of the permanent agricultural showgrounds.
5. Forestry
Trees are excellent for carbon sequestration. But to be truly successful, climate change policies for forestry must
not overlook the enormous carbon capture potential in developing markets such as switching to more timber-

2

Greenhouse Gas Inventory for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, 2009 to 2017 (July 2019)
Net zero for agriculture. Cain, Allen and Lynch. Oxford University. August 2019.
4
IPCC Report “Climate Change and Land” August 2019.
3
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based construction. Planting millions of trees risks being a short-term indulgence if we don’t then commit to
long term sustainable management.5
For fast carbon drawdown6 and high timber and biomass production, plant fast growing conifers and harvest by
clear fell soon after the trees reach their age of maximum growth. For large, long-term forest carbon stocks,
plant slow-growing deciduous trees and manage under a low-intensity system such as continuous cover forestry
or with a long rotation time. Decide on thinning regime and harvest intensity (stem only versus whole-tree
harvesting) on a case-by-case basis. For resilience to climate change and its effects (including increased pests
and diseases), increase the diversity of tree species and ages within the stand.
Their relative efficiency can be overstated however in comparison to pasture and hedgerows. To be efficient in
sequestration it is vital that trees are well managed throughout their life and put to an end-of-life use that does
not return carbon into the atmosphere.
Care needs to be taken as to where trees are planted. Specimen trees which are planted in private gardens or
on roadside verges can create more problems than they solve. Large scale plantings which take out useful
agricultural land can also prove damaging to food production and national self-sufficiency, and to the
environment and biodiversity. The full consequences of change must be properly evaluated.
Not all soil types provide the same carbon sequestration benefit as others. In fact, planting trees on high organic
matter soils, as happened in the 1980s, actually releases carbon as the soils dry out. The biggest value from
planting trees would be on sandy soils which have little organic matter. Getting the ‘where’ wrong could have
unintended consequences – tree planting on species-rich pastures could amount to a crime against biodiversity.
Cornwall has a significant area of derelict or semi-waste land which could provide host to tree planting. Because
of potential mineral contamination and local biodiversity, such land does need to be properly evaluated as to its
suitability for trees and what type of trees.
Our fifth recommendation is that Cornwall Council pilots a survey in one or two parishes utilising volunteer
support to map out all apparently waste or uncultivated ground. Owners of such land should then be approached
for consent to carry out soil tests and biodiversity audits. If sites have suitability, Cornwall Council could offer to
supply trees subject to an undertaking by the landowner to maintain them according to a written management
plan. The landowner would benefit from eventual tree harvesting and any government support or tax benefits
afforded woodland.
Burning wood for energy releases carbon to the atmosphere. Unlike burning fossil fuels, this does not increase
the total amount of atmospheric carbon in the long term. However, forest-based bioenergy cannot be
considered carbon neutral because the payback time until the carbon is reabsorbed can be very long, particularly
when living trees are felled for biomass.
Replacing coal or gas with biomass for electricity generation is likely to significantly increase emissions per unit
of electricity generated. By comparison, renewable technologies such as solar and wind power produce net
carbon dioxide savings within months to a few years.
Our sixth recommendation is that on-farm renewable energy production be steered towards solar first, wind
where landscape is not a significant factor and that biomass be considered as a last option.
6. Ruminants
Methane from Britain's ruminants is not causing global warming – instead ruminants provide a viable pathway
to net zero emissions from UK agriculture by 2030.7 A focus on the emissions themselves is misleading – instead
it's the warming impact of those emissions that matters. Currently global warming from UK agricultural methane
is less than zero.
Farmers can produce nutritious, affordable, quality food, while sequestering carbon, restoring nature, delivering
mitigation against extreme weather, and establishing rural economic resilience. Far from being unsustainable,
grass-based cattle and sheep systems can be climate neutral by 2030, and they can help to restore biodiversity
and soil health.
Until now climate science has centred on carbon equivalence using a metric, GWP100, which characterises
emissions instead of warming. An Oxford Martin research team has updated this measure of global warming
potential and, for the first time, allows us to accurately account for the warming impact of methane.
While carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrous oxide (N2O) are active in our atmosphere for many human generations,
methane – a powerful, but short-lived, greenhouse gas – is broken down in about a decade. This means that the
5

Royal Forestry Society
Crane E, (2020) Woodlands for climate and nature: A review of woodland planting and management
approaches in the UK for climate change mitigation and biodiversity conservation. Report to the RSPB
7
ffinlo Costain, Director of Farmwel for British Veterinary Association. Based on research by Oxford Martin
School, Oxford University.
6
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methane emissions of a herd of 100 cows today are simply replacing the emissions that were first produced
when that herd of 100 was established by a previous generation of farmers. There was an initial pulse of warming
when the herd was established, but there is no ongoing increase in warming from that herd.
Under the new, updated metric, GWP* (Greenhouse Warming Potential), the greenhouse gas emissions from
UK agriculture fall from 46.5 MtCO2e in 2016, to just 9.5 MtCO2e*. Warming from CO2 and N2O across that
period are the same as previously reported, but methane is recalculated as -10.6 MtCO2e*. That’s a negative
emission value, because methane levels have fallen since the base year of 1996.
The transformation in the results is staggering. By accurately measuring the impact of methane, agriculture’s
emissions under GWP* are just 20% of their original value.
Cattle and sheep are not the enemy – instead it’s high-yield, high-fodder (maize, soy and cereal) production
systems, which are driving humanity towards the precipice. Benefits under GWP* are gained through wellmanaged grass-based agriculture, by a diverse patchwork of rural businesses, and the restoration and
maintenance of rural economies. We can still eat meat and dairy, as part of a new era diet that includes greater
nutritional diversity, but also restore natural balance on all farmland.
For clarity, GWP* is not a prescription for business as usual. As the population grows humanity must reduce its
per capita meat and dairy consumption. And for methane to continue having a neutral impact, emissions must
still fall, but only by 0.3% each year.
The key is not simply what people eat, it’s what kind of system that food is produced in — and when produced
in a sustainable system, meat is a valuable part of our diets. From building soil carbon and fertility to increasing
species diversity, livestock can have positive effects on the environment, making them an important part of the
climate change battle.
But it does come back to how meat and dairy is produced.
This can include applying organic fertilisers rather than artificial ones to reduce emissions (nitrous oxide
produced by fertiliser used in the livestock sector accounts for about 18% of GHG emissions) or adopting direct
drilling techniques to reduce disturbing soils and releasing carbon stored in them into the atmosphere.
Many farmers have already taken significant and positive steps towards raising livestock’s efficiencies thanks to
improved cattle genetics, livestock breeding and focusing on feed efficiencies.
Our seventh recommendation is that pressing the message for lower use of fossil-based energy, whether fuel,
fertilisers or power supply, should play a key part in any action plan for zero emissions with the eventual goal of
organic based production systems.
Our eighth recommendation is that, along with other organisations, Cornwall Council should extol the virtues
of livestock production under pasture-based systems for which Cornwall is ideally suited.
7. Food Packaging
Plastic is particularly effective at protecting chilled foods and plays an important role in extending the self-life of
fresh products and particularly meat. Plastic packaging on an average 500g pack of beef mince equates for <1%
of the gross emissions of the product.
Food waste trumps plastic in terms of environmental impact, so it is very important that any replacement
materials can sustain the same effects and don't inadvertently increase food waste or reduce the ability to store
and transport to consumers.
Certain plastics are more recyclable than others and can be recycled back into food-grade plastic to be used
again. Materials such as PET allow for almost 100% of the pack weight to be made from recycled content and
also
easily
recyclable.
Card is generally downgraded once recycled and may not therefore present as many options once it’s recycled.
Our ninth recommendation is that effort be made into the effective and recycling of all forms of plastic
packaging.
8. Water Supply
Population growth and changes in consumption have caused unprecedented rates of land and freshwater use
since 1961. Agriculture now uses about 70% of global fresh water. Demand for fresh water will rise in Cornwall
and in other South West counties.
Our tenth recommendation is to investigate the provision of new local reservoir sites, to press for upgraded and
increased sewage treatment plants, and support technology for freshwater extraction from sea water.
Our eleventh recommendation is to support the use of Cornwall’s rivers to provide small local hydro-driven
power plants in appropriate locations.
9. Diet

6
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The world supply of vegetable oils and meat per head has more than doubled since 1961, and the supply of
calories per person has increased by about one third. Globally about 2 billion adults are overweight or obese,
but about 821 million people are still undernourished.
Balanced diets, featuring plant-based foods, such as those based on coarse grains, legumes, fruits and
vegetables, nuts and seeds, and animal-sourced food produced in resilient, sustainable and low-GHG emission
systems, present major opportunities for adaptation and mitigation while generating significant co-benefits in
terms of human health.
Our twelfth recommendation is to support and encourage the food industry in its promotion of a balanced
healthy diet in as many ways as possible but to avoid promoting food ideologies which do not include all aspects
of healthy eating.
10. 10 Offsetting
It has been argued that, nationally, carbon credits exchanged between farms, rather like milk quotas in the late
80’s, could work much better than highly productive fresh produce farms in the eastern counties having land set
aside and could be more effective from a global perspective – as well as enabling upland farms to have an
important role in reaching targets.
Some arguments go further still: that land developers or others emitting GHGs could offset their impact by
purchasing carbon credits from those (farmers) producing negative emissions.
Such systems aim to reduce economic costs: to take carbon out of the system where it is cheapest to do so in
the current market. But these can increase overall abatement cost in the long term through lock-in or suboptimal resource allocation. They also presume to have the same neutral balance over the whole life of the
carbon generators and reducers. Moreover, allowing the economic case to determine policy structures reduces
climate policy to economic interests and exacerbates injustice. Carbon trading is easily distorted by powerful
economic interests, and typically permits luxury emissions while constraining the demands of the poorest (Caney
and Hepburn, 2011).
Carbon credit trading oﬀers yet another opportunity for delaying transformative changes, locking in fossil fuel
use, maintaining the political power of fossil-heavy interests, and thus institutionalizing the circumstances in
which accelerated emissions cuts continue to be politically and economically expensive.
Creating carbon credits for trading, while being potentially attractive to some farmers and landowners, will
increase financial barriers to new entrants: much in the same way that milk quotas did. The widespread
application of carbon efficiencies within the farming – and indeed the food – industry depends on new, young
talent well-versed in contemporary technology.
Our thirteenth recommendation is not to permit trading in negative emissions.

1.2

URN 052 - Seal Research Trust

Our organisation strongly supports this work, but we have ticked ‘Agree somewhat’ simply because
we think some of your targets are not ambitious enough
1, The reductions in the health of the natural world and its capacity to adapt and change at the
accelerated speeds imposed by our behaviour. Currently negative impacts include: Loss of
biodiversity and wildlife species; mass extinctions; disruptions to migrations of native wildlife;
redistribution of wildlife species; deterioration of ecosystem function / health; habitat alteration or
deformation; extreme weather events; sea level rise; loss of habitats – melting ice / carbon release
and changes in sea temperature.
Changes in sea temperatures and rising sea levels, seeming although minutely incremental and not
an immediate problem to measure, are already altering marine biodiversity and spatial distribution
of many species of fauna and flora.
More fragile species that are not tolerant to temperature changes are at risk of being eliminated in
certain areas around the Cornish coast and in the wider marine environment, forcing settlement or
aggregation in other areas that provide sufficient conditions for growth and reproduction. Due to
complex interactions between all species and functions in marine ecosystems, changes to a few
species has major implications on all others. For example, if prey aggregations are forced to new
areas, larger predators such as cetaceans and seals may be forced to travel further to forage. This
could impact their already very specific energy use, contributing to decrease in body condition and
7
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reproduction success, negatively affecting population status. It is important to note that pressures
from climate changes such as this serve additional stress alongside many other established threats
to conservation status.
Changes in sea temperature conditions also pose a risk of marine communities becoming
increasingly susceptible to invasive non-native species, further altering ecosystem balances.
Sea temperature change also has the potential to significantly change hydrodynamic flows not only
locally but globally, contributing further to altering conditions within the marine environment. Not
only biologically but physically, contributing to weather systems that cause more frequent storm
systems and coastal erosion. This is an issue for seal conservation, particularly during the breeding
season when vulnerable pups can become separated from their mother in large storms before
becoming successfully weaned. This can significantly affect the survival success of these offspring
and therefore population status.
Coastal erosion such as rock falls also alters and can destroy vital breeding, moulting, foraging and
resting habitat such as beaches, pupping caves, offshore rocks / islands and accessible sea beds
through direct damage or indirectly through siltation.
2, Sufficient reduction in carbon emissions is proving to take longer and be more difficult than that
required to slow global warming and climate change.
Efforts seem to be focused mainly on carbon offsetting rather than reduction of emissions. It is
important to assess how effective carbon offsetting actually is before opting for this over carbon
neutrality. Although ease and cost-effectiveness are needed to be considered, they should not be a
primary factor if carbon offsetting proves insufficient. Less focus on carbon offsetting is
recommended as this is not always sustainable, or even environmentally friendly.
COVID 19 has shown that massive behavioural change is possible which should increase our
ambition for climate change targets and to bring forward all deadline dates. It has enabled creative
change to operational procedures with considerable positive feedback loops benefitting climate.
1, Improvement of energy storage infrastructure, including upgrades to the existing grid systems to
ensure that the additional energy requirements of Cornwall’s growing communities are able to be
met. Implementation of renewable sources of energy are essential to ensure that these increased
requirements of energy are achieved without increase in carbon emissions. In its current state,
additional green energy sources will not be able to be supported by the capacity of the existing grid
infrastructure.
Although, offshore windfarms and tidal energy are more realistically a long-term option, efforts
should still be applied to achieve a successful and sustainable solution in a shorter amount of time.
Solar and onshore windfarms should be explored but development in the marine sector needs to
develop alongside this.
However, it is important that any development within the marine environment have no or minimal
impact on ecosystems and hydrodynamics as this could exacerbate the pressures that climate
change is already having on this fragile environment. Renewable energy generating projects onshore
and offshore need to better coexist with nature – habitats and species).
It is also vital that renewable projects located within Cornish waters (affecting local marine
ecosystems) should benefit the local area (not just energy supply but local job creation and expertise
development) and not solely supply other areas that are stakeholders within the project.
New housing developments across Cornwall that are either already in progress or proposed in future
should be considered carefully in relation to the limited capacity of the grid. With expanding
populations, more energy will be used by these new households not only risking increases in carbon
emissions but pressure on the local grid. It is essential to address the capacity of the grid to enable
sustainable energy source storage in order to avoid these new developments contributing to an
increase in overall carbon emissions in Cornwall. It will be critical for all new houses to have been
8
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built for self-sufficiency in term of roof based solar or wind energy cylinders as both are feasibly
possible. Where not possible renewable energy on repurposed rooves of agriculture and industrial
buildings within communities should be used. No new house should be built without having its own
energy generation capacity. This will minimise the energy impacts on our electricity grid
infrastructure, whilst at the same time increasing generation capacity and reducing grid take up.
Existing properties also need to be encouraged to transition to self-sufficiency. The second home
issue in Cornwall needs addressing with substantial levies imposed assisting with the redistribution
of societal wealth.
Funding schemes and incentives may be required to ensure accessibility to green energy for all.
2, Implementation of natural climate solutions to enable carbon sequestration as well as improve
the natural environment. This should not only aid in attempts to offset carbon emissions but also
limit development of natural areas. By limiting development of industry and housing, additional
energy use and carbon emission production can be avoided rather than just mitigated.
The most important factor to be considered is reducing or eliminating both existing and new sources
of carbon emissions through replacement or initial instalment of green energy sources. This can also
be achieved through the implementation of more effective public transport and additional cycleways
to encourage less use of personal motor vehicles, which is the primary transport in Cornwall by both
local residents and the large number of visitors.
Policies should support developments that contribute towards planting a land-based forest and a
sea-based seagrass forest for Cornwall will significantly help with carbon sequestration. Whilst
current land-based forest targets are a start they need to be considerably more ambitious and
extensive. All field boundaries need to be protected along with wetland marshes and river estuaries.
This gives us the best chance of successfully achieving our ambitions.
It can also be aided at a community and household level by encouraging every household to
minimise their emissions directly (for example by decreasing personal transport and planting carbon
sequestration plants) and indirectly (for example by reducing daily meat consumption).
The wave of lifestyle and workstyle adaptations taken by households during the COVID19 pandemic
is a climate change silver lining and Council policy needs to harness this and support any movements
towards maintaining the positive momentum made to decrease unnecessary travel, supporting
working from home and reduced consumerism/increased self-sufficiency initiatives.
Carbon emissions from any sources are a priority for action, be this industrial, agricultural or
domestic (on land, in the sea or on the seabed such as seabed mining – which could release stored
carbon and heavy metals significantly damaging the marine environment and negating other
emission reducing actions). Sectors that currently create high carbon emissions must be minimised
through policy, such as reducing meat production, a vast reduction in soil erosion reducing fertility
requiring increased additives and supporting creative alternative uses of land for food production or
carbon sequestration.
Whilst we are developing a county wide development plan, we need to keep in mind the bigger
picture of the planetary level systems that drive climate of which the ocean is a major contributor.
There is limited mention of the marine environment (beyond the coast) in the policies described in
the plan document with the exception of coastal change and flood management and briefly in
natural climate solutions.
Ocean acidification is already occurring at an alarming rate and supporting natural marine
environments to self-mitigate this trend is key.
As a part of the environment most vulnerable to the effects of climate change, the marine
environment should be considered a larger part of the plan document. For example, increased
industrial commercial and recreational use on the coastal and marine environment by motorised
vessels with both carbon and chemical emissions needs to be assessed as a possible contributor to
9
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climate change related changes and risks. This alongside commercial fishing, transport and leisurebased shipping.
As Cornwall has such a large amount of coastline, more effort needs to be put into using this as a
resource to implement climate solutions. However, these must not be detrimental to the already
vulnerable environmental status.
Whilst we already have a good proportion of marine protected areas, these are currently not
functioning effectively and need a stronger whole site-based protection approach (as opposed to
feature based protection). But there are still a multitude of smaller important wild sites for nature
(like those on the land) that need protection. Enabling what wild species and habitats we already
have to thrive is critical to us going forward otherwise any progress will end up being battles won
rather than a ‘won war’. Once existing sensitive wild sites are properly protected, we then need to
focus on the big quick wins in terms of rewilding to improve biodiversity, re-establishing healthy
ecosystems, in which all organisms contribute towards effective carbon sequestration, maximum
ecosystem service provision and increased habitat resilience to the impacts of climate change.
Properly sustainable fishing to create robust resilient, secure fish stocks must be managed properly
and enforced to stop by-catch, overfishing and destructive fishing practices.
Currently the marine environment is a free for all. The Council urgently needs to step up to creative
effective systems for the best practice use of our coastal waters by imposing strong, publicly
enforceable guidance, licencing, limitations and restrictions for all activities (commercial and
recreational) backed up in law. If we focus where we are on the land, we risk blinkering ourselves to
the main controller of the planetary climate – our marine environment! We risk damage here at our
peril!
The marine environment (beyond the coastline) area is a key missing aspect, that needs to be
further considered and developed for maximum natural and climate change impact.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030. What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change? Presumption in
favour of sustainable development (Policy 1)
Natural Environment (Policies 1 and 3) Green infrastructure (Policy 25)
Renewable energy if required essential changes are made to the existing grid infrastructure (Policy
14 and 15) Role and function of place (Policy 3) Changes to efficiency of housing energy use (Policy 2,
3 and 13) Provision of more effective public transport and electric vehicle charging points (Policy 27)
N.B. All policies must focus on avoiding carbon emission production rather than mitigation.
We need to get even better at reducing our emissions. We have already changed out IT systems to
enable remote access for rangers and volunteers which will considerably reduce our organisational
emissions. We have begun online remote meetings and events and intend to continue to pursue
their development post COVID 19. We need to become fully organic in our food consumption to
reduce damaging and significant agricultural emissions. We all need to choose to become
flexitarians. We need to switch to a renewable energy supplier and have renewable energy installed
on our roof! We need to reduce our consumption of office resources and aim for greater resource
sustainability. Much of this just requires a tweak in thinking and behaviour, but then we are further
down the road than most and have willing personnel. We need to continue to share positive climate
change behaviour actions with a wider audience.
As a community, we need to build on the networks developed by COVID19 to create better shared
space for wildlife friendly community orchards and community farms. We all need to continue to
work together more by having community based public groups to start climate change initiatives and
replicate them across different housing estates and areas in a manner that does not alienate those
more reluctant to change. Once climate change critical mass has been achieved and positive results
shared, even the more sceptical may adapt and join in. The council needs to support flagship
10
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organisations – public, private and voluntary who are role models and communicators to spread
positive news and actions to achieve this tipping point.
Our organisation, representing a range of different generations are hugely supportive of this critical
initiative. The existing documentation is generally well thought through and extensive. As ever, the
devil will be the detail…. meaning that whilst we might all want simple answers at a first look, but we
all know this is a hugely complex issue that will take considerably more time and effort to complete
than expected. This is why we need to be super ambitious NOW! We need an immediate goal for
zero carbon footprints at a household and community level!
The book Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell documents how small changes can be the catalyst for
mass action outcomes! We just need the right cultural architect ‘connectors’ from organisations of
all types and sizes to be ‘maverns’ with the right ‘sticky messages’ to make this work!
Examples of some key actions could include:
Plastic production, packaging etc: these things are mostly unnecessary and carry a high carbon
footprint
Recycling facilities: these could offer a recovery/reuse service rather than just a disposal option?
Education: More in every school curriculum to support a sustainable lifestyle, changing perceptions
from disposable living. Engaging the next generation and getting them actively involved is key to the
initial and sustained success of this plan.
More drive to support local.
Deeper connections to nature, people only strive to protect what they care about.
Supporting schemes/communities/businesses that will reduce carbon footprint for many.
Composting, recycling, second hand, repair networks and green tourism.
Encouraging homeworking, reducing travel as the norm.
A simple manifesto for every school, household and workplace could be:
Reduce Your Carbon Footprint
Eat less meat
Use less energy at home
Conserve water
Reduce your plastic addiction
Work from home
Drive and fly less, carshare, ride bikes and take public transport
Buy less stuff
Refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle and redesign!
Assess your life, career and lifestyle choices.

1.3

URN 053 – Woodland Trust

Cornwall Council: Climate Change DPD Scoping Consultation: Woodland Trust comments
As the UK’s leading woodland conservation charity, the Woodland Trust’s vision is for a UK rich in native woods
and trees, for people and wildlife. We work to protect, restore and create native woods, trees and their
wildlife for the future. We manage over 1,000 sites, including over 200 across the South West, and have
500,000 members and supporters.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment at the scoping stage of the Climate Change Development Plan
Document (DPD)
We strongly welcome the aims of the Climate Change DPD which recognises the importance of ensuring that
the planning system best supports Cornwall’s response to the climate emergency in an ambitious and
innovative way. There is much opportunity for this DPD to bolster the aims of the Forest for Cornwall, which
we are pleased to be working with Cornwall Council on and welcome ongoing collaboration.
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In the context of rapid change in the climate, nature and now health emergencies, we welcome that Cornwall
Council aims to identify the ambitious policies need ed to help reach carbon neutrality, even where such
policies may be limited by current national planning policy regulations, and where lobbying may be needed at
Westminster.
We support the themes identified and stress the importance of considering these in an integrated way, as
there is significant overlap across themes. To this end we strongly support 5.2.2 which acknowledges that
these issues are cross cutting, and: ‘in particular biodiversity is critically significant to our long – term survival
and has been identified as being in a state of decline.
The policy suggestions of the DPD recognise the critical importance of biodiversity in relation to climate
change and further embeds the Council’s leading Environmental Growth Strategy and the emerging
approaches to nature recovery.’ We welcome that the principle of Environmental Growth is at the heart of this
DPD.
Renewable energy: We welcome the options, with particular interest in: ‘Provide broad allocations of land
suitable for the installation of major renewables and associated infrastructure’, ‘Set our policy for the siting of
other major renewables including solar arrays and the selection of sites, particularly in relation to agricultural
land classification’ and ‘Set policy for the requirement of biodiversity net gain and/or environmental growth as
part of the layout of renewables installations ’. Land allocations and specific siting should have regard to
Cornwall’s Nature Recovery Network and the need to restore natural processes on the landscape - Scale, and
the forthcoming requirement for Local Nature Recovery Strategies.
Elsewhere we have called for a ‘Land Use Framework’ to better mediate conversations around best land use
for carbon storage, energy generation, nature recovery, food production and development in the climate and
ecological emergency context – as well as opportunities for integrated land use. This builds on national calls
for such a framework both by the RSA Food, Farming and Countryside Commission a nd inferred by the
Committee on Climate Change.
Renewable energy schemes will be more appropriate in some areas than others (they should not be sited on
ecologically valuable habitats), but there may also be opportunities to integrate l and use. We urge Cornwall
Council to consider how it could encourage more renewable energy developments, for example solar, on
brownfield sites (with low ecological value) or integrated with existing development.
All such schemes should be in scope of Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG), and all schemes should not destroy or
damage irreplaceable habitat, including ancient woodland and ancient and veteran trees, as per NPPF para
175c.Further advice on implementing this NPPF protection can be found in our Planners’ Manual for Ancient
Woodland and Veteran Trees.
Energy efficiency: We would welcome an explicit requirement for the use of low -carbon materials, and
specifically sustainably sourced UK timber, in buildings.
Using sustainably sourced locally grown timber is an effective way of locking up carbon while supporting
sustainable forestry to respond to the UK 19% woodland cover target advised by the committee on Climate
Change to reach Government targets. The Climate Change Committee has recently produced several useful
reports on this issue including: Wood in Construction in the UK; and UK housing: Fit for the future? Building on
their recommended national target (that 40% developments should have timber frames), the Council might
consider adopting a similar, or more ambitious, target.
A recent example from South Somerset’s Local Plan (submitted to Inspector) reads:’14:48: … The procurement
of locally grown timber products to the UK Woodland Assurance Standard (UKWAS) should be supported, in
particular in relation to development, in order to achieve improved sustainability of construction and in
support of local supply chains.’
Coastal change and flood management: We strongly support the option to ‘Require a contribution to Natural
Flood Management measures such as land management, tree planting within the river/drainage catchment of
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the development’. We interpret this - which we welcome – as being in addition to direct SUDS requirements
(for the scheme’s own drainage) but effectively providing a net gain’ for water quality and quantity by
strategically investing in interventions identified by the Catchment Based Approach. Strategically planned and
invested alongside other contributions (e.g. BNG) will help build a portfolio of funding options for critical green
infrastructure which is traditionally underfunded.
Natural climate solutions: We strongly welcome this section but urge that it is framed in the DPD as integrated
solutions for both the climate and ecological emergency as part of a wider natural capital approach – that
recognises that carbon storage, if crucial, is one of a multitude of ecosystem services. This reflects the latest
advice from the Natural Capital Committee.
We welcome that BNG is already required in Cornwall as of February this year. We welcome a strategic
approach to the application of BNG which ensures that offsite contributions strategically enhance the Nature
Recovery Network rather than being ad-hoc. This raises an important question about access to offset sites that
are strategically located. We are aware of other Councils developing a ‘call for sites’ mechanism for BNG,
which could also be applied more widely to woodland creation and nature recovery.
We also urge Cornwall to be more ambitious than requiring the minimum 10% (although we recognise that
stacked natural environmental contributions are emerging in the Scoping Document beyond BNG). Swindon is
requiring at least 20% BNG in its Local Plan (submitted to Inspector).
We welcome the principle of urban greening as a fundamental element of site and building design. The ‘3D
approach’ to London’s Urban Green Factor may be applicable to Cornwall’s towns, which is helpful in providing
a clear approach which is less open to developer negotiation.
We note and welcome the reference to Building with Nature as an example of a green infrastructure standard.
Cornwall should require minimum standards for integrated green infrastructure, including for green
infrastructure to be considered from the earliest stages of development to ensure optimal ultiple benefits,
increased change of healthy establishment, and potentially lower costs.
Planning Authorities in Gloucestershire, for example, are explicitly requiring new schemes to reach Building
with Nature standards.
We strongly welcome a policy requiring the planting of canopy for all development types in addition to BNG.
We would welcome an overarching canopy cover target for development land; in our Emergency Tree Plan we
are calling for a canopy cover target of 30% on development land.
Swindon Council has incorporated its ambition to achieve 30% canopy cover by 2030 in its Local plan. A
percentage target implies net gain after replacement for trees lost to disease, for example ash dieback. We
urge explicit requirements of developers to ensure the ambition is not ‘negotiated down’. We welcome an
explicit tree replacement policy. This should set replacement requirement according to the girth and species
(or groups of) of tree. The recent Plymouth & South Hams SPD provides a detailed approach to such a policy.
We welcome further discussion in this area.
We would welcome a safeguarding policy for particular types of habitat. Ancient woodland and
ancient & veteran trees are rightly afforded protection as irreplaceable habitat (NPPF para 175c), but other
established woodlands also play valuable roles (for example in flood storage as the Scoping Document notes)
that should be recognised and protected in the planning system. In addition to the areas identified, we would
welcome a policy requiring new schemes to use UK sourced and grown trees to support local nurseries and to
help avoid the spread of disease. We would also encourage hedgerow design requirements to explicitly require
hedgerow trees (i.e. that are allowed to mature to full canopy). All trees on development should include a
diverse mix of species that is appropriate to local ecology (except in special circumstances requiring native
species, especially in semi-rural environments). This theme has clear linkages with the forthcoming
requirement for Local Nature Recovery Strategies. We welcome an integrated approach that seeks to unlock
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landscape-scale action for climate and nature recovery by the smart application of BNG with a science-led
Nature Recovery Network and new approaches such as the call for sites mechanism mentioned above.
Transport: We highlight the importance of ensuring that a strategic approach to green infrastructure
underpins the DPD, and that, as the Scoping Document makes clear at the start, biodiversity is a cross-cutting
issue across all these themes. As such we highlight the linkages of transport and green infrastructure – and the
importance of looking for opportunities to enhance ecological connectivity through transport schemes (and
where severances must be avoided), as well as the benefits to people by greening active travel routes.
Agriculture and rural development: We welcome that Cornwall Council is considering how the planning system
can support sustainable land management that meet climate and nature recovery ambitions through the
policy and allocations options set out at 11.3.1.We are particularly interested in the Council’s thinking for the
option: ‘Development of a policy approach to link ecosystem service provision on farms or estates to
development, including the provision of funding or enabling development’. We also welcome a policy
approach for consideration of potential adverse impacts on air quality from ammonia with the potential to
impact on European Protected sites on a Site of Special Scientific Interest’. Woodland health is adversely
impacts by ammonia pollution, which is especially concerning for ancient woodlands. We would welcome
working with Cornwall Council on such a policy.
Town centre density and vitality: As noted elsewhere we welcome the proposed ‘urban greening factor’ and
urge Cornwall Council to be ambitious in green infrastructure requirements. We also Highlight the importance
of ensuring that everyone has access to a healthy natural environment. We recommend that our Woodland
Access Standard be adopted by Cornwall Council as a measure of success. This standard aims to ensure that
everyone has reasonable access to woodland. The Woodland Trust’s Woodland Access Standard aspires that:
No person should live more than 500m from at least one area of accessible woodland of no less than 2ha in
size; and There should also be at least one area of accessible woodland of no less than 20ha within 4km (8km
round trip) of people’s homes.

URN 065

Saltash Environmental Action

1, increase of co2 emissions and not enough measures in place widely enough to reduce this.
2, loss of biodiversity.
1, reduction in co2 emissions
2, increase in green energy
Renewable energy. reduction in fossil fuel fuelled vehicles
Hopefully more awareness and cooperation to back and cooperate with all green measures.
The plan sounds great as does the ambition to be carbon neutral by 2030.

1.4

URN 071

Extinction Rebellion

1. Erosion of healthy soil Regenerative Agricultural practices must be encouraged and funded.
2, Elimination of insect life Use of chemical weedkillers and fertillisers need to cease. Cost and time must not
be the most important factors.
1, Organic Regenerative agriculture and ground maintenance. Reduction in nitrate run-off.
2, No planning permission for industrial cattle or poultry units.
No carbon accounting. No offsetting. These can be, and are, claimed for everything as a reason to carry on or
deteriorate.
No planning permission for industrial cattle and poultry units. Look to Amsterdam for best-practice re
Doughnut economics.
Housing policy which demands solar panels and/or air-source heat-pumps (with NO get-out clauses. It should
be as automatic as an inside loo.)
A reorientation of priorities away from GDP as indication of success, happiness and health. More pride in
Cornwall as a trailblazer.
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We have a small county. We have a good record of educating the public. We have a chance of achieving these
objectives.

1.5

URN 074

Camel Community Supported Agriculture

1, Rise in global temperatures
2, Effect on natural environment
1, A drastic cut in greenhouse gas emissions
2, Food and energy security
Food security The UK supplies only just over half (53%) of the food consumed in the UK (Office for National
Statistics, 2018 figures). Climate breakdown is already affecting harvests and the coronavirus pandemic has
further exposed the UK’s reliance on complex food supply chains. Cornwall is at the end of these supply chains
and the council should be developing food resilience policies that help develop community cohesion and
wellbeing. The DPD must enable access to land to encourage low carbon lifestyles and the re-localising of
agricultural production. ‘Light touch’ agricultural planning policy dates back to post-WW2 and favours those
with larger land holdings. It should address the needs of smaller rural enterprises along with the shortage of
smaller land parcels to set up horticultural businesses and market gardens which can take advantage of the
county’s long growing season, high rainfall and long hours of
sunshine. We suggest three main points of action:
1. Community supported agriculture (CSA). There are now four CSA schemes in Cornwall - ours at Camel
Community Supported Agriculture, Wadebridge; Bosavern Community Farm at St Just; Soul Farm at Flushing;
and Goonown Growers at St Agnes. All are experiencing unprecedented demand from consumers seeking
access to locally-produced food. Some of the smaller units on the County Farm Estate, and other small parcels
of council and privately-owned land could be reallocated to the CSA model that enables a direct and secure
market for dairy, meat and vegetable produce.
2. Allotments. There is a shortage of allotments for individuals in Cornwall wishing to grow their own food. All
new housing developments should be required to provide allotments for local residents.
3. Community gardens and orchards, social farms. There is a clear unmet demand for land for community-led
food growing initiatives. The DPD should identify situations where the council can respond to calls for
commonly-held growing space in and around towns and villages.
Overall, there should be a presumption towards smaller, agroecological horticultural and agricultural
enterprises which are given the facility to sell their produce locally, thereby reducing the need for consumers
to travel.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. What
policies do you think would be most effective against climate change? Investment in renewable energy and
energy efficiency measures Enhancement of biodiversity Green transport initiatives including preservation of
public footpaths Reduction in intensive agriculture methods Increased resilience

1.6

URN 083 South Hill Association for Renewable Energy

The fact that beyond a certain point, the rise in the level of CO₂ is irreversible and that the action
taken to date has had little impact on the upward trend.2, Up to now proposals that have been
addressed are like a “decoration” on top of an unchanged life as normal, without an understanding
that “normal” will have to change. If nothing else, the Covid-19 situation has shown that change is
possible.
1, All new housing developments should be required to have the infrastructure for either a heat
network OR where this is not likely to be feasible, an electricity supply infrastructure for all the
houses on the development to have heat pumps.
2, Be bold!
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Energy efficiency and renewable generation are the two topic areas which will do most to achieve
carbon neutrality. The other topic areas are important but are less likely to address the root cause of
climate change.
The support of planning policy is important to our community energy group developing new
projects. However, in the absence of central government policy and support which would make
these financially viable, the new planning policy won’t be enough by itself.

1.7

URN 109

Cornwall AONB

Should Biodiversity be considered as a specific topic especially with the current focus on Nature Recovery?
Policy should be positively focused and be based on a strategy and vision for the landscape and landscapes of
Cornwall, not simply identifying the areas of least resistance. The delivery of this strategy should allow the
removal of those existing installations (at the end of their consents) that merely represent uncontrolled
proliferation in response to opportunism or least resistance. Many of these installations are smaller and
provide limited installed capacity in comparison with a clear landscape lead strategy for “large wind” which
could provide appreciable installed capacity.
Community benefit does not necessarily have to be local to the installation and should not become a driver for
a dispersal strategy of renewable installation. There are other workable models of community ownership and
benefit including for communities remote to installations for both investment and benefit. The Community
benefit for example could be wider net gain etc.
Hearts and Minds! – experience identifies that renewable capacity will only be delivered where there is local
support. Meeting the Climate Change Agenda will require massive work to engage positive responses from
local populations and politicians any amount of positive policy context will not deliver renewables in the
absence of widespread public support.
Most large scale (and probably smaller installations) are the size they are as a result of technical constraints
(normally ETSU-R-92 noise limits). Extension may require a bold view (and possibly intervention) with regard to
alleviate these constraints (this may include property acquisition etc.)
Low grade agricultural land value should not be a driver of location of solar, rather it should be used to rule in
or out sites that are otherwise compliant with a broader landscape strategy.
Policy must recognise the limits to potential installed capacity that will (due to current technological
limitations) result from all but onshore wind and solar so that arguments in favour of (for example) in-stream
hydro are not allowed to frustrate the delivery of mature technologies.
Welcome reference is made to reducing landscape impact, however the effects of renewables on seascape or
the interrelationships between the two must not be overlooked particularly with relation to setting of
designated landscapes.
Information Classification: CONTROLLED
The development of additional renewable energy must be undertaken in accordance with best practice such
that the use of potentially very damaging materials such as SF6 are avoided (there are alternatives).
This should be encouraged where technically feasible and safeguarding put in place to ensure opportunity is
not frustrated by other development. This should include safeguards to avoid any waste produced through this
process. The policy should consider and facilitate the location of appropriate industries to take advantage of
this resource and particularly low-level heat availability. These might include developments of horticulture etc.
Langage Garden Village should be tested to see if there are opportunities for this to take advantage of
geothermal energy (or at the very least district heating).
Any (and all) calculations used to justify replacement dwellings on the grounds of their “Carbon” credentials
must consider the full lifetime of the new dwelling and the carbon cost of demolition and construction as well
as just the running costs.
There should be strong policy support for improving energy efficiency of existing dwellings. This must not be
allowed to be a driver for replacement dwellings which are universally recognised as having a higher (whole
life) carbon footprint than improving the existing. The spurious argument about carbon credentials of a new
dwelling must not be allowed to become a reason for consent.
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New developments over a certain size (and this should be driven by availability of carbon savings) should be
required to provide district heating – Langage and Higher Newham are good examples as would have been
Nansleddan.
Inappropriate development as described in 8.2.3 should be qualified to avoid any ambiguity. At 8.2.8 the
principle for new development to be designed to reduce and mitigate flood risk must be an absolute
requirement.
Natural climate solutions such as the increase in woodland and other habitat types and ecosystems needs to
be delivered through the reinforcement and extension of existing landscape character as described within the
2008 Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Assessment (or any subsequent assessment when
available). Proposals that seek (for example) woodland cover in uncharacteristic areas should be resisted and
the benefit of additional woodland cover should not in these cases be allowed to override the need for the
protection of the designated and other landscapes which form such an important part of the distinctiveness of
Cornwall. There are plenty of areas of Cornwall where (for example) woodland creation will be beneficial for
both the landscape and carbon sequestration without the need for introducing unwelcome landscape change.
A similar principle would equally apply to rewetting of moorland areas etc. The aim for additional
sequestration should be focussed on landscape conservation and enhancement rather than opportunistically
where applications arise.
Information Classification: CONTROLLED
Like onshore wind a strategy of locations should be followed to allow the maximum benefit to landscape and
ecosystems rather than just a piecemeal approach which delivers the woodland cover (for example) with the
absence of wider landscape benefits or even landscape harm. This is also true for other aspects of the
landscape such as setting of heritage features which could suffer wholesale damage from inappropriate (for
example) woodland planting.
The laudable aspiration to sequester carbon must not be allowed to give rise to landscape harm.
We have commented elsewhere about the Net Gain proposals in our response to the Draft CPO statement on
this subject.
The absolute control over felling of trees on development sites (and pre application) must be controlled in
order to avoid unwelcome tree loss.
The appropriate management of road verges provides an excellent opportunity for the increase of biodiversity
and ecosytems services and this should be mandated within the emerging policy

1.8

URN 112

Regenerative Food & Farming CIC

1 RFF is concerned that current farming practices in the main continue to be a major contributor to
climate change when they have the capacity to become a huge source of carbon capture, and about
the lack of food security in the UK and Cornwall - especially in the event of crop failures due to
climate events.
The heat and drought experienced in the UK in 2018 and the subsequent partial failure of the potato
crop in Cornwall shows how vulnerable we are to climate change. A wholesale conversion to
regenerative practices would make Cornish soils better able to withstand drought and floods. In
addition, increasing average temperatures will mean the loss of species, flora and fauna, due to their
inability to adapt quickly to climate change. The collapse of ecosystems will be even more
devastating than floods, storms and drought.
Humans can migrate but plants, upon which whole ecosystems are dependent, cannot. If
ecosystems collapse locally and globally then the future for human kind is very bleak.
2 RFF is concerned about Cornwall Council’s response to climate breakdown including focussing on
solutions such as the ‘Forest for Cornwall’. Planting trees will have benefits, but RFF distrusts single
and simplistic solutions to the climate and ecological crises we face. Giving the residents of Cornwall
‘hope’ through planting trees may help to salve consciences but will not affect the real and rapid
17
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change needed. Planting trees should have a place in a more comprehensive policy, but as just one
element, integrated with many others, especially the potential for the sequestration of carbon
through regenerative agriculture practices.
What are the top two things we need to achieve first for Cornwall? 1, Cornwall Council must assess
the framework in which it operates, and which constrains its ability to act quickly. Looking from the
outside, Cornwall Council is good at producing well-intentioned documents but particularly bad at
delivering change. Despite the Environmental Growth Strategy adopted as part of the Local Plan
which includes policies on staying within planetary boundaries and respecting the Paris Climate
Agreement to reduce emissions, Cornwall Council has supported the construction and operation of a
heliport from Penzance to the Scilly Isles including building upon agricultural land in close proximity
to homes and has supported the adaptation of Newquay airport and financial support for a Space
Port. At the same time, it has decided to sell part of its County Farms estate.
Cornwall Council has written a suite of strategies from New Frontiers to Industrial. All these
strategies are now out of date for none of them were able to predict Covid-19. Local authorities can
no longer expect to predict and control what will happen in the future. Policies need to be written to
enable flexibility to allow Cornwall Council to react quickly to impending climate and economic
events. Also, RFF believes the framework for this process must be adapted so documents such as
CCDPD do not take 3 years to draft, consult and implement. By the time this document is adopted,
planning permission will have been given for most of the housing, infrastructure and commerce
needs for Cornwall up to 2030 due to the nature of the planning system which requires local
authorities to ensure a 5-year land supply for housing. Consequently, Cornwall’s ambitions to be net
zero carbon by 2030 will be thwarted as these policies will not affect the majority of construction
projects until post 2030. 2, Cornwall Council could immediately effect change to local agriculture
practices and improve carbon sequestration by ensuring all County Farms are encouraged to adopt
Regenerative agricultural practices, which focus on increasing soil organic matter. Research by Duchy
College (re CO2e) and Sydney University (re water) found that, for every 1% increase in Soil Organic
Matter, 90 tonnes of CO2e is taken out of the atmosphere per hectare and an extra 144,000 litres of
water can be retained in the soil. A local farmer near Truro, by no longer growing approximately 25
acres of cereals and adopting regenerative practices, turned his 170-acre farm from emitting around
300 tonnes CO2e to sequestering around 350 tonnes per annum. RFF has drafted a one-page
alternative County Farms strategy (attached) which, if implemented and linked to the Council’s
climate and education policies, would immediately start to sequester significant amounts of carbon,
improve crop resilience to drought and reduce the impact of extreme weather events such as
droughts and flooding. Is there a topic or theme that you think we should investigate and why is this
so important to you? CCDPD does not acknowledge that agricultural practices can help to sequester
up to 30% of UK emissions. Regenerative agriculture practices improve soils making them more
productive as well as a carbon store. Housing, infrastructure and industrial developments are
currently allowed on agricultural land classified 3b, 4 and 5. This does not recognise this land’s
potential, if it were farmed regeneratively, to store carbon. Once developed, agricultural land is lost
forever and the potential for further carbon sequestration lost. RFF believe carbon storage on
agricultural land should be a material consideration within planning. Our ambition is to create
planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. What policies do you
think would be most effective against climate change? Cornwall Council should act swiftly to create
planning policies which promote renewable energy installations, polytunnels, low-impact farm
dwellings and other agricultural buildings on agricultural land. This
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affords farmers and rural residents the opportunity to increase their income as well as provide low
carbon energy and local, regeneratively produced foods. Agriculture can thrive under and around
renewable installations and we can expand the variety of foods grown in Cornwall. We must
regenerate our soils, and utilise our food waste from domestic, commercial, educational, health and
social care properties to provide a local supply of compost. Cornwall Council should do all it can to
create the conditions in which a more localised, circular economy can thrive.
RFF’s ambition is to inform consumers about the value of buying food from growers who use
regenerative agricultural practices which include health benefits to the consumer and planet as well
as financial benefits to the farmers or growers. Any future planning policy which aims to encourage
regenerative agriculture, horticulture, local markets and local
supply chains will have a positive impact on Cornwall. RFF's alternative CC farms strategy

1.9

URN 122 Camel Valley and Bodmin Moor Protection Society
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1.10 URN 124

Gwithian Projects

1, Destruction of the worlds natural habitat
2, Rising sea levels
1, Alternative forms of energy
2, Reduced travel
Policies need to be more wide ranging than planning which tend to change new developments rather than
changing old established uses

1.11 URN 127

XR St Just Advocacy group

Introduction
The Members of St Just Extinction Rebellion (XR) Town Group support Cornwall Council (CC) in declaring a
Climate Emergency in January 2019 and consequent efforts in beginning to tackle the climate and ecological
breakdown. Further to that support, we would like to submit a response to the Climate Change DPD scoping
report that has been put out by CC for public consultation. This we have written with our 3 demands at the
fore.
Tell the truth. Climate Emergency is the correct terminology here and so must be used at all times and not
Climate Change which is a naturally occurring phenomenon. Its misuse is not only misleading to the general
public but fails to reflect the severity of the situation and the urgency of the response required. This is an
emergency and people need to understand the true gravity of its consequences. The crisis ought therefore to
be reflected with a more direct and honest introduction at the start point of each thematic area in this
document, for example, Renewable Energy- First and foremost we must look to reducing our energy use and
resources in our daily lives and business- rather than starting that energy use is predicted to double over the
next fifty years. This is not an inspiring start if we are to achieve zero carbon and maintain it.
These messages are important in paving the way for a more regenerative lifestyle that take account of
planetary limits (resources) and reconnects us within the natural world we live in. We must be honest about
the facts, we will all need to reduce our consumption and radically change our lifestyles, and it is unrealistic to
assume otherwise, or indeed, that we can go on living as we have been by ‘fixing’ the climate and ecological
breakdown with new technologies alone.
Act on it. The foreword, along with several other statements in the document, do little to reflect CC’s
determination, intent or the urgency to act, this is a Climate Emergency Development Planning Document and
2030 is already five years short of what we believe planners and policy makers need (and can, with the
political will) be aiming for, so we are calling for a more positive and ‘can do’ attitude not one that declares
from the outset that achieving ambitions by 2030 ‘ may well prove impossible’. CC must set the bar high by at
least aiming for 2025 and make that ambition clear to government if they are to truly counsel the Cornish
community in their role to protect and serve. None of us knows what is possible but if we are to benefit from
ingenuity and creativity in this crisis and gain support and momentum from individuals, business and
communities alike, there is a need to think, speak and act accordingly.
Deliberative democracy. Thirdly, we firmly believe that to have any hope of addressing the climate and
ecological breakdown a radical transition in lifestyle is required of us all, and as horrific as this moment in
history is, the current global pandemic may be a window of opportunity for that change to take place. We are
calling for a Marshall Plan type recovery to be implemented, promoting a new kind of economics that doesn’t
focus on endless unsustainable and unrealistic growth on a finite planet alongside a green recovery package.
An enlightened transition based on the inextricable link between the health of the planet and that of people,
indeed all life, through the creation of new fit for planet and people business models and jobs. Thus, we
believe any future planning must explore and take account of those value changes and how development sits
within them. The pandemic has also proven that communities and governments can respond quickly,
responsibly and cooperatively when given the facts and in response to a global crisis. Equally we acknowledge
the huge and daunting task CC must feel they are facing, exacerbated by time, financial restraints, policies and
legislation which, if unfit for the necessary planning ahead, must be lobbied for by councils and communities
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alike. This leads to why it is that we believe passionately of the crucial need to engage and inform the public in
more meaningful and deliberative democratic process’ of consultation through Citizens Assemblies (CAs).
Furthermore, to make the content and outcomes of the CA’s available through media to reach the wider
population, to educate and inform. This engagement must be at all levels (National, Regional and Local) and in
all forms of planning and policy making related to the Climate Emergency that affects every single one of us.
We are all responsible and must act accordingly and together.
XR St Just Town Group Response Reference number and points of concern/support/proposals.

1. FOREWORD
1.0.6 Please reword ‘Change’ to Emergency when referencing this document and throughout its content.
2.

SUMMARY
2.0.2 The Council should hold webinars, particularly throughout the Covid 19 pandemic, and ensure chatlines
are available for councillors and officers to respond to the public’s comments on the scoping document. The
Council should also set up Citizens’ Assemblies and livestream them for the wider population, as many other
councils in the UK and globally are doing in response to the Climate Emergency.

3.

INTRODUCTION
3.4.2 Delete inverted commas round Climate Emergency - it is real! The Forest for Cornwall, whilst
commendable in theory, must not consist of blanket plantations and sites should be chosen to maximise
benefits to wildlife (including corridors etc). We believe the current plan to simply plant trees for carbon
sequestration misses an opportunity to increase biodiversity through a Re-Wilding approach. This takes into
account the whole ecosystem and uses grazing as part of the management plan.
3.4.2 This could also be applied to the private housing sector for planning purposes and retro-conversion
provision. The Council can only encourage and inspire people to do the right thing with existing non-council
housing but could offer an incentive to retro-convert their properties through grant assistance and access to
expert advice
3.4.5 ‘Will support development’ – please consider promoting de-development on grounds of sustainability.

4. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
4.2.1 Current planning law gives preference to unlocking of financial gain and development at the expense of
the natural environment, often going against objections by AONB etc.
Policy 25. Ecosystem service, what exactly is meant by this? Ecosystems are not commodities to be carved up
and exploited, which is the reason our global climate is in a state of emergency. Please re-think and re-value,
our ecosystems are our life support - we should be paying service to them.

5. SCOPE OF THE CLIMATE CHANGE (EMERGENCY) DPD
5.2.2 Replace “has been identified as being” with “has long been” this is fact.
5.2.5 Replace “continues to” with “with public support, will relentlessly”
6. RENEWABLE ENERGY
6.1.1 There are concerns that some communities may miss out on opportunities for potential wind turbine
projects if they have not identified areas in their Neighbourhood DP’s or if they do not have one. Places where
nimby attitudes have prevailed in the writing of local NDP’s may well change towards appreciation of the
benefits of an ‘unsightly turbine’ in the very near future.
6.1.3 We believe more policy is needed on Demand Management
Is it realistic that, with Cornwall’s favourable climate for renewable energy, the Council could support the
extension of the local electricity grid with a resulting capacity to export energy from Cornwall?
6.2 Quote, ‘Electricity demand will double over the next 50 years’- Is this from the
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Committee on Climate Changes’ net zero report? If so, please state as much and explain the ‘*Energy
Hierarchy’ and the doubling in demand of electricity (from renewables) is due to the move away from fossil
fuels. However, this is a Climate Emergency planning document, surely it ought to be discussing first how we
reduce consump2on, not plan to double it, just in case? Equally then, the further assumption that 5 times
current capacity installed will be required would not necessarily be the case. It is important that people
understand that renewables can be costly to build in terms of carbon footprint and rare earth metals, and this
factoring must also be taken into account in our consumption. Reduce, reduce, reduce, we have to change our
energy use, education please on energy saving!
An idea: Could CC encourage local energy groups to invest in renewables by becoming coinvestors? Win-win!
* Please note we have serious reservations regarding the bottom strata of the Energy Hierarchy which
promotes ‘offset’ to compensate as a ‘source of last resort’. We believe there is no place for carbon offsetting
in planning and policy making. Deep Geothermal- CC has already invested £2.4 million into the United Downs
project to potentially supply 1.3 MW electricity and heating (Geothermal Engineering Ltd, GEL) which we
understood begins testing at the end of this month, so is it really outside the scope/ timeframe of this
document? However, we have reservations about this source, not much knowledge of possible
impacts/dangers? 6.2.1 Western Power (we discovered is as subsidiary of the American utility corporation IPLwhy is this not UK owned? A question, not an accusation). Can Cornwall not get external investment itself for
wave hubs? Smart grid essential, in encouraging small-scale generation as we move towards a subsidy-free
energy system and a net zero emissions economy. 6.2.2 Replace “Steps to help reach the aim for carbon
neutrality could include” with “In order to reach carbon neutrality the council will suport the following steps”
6.3.1 Yes – more on hydropower please! And more on encouraging domestic and neighbour sharing
renewables provision and use. Grid capacity has deterred escalation of domestic solar panels in the past (e.g
Pendeen scheme). 6.5.2 Does this also offer scope / should take opportunity to address problems of flooding
through increasing winter rainfall and rising water tables. 6.6.1 YES! We strongly agree, don’t sell off the
family jewels to private companies that should rightfully be owned by Cornwall. Mines are an intrinsic part of
Cornwall’s heritage, CC could explore the idea of purchasing redundant mines as in investment ie potential in
the future for energy production. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
7.1.5 The DPD contemplates carbon offsetting as part of new build provisions. This is essentially a get out of jail
card for developers. We do not support the policy of 'carbon offsetting'. We believe we should be reducing our
carbon emissions not using "offset" to mislead people into thinking that this is an acceptable or indeed
responsible way to plan and operate, therefore, nor should it be used in policy making. This we have referred
to previously regarding our reservations about the bottom strata of the ‘Energy Hierarchy’ which advises
‘Sources of last resort- offset to compensate’ (see 6.2.)
Government policy needs to support Councils nationally to achieve their energy efficiency targets (as promised
by Teresa May to Derek Thomas MP in response to his request to support CC’s 2030 carbon zero target).
We would hope to see the Cornwall ‘Design Guide’ promote carbon-neutral design and new builds, offering
incentives and grants to assist in this, as well as retro-conversion grants. This needs to be extended to noncouncil properities. We understand that CC are awaiting national consultation results, to hear whether they
have any local autonomy in applying national building regulations in accordance with climate emergency
policy.

7.

There SHOULD be an upper ceiling! Once the nationally allocated quota of 52,000 new housing
provision in Cornwall is achieved, there is no need to go beyond that (and please note there are some 7,460
long term empty propertites in Cornwall - 216,000 na2onally). Could these properties be compulsory
purchased? This must be cost effective in terms of materials/carbon footprint of new builds, plus could retrofit before selling/renting. Alternative lifestyle choices need supporting alongside land management
innovations - collectives, eco-homes on the Scandinavian model, more short-term structures less constrained
by some aspects of the building regs and by conventional materials etc. (with due regard to other aspects of
planning law and preservation of AONB etc).
Why are heat pumps and low carbon heat networks likely to be limited in Cornwall?
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What about geothermal sources here?
More water collecting facilities required! There is mention of flood prevention and planning around flood
plains in this document but nothing about water harvesting and extra storage capacity for excess water to be
used in times of drought (which are increasing year on year)
Tighten up requirements re insulation, to help limit emissions. Explore more environmentally sensitive
materials, e.g straw bale wall insulation, cob etc. This will mean changing standards of planning requirements.

8.

CC must ensure that areas without local plans don’t engage in piecemeal development without
considering renewables and water provision and transport, employment and infrastructure implications!

9.

COASTAL CHANGE AND FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Concern- CC are relying too much upon neighbourhood plans to help determine planning needs and
parameters, but the take up rate for these is still quite low. Local plans need to have some measure of
autonomy dictated by variations in local need and circumstances, but there must be coherence in a Cornwallwide approach and compliance to climate emergency imperatives.
CC are to be commended for considering ways in which they can enforce higher levels of climate emergency
compliance in application of the national building regulations, whether they are given a measure of autonomy
or not.
8.1.1 and 8.1.6 We cannot see any logical reasoning to ever build on flood plains which are only going to
become increasingly vulnerable as the planet warms up or incur costs to the tax-payer in terms of defence or
clean up. Instead, can CC make provision to store and harvest the flood water and rising ground water / run off
for treatment and reuse?
8.2.5 As we are facing a Climate Emergency, Coastal Change Management Areas should be led by the Council,
not by Local Neighbourhood Plans. Cornwall Council could lead nationally on this (or should it? The cliff
erosion and floodplain issues confronting areas such as S Devon and E Anglia / Lincs aren’t really paralleled in
Cornwall and will require major additional research and planning). This would help resolve the acknowledged
conflicts between managed realignment and no active intervention areas.

8.2.8 Yes to upstream thinking.
8.2.9 The council ought to work with the Environment Agency to map areas likely to be impacted by flooding
due to Climate Extremes, so that policies can be implemented.
8.3 We have concerns over areas threatened by sea level rise and would like to see a level below which no
development would be considered.

8.3.1 The options for development of policies here seem well placed.
Concerns
Lack of account of riverine and ground surface /water table flooding. This is already becoming a serious
problem, and the increased rainfall and dynamic of saturation followed by drought and resultant subsidence
and ground deterioration (with its impact on drainage and utilities) is not addressed.
Consideration could usefully be given to historical evidence of climate impact on coastal erosion, e.g Mount’s
Bay (which is the only area in blue on the map, indicating maximum coastal erosion impact anticipated), which
was devastated twice in the 11th century (see the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle) by tsunamis which have recently
been related by scientists to volcanic eruptions near Java. We are likely to witness more such natural disasters
in future. Un2l the Hayle estuary began silting up, the St Michael’s Way route across the Hayle Mount’s Bay
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Isthmus was only 5 miles wide. It is likely that, with rising sea levels, there will accordingly be significant seaencroachment at both ends of this coastal riverine route.
Cornwall Council is understandably cautious about suggesting limitations on the fishing industry in respect of
quotas, but they need to engage with Cornwall’s responsibilities towards limiting plastics and fuel pollution
and consumption, over-fishing and supporting biodiversity at sea as well as on land and in the air. A large
propor2on of plas2c waste comes from the commercial fishing industry, with little option on provision of nonplastic alternatives, and jettisoning of waste and oil etc.
Cornwall should encourage the development of creative recycling to help address such issues (e.g kyaks and
wetsuits made from black plastic – one such Cornish initiative already).
How about a Cornish Climate Emergency Competition to promote and reward innovation, invention and
creativity in generating solutions and new materials and approaches?
This would help resolve the acknowledged conflicts between managed realignment and no active intervention
areas.
9.1.1 No mention of light pollution, which can be detrimental to wildlife and should be taken more seriously in
planning process.
9.1.2 There is a lot of work to be done here
on integrating the conservation and biodiversity agendas with growth in food production – develop
complementarity in approach, rather than consigning them to different processes or mutually exclusive
sections of policy and documents.
9.2.2 This is the only reference in this document of one of the most important issues of our time… FOOD
SECURITY! And here it is only mentioned in relation to land use for building and not the issue itself, nothing
more in the Agriculture sectiton…very worrying indeed!
9.2.3 Water management and retention for times of flood needs to be a priority too.
9.2.4 Consideration for ecosystems need addressing in balance with human welfare and lifestyle, not at the
expense of the former. We have very strong reservatitons about the Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) as a true
measure. We believe it needs to be ecosystem (whole system- physical and biological) approach and not
focused upon individual species. In fact, as BNG’s executive summary openly states in its mid-term review, ‘no
significant progress had been made towards the 2020 target of no net loss to biodiversity’. This is not
ncouraging.
9.2.6 As part of the Forest for Cornwall, which we believe would have better value to biodiversity and carbon
capture as a rewilding project, we would like to see the Council support the planting of a copse of scrub and
other deciduous trees on public and private land. This work is urgent and has a natural time delay but this
would be a bureaucratic-lite way of increasing tree coverage, without clumsy grant mechanisms, and carried
out easily by schools, landowners and possibly farmers.

9.2.8 Needs more concrete provisions for carbon sequestration.
9.3 What is said re regreening and design for such as part of development process is welcome but needs to
be made more of, and not just in a development context. We strongly support policies to protect and
enhance the ecosystems of Cornwall. The Council should support the rewilding of Cornish moorland (which
has been subject to abandonment and burning) and implement policies to manage Cornish valleys (invasion
of non-indigenous plants, reintroduction of species as formerly required under EU legislation etc)

10. TRANSPORT
10.1.6 We are aware that the Council’s local plan specifically concentrates new development around towns
with their full range of facilities and transport system. However, we would support exception for the necessary
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development where it enables people to live off-grid in rural areas and will be crucial in reaching the carbon
zero target. We are strongly opposed to development for second homes and holiday lets that are largely
owned and profited from by non- Cornish residents, who in most cases pay less in ‘business tax’ than they
would if paying regular council tax, also executive homes and speculiative holiday development. Again, this is a
Climate Emergency and only first homes for families and residents of Cornwall are a need.
10.2.3 We acknowledge the Council’s view that behaviour change is a major challenge but, as the Covid 19
restrictions have shown, people are prepared to change their behaviour when faced with a crisis, which
extremes of climate surely are. The lockdown has shown a huge increase in people walking and cycling, so the
Council must reconsider a reallocation of road space to enable more “active travel”. The council should
introduce “20 is Plenty”, traffic calming and pedestrianisation. Like Manchester, London and Milan, the Council
should rethink road space to facilitate active travel.
10.2.5 The Council should anticipate problems which may arise with future autonomous vehicles.
10,2.6 We welcome the improved bus service but it needs to be free to children and young people, carers of
young children, families travelling together, claimants and workers on low income. (Reference the policy in
Wales). This will develop a habit of travelling by public transport as well as helping people in the forecast
economic downturn.
10.2.8 Do the Council run a council car share scheme? EV charging points should be provided where demand
requires, not just for flats but in car parks, whether council or privately owned. Electric buses should be
considered too. XR St Just congratulates the Council on its wide ranging and innovative proposals on
transport, especially on active travel, bus and train improvements, limiting car parking spaces and on-plot
parking, EV charging points, physical infrastructure, redundant rail lines and larger scale rail freight facilities.
We acknowledge that in the current health crisis people are and may continue to be reluctant to travel on
public transport. Therefore it would be prudent for CC to be alert to the threat of a massive increase in car use.
Our towns in Cornwall may not be on the same scale as those of big cities but we can learn from policies being
implemented elsewhere (eg the closing of roads in Central London to vehicles) and be unafraid to drastically
discourage car use.
We are concerned by the omission of policies regarding aviation. In view of the Climate Emergency and the
post Covid 19 reduction in air travel, any investment in Newquay airport is unethical and unviable. The Council
should therefore abandon financial support of the Virgin Galactic project (Spaceport) and divert that money to
public transport for every day travel thus making it easier for people to travel to more viable jobs.
The Highway department could introduce an immediate target to plant trees, where safe, on the margins of
roads and in car parks.
We suggest to introduce a traffic free day in local town centres, possibly one a week/month to be trialled on a
rotational basis in local towns to test the response of public and business owners and promote the idea of carfree towns. We note, and referenced previously, that Sadiq Khan is planning car free zones in London as part of
London’s ‘reimaging’.
11. AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
We are alarmed at the absence of any planning for Food Security in this document.
Here in St Just, some ten years ago, local people raised funds to secure the purchase of a County Starter Farm,
now Bosavern Community Farm. The project currently provides training and accommodatiton for volunteers
supplying some 30-40 local families weekly with organic veg, this number has increased to 150 plus since the
pandemic began and has been achieved this quota by cooperating with other local producers- food hubs are
the way forward and should be connected and part of an internal market system in Cornwall. The farm also
provides space for community events, school visits, allotments, vulnerable adults, a community woodland, a
farm shop, chickens/eggs, bees and other wildlife projects. It is also a site for a small number of solar panels.
We believe this is exactly the type of model that needs replicating in Cornwall and nationally if we are to
become carbon neutral, work with nature and ensure food security and the added benefits of health and
welfare (policy 16), education and training are obvious. This is something that CC could emulate on their own
farms and additionally in the conversion of redundant County and privately owned farm buildings. Also
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encouraging the development of business for Value Added Goods from farm produce (for local sale) and
supporting those business’ to work and live on site where possible (ie converting disused farm buildings for
business and residential).
All the above reduces food miles (distribution), packaging and refrigeration needs and increases, food security,
business opportunities, healthy eating, resilience and community building.
11.1.6 We support the Council's concern about weak planning controls and would
support the Council in lobbying for laws which control damage to the environment.
11.1.7 Add ‘but not for more holiday lets and second homes’ please.
11.2.1. The Bosavern Community Farm model (and a growing number of similar small unit producers)
addresses many of the issues here, due to their smaller, less intensive, regenerative and more productive
agricultural practices plus, they have many benefits in terms of biodiversity- being organic, understanding of
ecosystems and often supporting local and national projects on site, like the wheal buzzy project (bees).
Intensive (industrial) agriculture on the other hand, has been forced down the path of increased use of
fertlisers, plastics in fields and pesticides etc which degrades both soils and water sources and which we
believe has no place in terms of future development planning and, being so dependent on oil-based products
and transport, is the complete opposite of food security and does nothing to sequester carbon or reduce other
GHG emissions.
11.2.2 Many rural and agricultural hamlets are of local architectural and historical significance, and article 4
directions can be used within these areas to encourage appropriate development in view of the climate crisis.
11.2.6 The Council must strengthen monitoring of agricultural emissions - without
enforcement the policy has no teeth.
11.2.7 We support the production of estate plans for large estates. However, relaxation of planning controls
within estates should have a public benefit, not simply a financial benefit for the Estates.
11.2.8 Omit "portrayed as".
11.2.9 The One Planet Development Programme criteria, adopted by the Welsh government, is wholly
commendable in principle, however we have reservations about the programme as Wales have only granted
27 planning permissions over an 11-year period. CC could research and adapt this programme to be more
realis2cally and financially achievable. Also look at Wales’ low impact policy 52. Furthermore, with more and
more individuals and families wishing to live a more off grid lifestyle, either in communi2es or in isolation, and
with increasing numbers of people living in vehicles, it might be beneficial to people and farms if official sites
were allocated for people who wish to work on the land and live there. This may not be wholly palatable to
some residents of Cornwall, who wish only to see chocolate box villages and holiday caravan sites, but it is a
reality of current times and our future and needs addressing in a managed and fair way, that will benefit
people and the land they become custodians of.
11.3.1 The scoping document requires more about the future of farms and supporting rural living, working and
agricultural communities - and particularly since the abandonment of the European CAP and the introduction
of public money for public good. The suggestion of linking ecosystems and enabling development, and the
requirement not to compromise the working of Farm Business are of particular concern to us, and these
statements need clarification, the Climate Emergency and the long-term view must take precedence over
short-term profit. The creation of larger farms and contracting firms is creating a dramatic increase in
redundant traditional farmsteads and a complete change in farming practices is required which needs to be
acknowledged and understood.
Such large-scale farming is not the sole way forward, and regional / local landscape constraints and
demographics need to be taken into account. Recent developments in research into ancient farming methods
and their impact on the environment has shown that over-clearance and over-farming in the bronze age gave
rise to moorlands that still have not recovered; small bronze and iron age field systems with appropriate crops
and livestock on the N coast of W Penwith produced a sustainable system that has flourished for 6000 years
Serious considera2on of what can be learnt from this and applied now is to be encouraged and resources
rounded up and made available to the farming community. This has educational, heritage and scientific
environmental benefits too.
As Cornwall has a large agricultural sector, it would be beneficial for CC to draw on local expertise and be in a
good position to advise and lobby government on regenerative agricultural practices.
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12 TOWN CENTRE DENSITY AND VITALITY.
We are pleased to see the inclusion of our threatened town centres in the scope of the DPD. We would like to
see proper enforcement of the sequence test for out of town development which avoids the lobbying and
financial convenience evident in recent developments eg in Penzance.
12.1.4 There is an inconsistency here in na2onal planning policy which CC seem to have acknowledged. CC
could explore ways of using increased residential and commercial density in town centres, where there are
transport and other infrastructures. This would reduce the green site development that should also be aiming
for ‘zero’.
12.2.2 We agree.
Might we also suggest more town centre reuse of redundant properties as combined work/ living spaces,
which may appeal particularly to some IT and creative industries home workers. Also, promote workplace
collectives and perhaps even residential collectives (along the Toronto model). These could share energy and
water provision and renewables sources, e.g urban solar devices. These might particularly suit singles, couples,
school leavers and those unable to purchase own homes.
12.2.6 Green spaces instead of parking. Encourage commensurate expansion of public transport, out of centre
park and ride instead of mall style outer town sprawl, as we currently have. Limit residents’ parking in the
centre and encourage cycle use. Consider introducing collective urban allotments, to increase green areas and
promote food production (as in Cuba).
12.3.1 Lots of good ideas in this section that merit more serious focus and working up. Increase town centre
retail presence by bringing down business rates.
Actively discourage town-edge shopping malls and stores dependant on long-distance haulage to stock them,
reducing longer journeys for shoppers and large carparks Be mindful of urban/rural divide and encourage a
symbiotic relationship between town and country, helping to reduce food miles and fostering a shared
responsibility towards the environment and the common good.

MISSING AND/OR OF CONCERN
1.The number one and major concern in this document is the complete absence of planning concerning Food
Security which as we have experienced since the Covid 19 pandemic is extremely vulnerable here in Cornwall.
With the UK leaving Europe and recent concerns here over the shortage of farm labour (having been mostly
filled by European workers) there needs to be more thought out planning regarding how this can be addressed
long term and not simply by engaging a ‘land army’ as was recently suggested by the Minister for the
Environment. This might include by design, proper designated sites for potential UK agricultural workers who
wish to live a more off grid lifestyle and would also help accommodate the growing numbers of people who
already live in vehicles.

2.

Agriculture is rightly featured in the DPD as Cornwall’s biggest industry but there is nothing about
Cornwall’s second biggest industry, tourism. We are concerned at the number of properties currently owned
as second homes and holiday lets owned by individuals and business outside Cornwall.
3.
There are currently 7,400 long-term empty homes in Cornwall, compulsory purchasing of which might
be cost effective, especially in terms of the carbon footprint of a new build, CC could invest in retro-fitting
those properties before resale. Second homes also contribute to the housing stock shortage here and in a
Climate Emergency ought not to be bought or built with the intention to use as such.

4.

Whilst electric vehicles are preferable over petrol or diesel, they are costly to the environment in
production of vehicle and battery and to the individual buying one. Although the proposal to have charging
facilities at every car park sounds commendable, it would seem more economical for people and planet to
have a fleet of electric buses serving the communities of Cornwall that was regular and affordable or free,
based on age and income. This would mean less; traffic, road repairs, CO2 emissions and pollution and ever
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expanding car parking areas as well as reducing the ‘need’ for valuable resources in terms of rare earth metals
and the associated pollu2on and health costs to land and people where they are extracted from, these factors
must also be considered in the production of electric vehicles and batteries. There is a change in travelling
habits required here more than a change of vehicle.

5.

The Scoping Document as a whole seems to concentrate on development control for future
development which will affect just a few percent of the existing structure. The scope of the document should
include consideration of how the climate is affected by existing infrastructure.

6.

Much of the national governments climate planning and policies are based on 2050; where as CC are
committing to 2030. We rigorously support any lobbying the Council undertakes to pressure the government
on Theresa May’s promise to financially and legislatively back local authorities to meet their climate
obligations. As national initiative is needed to address many aspects of the climate emergency we encourage
the Council to relentlessly lobby and petiton government for help in addressing the Climate Emergency.
7.
Predicted increases in levels of energy use are not a helpful message in a Climate Emergency and or
necessarily accurate, CC should be looking to first to educate and encourage reduced use and savings.

8.

Attention is paid to flooding and rising sea levels in this document but nothing is said of planning for
the seasonal droughts that are becoming increasingly prevalent or of water recycling and retention.

9.

Somewhat disappointingly, there is absolutely no reference to recycling, reusing or upcycling. In
terms of the former, we appreciate the huge amount of work that CC does to recycle our packaging from our
doorsteps, however recycling must also consider its own issues ie. having to physically drive to St Erth with our
tetrapaks for recycling which are then transported to somewhere miles out of county to be recycled perhaps
defeats the object and the public need to know that in order to inform their purchasing in the first instance.
On reusing, here in St Just a community group have set up a ‘Repair Café’ where people can bring damaged
items from their homes to be mended. This venture has been extremely successful and is supported by the
shared knowledge and experience of the community group who have skills in all kinds of areas from fixing
bikes to darning socks! This is not unique to St Just but is something that CC could actively support in
communitites and a good use of Council owned properties.

10.

Finally, and importantly, much of the wording/language in this document is confusing and at times
misleading to the typical reader - care must be taken not to put the general public off with unfamiliar jargon,
especially if CC are to expect feedback. For example, there is an overuse of the word sustainable, which in the
true sense of the word is factually misapplied in many instances therein. In any case the term regenerative is
more accurate than sustainable- where appropriate or deserving.
In Conclusion.
As acknowledged in the introduction to our response, the Climate Emergency is a most daunting prospect for
any council or governing body to address, and rightly so if the true magnitude of the climate and ecological
breakdown is to be acknowledged with truth and honesty. We do not expect CC to have all the answers.
Neither do we claim to be experts ourselves in all of the thematic areas that are under discussion here or of
the areas and issues that we believe have been missed. However, there is amongst us enough experience,
knowledge and understanding to identify the gaps in scope and expertise as referenced in our response and
that, if remedied, would make this a more fit for purpose Climate Emergency Development Planning
Document.
It is fair to say that much of what we have read is encouraging and our points of criticism are not without
empathy of the enormity of the challenges ahead. However, we have a deep concern that this document and
its thematic areas are simply coming from the wrong starting place being unrealistic in terms of the changes in
lifestyles, modes of operations and expectations that are essential from the offset if our actions are to address
the dire situation we face. This is a finite planet and we must begin to act accordingly. We must be open and
transparent that big changes are demanded of us all; the science, the increasingly unpredictable weather
patterns, drought, forest fires, flooding, disappearing ice caps, extinction of species and global pandemics tell
us so first hand.
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Thus we, the undersigned, propose Cornwall Council review their ‘business as usual’ approach to the writing of
any development or policy making proposals and plans concerning the Climate Emergency and instead deploy
the wealth of experience, knowledge and expertise required and that we know live amongst us. Such
collaborative working would help CC understand more fully and accurately what is required of future planning
and identify and develop suitable policies, legislation and finance. Furthermore, we urge you strongly to hold
Citizens Assemblies on such matters, thus engaging and informing the public in a more comprehensive and
honest setting and for CC to better receive public support when approaching central government for what we
were promised and what is needed. We are in this Climate Emergency together and decisions we make now
are quite literally life and death so let’s make them the best we can with the resources available, that can be
afforded by people and planet. This is about our survival and we must work cooperatively and accordingly.

1.12 URN 136

GeoScience / Community Power Cornwall / FEP

1, Impact on biodiversity and possible severe disruption to food chains due to rate of change of
climate and inability of flora and fauna to adapt quickly enough.
2, Change in habitability of regions of the planet – and ability of the world to accommodate resulting
large scale climate migration.
1, Local resilience.
2, Protection of the populace and critical infrastructure from severe weather disruption (flood /
drought / storm)
Promotion of / protection of biodiversity. - Worries re pesticide use / insect population decline
(including pollinators). Concerns re vulnerability of monocultures.
Largest CO2 reductions that can be achieved fastest / per £ invested. Quick wins to be had in
controlled expansion of onshore wind in the county for electricity generation – to decarbonise local
grid further. Widespread promotion of energy efficiency in the housing / building stock.
Rapid promotion via building regulations and / or planning for the adoption of low carbon heating.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community? Business? Would help us to deliver low carbon heating solutions (Vested interest here)
Some early solutions to this developed locally in Cornwall – particularly in the social housing sector.
Organisation? Community Power Cornwall / Fal Energy Partnership – opportunities for revived
community based wind generation / participation. Community? Upgrades to housing energy
efficiency. Conversion to low carbon heating.
URN 142
St Just Town Council Climate Action Group
1, Food security and sustainability and the need for environmentally friendly farming.
2, Dependence on fossil fuels must end – need more renewable energy.
1, Work towards food self-sufficiency: encourage regenerative and organic agriculture and less
pesticides and chemical fertiliser, and less use of plastic in farming.
Encourage local food networks rather than supermarkets – food Hubs, farmers markets, community
farms, support for small growers and allotments.
2, Renewable energy support.
All new homes to have solar panels, both thermal and PV. Support for wind turbines, solar farms
(only where appropriate).
New homes to be highly insulated, include water recovery and permeable surfaces rather than
concrete.
Support for wildlife – less verge cutting, developments to include green corridors for wildlife and
hedgehog highways (holes in fences) wildflower planting in public spaces.
Less use of plastic in agriculture.
Less use of streetlighting (turn it off late at night) and encourage businesses not to leave them lit at
night.
Renewable energy policies as above. More cycle paths and recharging points for electric cars.
Electric buses, more support for public transport.
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What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
A beneficial impact for tourism if people see that we are trying to do something.
Less traffic if people are encouraged to use public transport or cycle.
NO TO THE SPACEPORT – goes directly against all climate change commitments!

1.13 URN 144

CoSERG

1, Mass extinction events
2, The planet becoming uninhabitable
1, Zero carbon emissions by 2030
2, If that isn’t possible asap thereafter and before 2040 otherwise it’s too late.
Housebuilding and population growth
Aviation
Tourism
For further justification see second attachment and expanded response Cornwall Council’s Climate
Change Development Plan Document, Scoping Report: a response
Introduction In January 2019 Cornwall’s councillors voted to declare a climate emergency and work
towards a carbon-neutral Cornwall by 2030. In July 2019 Cornwall Council’s Climate Change Plan
bluntly stated that in order to counter the ‘mass extinction event that threatens or severely impacts
all life on our planet ... action is incumbent on us all’. This would involve ‘extremely difficult choices
... that need us to revise the way we live’. However, the ‘redesigning of existing societal systems and
infrastructure’ was imperative and the Council itself would provide a ‘long-term vision’ while
‘reviewing the impacts of plans we have been developing for future delivery’.
Sadly, these encouraging signs of new thinking and a new direction have not survived the eleven
months since they were written. This Scoping Report is short of vision and a disappointingly feeble
response in view of the scale of the problem we face and the Council’s own target of a carbon
neutral Cornwall in just ten years time.
Opportunities and challenges
The current response in the UK to the Covid-19 pandemic carries lessons, both positive and negative.
The fact that the vast majority of people have been willing to make radical changes to their lifestyles
when presented with an incontrovertible threat offers hope for their ability to change to meet the
challenge of global warming. However, the delay and dither of government, losing valuable time and
refusing to learn lessons from elsewhere at the start of the pandemic, offers a warning.
On a longer time-scale, both central and local government were complicit in the lost decades from
the 1990s to the 2010s when the warning signs of the dangers of fossil fuel growth accumulated but
were ignored. Doing nothing then means we have to do a lot more now in order to avoid disaster.
There is no hint of this however in this Scoping Report, no honest appraisal of the challenges we
face, no reiteration of last year’s conclusion in the Climate Change Plan that radical and urgent
change is needed. This absence is especially stark given the mounting evidence that a tipping point is
either looming or even already passed and we are now on target for dangerous climate change.
The first thing missing therefore from the Scoping Report is an honest admission that terrible
mistakes have been made over the past 30 years. The second missing element is a clear and
unequivocal statement about the degree of change now required to reduce carbon emissions to zero
by 2030.
Omissions
The most significant omissions from this report are:
1) Quantification
This report contains a disturbing lack of numerical evidence. The 2016 Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Inventory for Cornwall provides a baseline for assessing what is required, even though it is now well
out of date. Yet this is not directly cited either in the Scoping Report or in the Topic Papers, which
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curiously add nothing to the Report itself. As a result, there is no assessment of how far the
measures proposed will reduce Cornwall’s GHG emissions, either by 2030 or by the UK
Government’s over-complacent 2050 target date.
When numbers are employed, they lack coherence or detail. Let’s take the much-vaunted Forest for
Cornwall as an illustration. We are told this will cover 32 square miles or 8,000 hectares, which
sounds an impressive amount. ‘Over time’ this will sequester around 1% of Cornwall’s carbon
emissions. Although the Report does not say so, this is around 40,000 tons of carbon a year. But the
time over which this 40,000 tons will be sequestered is unstated. Earlier Council reports informed us
there is no net gain in terms of carbon emissions for at least five years of a tree’s life. In addition, we
are not told what the density of this ‘forest’ will be or the number of trees it is intending to plant.
We can arrive at the data missing from the Scoping Report and reach some tentative conclusions by
working backwards. If we take a Forestry Commission estimate of 0.1574 tons of carbon sequestered
by an average tree over 50 years, to save 40,000 tons will require around 254,000 trees. But that’s
over 50 years. To achieve equal savings within ten years (by 2030) would need at least five times
that number, or around 1,270,000 trees. That’s 127,000 trees a year, although even this ignores the
pressing requirement, given no net gain for the first five years, to frontload this planting. After the
first planting season the Forest for Cornwall has, according to the Council’s website, just 52,659
trees, far fewer than required even by this conservative calculation. One year has been lost already.
We have ten left.
2) Population and housing growth.
The biggest gap in this Report is any mention of local and central government policy which
encourages speculative housebuilding. In Cornwall’s case this leads to higher rates of in-migration
and/or second home ownership. Net in-migration has risen from an average of 3,463 a year in the
early 2000s to 4,656 a year over the past five years. This extra population adds 23,200 tons of carbon
every year to Cornwall’s GHG emissions (at the average of five tons per person). This is over half the
claimed savings of the Forest for Cornwall after 50 years! Yet this Report goes out of its way to
assure us there is ‘no upper ceiling’ to the number of houses that will be built. If there isn’t then this
plan isn’t worth the paper it’s printed on.
3) Tourism
It is frankly astonishing that there is no mention of tourism and its role in adding to Cornwall’s GHG
emissions. If we assume four million visitors a year who stay on average for a week, tourism
accounts for 384,000 tons (or 9%) of Cornwall’s annual carbon footprint. (Or ten times the saving
from the Forest for Cornwall). Moreover, that’s just the carbon emitted in living and moving around
while here. If we assume 90% of those visitors arrive by car and each car contains three people, we
have 1.2 million trips. If each return trip averages 400 miles that adds another 140,000 tons of
carbon.
4) Aviation
While GHG emissions at present from this sector are relatively low (55,000 tons of GHGs a year in
2016) this was rising fast, more than doubling in the two years from 2014 to 2016. Moreover, highlevel emissions of GHGs are argued to have much more deleterious effects on the environment
while there is no non-carbon technological fix in sight for aviation as there is for road transport. A
recent Leeds University study points out that reducing flights (the majority indulged in by a small
minority of the better-off) must be a top priority in efforts to cut carbon emissions. The Council
correctly states that ‘we can all do something within our control to change the world we live in’. As it
owns Newquay airport one immediate thing it could do is close it down. Scrapping the spaceport
would save another 4,239 tons of GHGs projected by 2030.
The likely dire effects of Covid-19 on the aviation sector make this the perfect time to wean
ourselves off our fascination with flying. The Council might then provide the leadership it claims by
demonstrating the behavioural changes required, as its own officers are major users of this airport.
Internal flights taken by Council officers were 656 in 2018 but 1,056 in 2019, a staggering 60%
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growth. The 150 tons of carbon emitted by their flights in 2019 is equal to 4% of the savings from the
Council’s projected Forest.
5) Road transport
Road transport is not ignored in this Scoping Report, but serious policies to deal with it do are. It is
stated that emissions from road traffic have fallen by only 1.5% since 1990, but not that they actually
rose by 2.8% from 2014 to 2016, the last figures available. Current policies - mixed use housing
projects, walking and cycling networks, more bus hubs and park and rides are likely to have an
infinitesimal effect on the growth of traffic emissions produced by the Council’s other policies of
speculative housebuilding and reliance on tourism or may even, as in the case of park and rides,
result in increased traffic levels. With the Council still granting planning permissions to housing
projects well out of town that contain two car parking spaces per house, the inadequacies and
contradictions of its policies on road transport clearly require some urgent re-assessment.
Conclusion – This Scoping Report is fatally flawed in that it ignores the Council’s own policies,
contradictory in that their effect is to increase GHG emissions even as the climate change plan vainly
attempts to reduce them. There is a failure to quantify the effect of policies or of any projected
savings that might result from them. Overall, the policies proposed are inadequate to meet the scale
of the challenge.
The Council is trapped by the fossil-fuel based growth fetishism it and its predecessors have
embraced since the 1980s. It is persisting in the delusion that reductions in GHG emissions and other
laudable aims can only be achieved through building stuff, for example achieving biodiversity gains
through building in the countryside. It ignores the possibility of achieving reductions by stopping
doing stuff. Continuing with business as usual makes achieving the target of zero carbon by 2030 a
hopeless task.
Instead of tinkering it must ...
• adopt the precautionary principle, making the (albeit vague) operational plan spelt out in the July
2019 Climate Change Plan – ‘all Council and Cabinet decisions are influenced by perspectives on the
climate change’ a reality rather than empty rhetoric.
To do this it should start considering policies such as ...
• lobbying central government for an immediate moratorium on speculative housebuilding and a
diversion of resources into subsidised housing for locals
• end over-dependence on tourism and work to reduce tourist numbers through tourist taxes and
punitive council tax levels on second homes
• explore policies to cut car use, such as car-free zones, car-free days, closing roads and car parks
• shut Newquay airport
• lobby the Government on the urgent necessity for a carbon tax or preferably carbon rationing
Further evidence Council officers should read David Wallace-Wells, The Uninhabitable Earth: a story
of the future, London, 2019, which paints a comprehensively referenced and frightening picture of
where current trends are leading us.
Tim Jackson, Prosperity without Growth: Economics for a Finite Planet, London, 2009, which details
the impossibility of meeting the necessary carbon reduction targets while continuing with business
as usual.
Joel Kovel, The Enemy of Nature: the end of capitalism or the end of the world, London, 2007, which
illustrates the difficulty of achieving a sustainable planet in a neo-liberal fossil-fuelled context.
For possible policy proposals that build on small-scale answers more suited to Cornwall, planners
might do worse than consult Bernard Deacon, Andrew George and Ron Perry, Cornwall at the
Crossroads, Redruth, 1989.

1.14 URN 155 - Extinction Rebellion (Penzance)
Cornwall Council DPD response Extinction Rebellion Overview
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Extinction Rebellion is a movement of people, not a hierarchical organisation. For this reason, there will be varied
responses to this DPD from different XR groups. Since Cornwall Council declared a climate emergency over a
year ago, a great deal has changed in the world. The gentle progression suggested by the words “Climate
Change” has been demonstrably succeeded by what is obviously a “Climate Emergency”. Several tipping points
have now been passed and it is obvious that the Paris Agreement desire to keep the increase in global
temperature to below 2C by the end of this century will not be achieved unless all local authorities, governments,
other organisations (private and public) and individuals around the world make big, far-reaching changes to their
behaviour, starting from now. Indeed, many feel it is already too late.
Extreme weather events are now commonplace. Many parts of the world, including the UK (and, by extension,
Cornwall), are experiencing record breaking droughts, rainfall and storms, all of which are already impacting
lives and livelihoods in a way unimaginable just a few years ago. We cannot turn the clock back – the current
climate emergency is a direct result of greenhouse gas emissions humans were pumping into the atmosphere
years ago – but we can slow down future effects of the climate emergency by stopping new emissions now. We
have to act quickly. The Covid-19 pandemic has shown that governments and individuals around the world can
take swift action when they understand the scale of the problem.
Extinction Rebellion has three demands.
1.

Tell the Truth. Government must tell the truth by declaring a climate and ecological emergency, working
with other institutions to communicate the urgency for change.
2. Act Now. Government must act now to halt biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse gas emissions to net
zero by 2025.
3. Beyond Politics. Government must create and be led by the decisions of a Citizen’s Assembly on climate and
ecological justice.
In examining the draft scoping document, we keep in mind the statements made and compare them with our
three demands.
The UK Parliament and Cornwall Council did declare a climate emergency over a year ago. However, not much
practical action has happened since, and Cornwall Council is working towards zero emissions in 2030 whilst the
Government has set a date of 2050, a long way short of what is needed to avoid the scenario of global heating
of between 3 to 5 degrees C by the year 2100, when many of today’s children will still be alive.
We need to trust the people. The UK Government set up a Citizens’ Assembly in June last year, but its decisions
were to be advisory only. This is not good enough. In order to get the people of Cornwall to buy into the kind of
radical measures needed to meet the Climate Emergency, we request Cornwall Council to set up a true Citizen’s
Assembly, randomly selected but balanced for age, sex, ethnicity, social class and so on in Cornwall with the
power to make decisions that are binding on the Council. Information on Citizens’ Assemblies can be found here:
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/housing-communitiesand-local-government-committee/citizens-assembly-faq-17-19/
Much of what is included in the DPD is planning jargon and inaccessible to many ordinary people. In this
response, we have chosen to address some of the points that seem to us to be the most important. Where we
have no knowledge or understanding of the issues, we have not made a response. We do take on board that
there will be further points at which we can have our input into this process, and we welcome the opportunity
to do so.
The following sections give our responses where we feel we have useful comment to contribute. The responses
have been compiled by several people, so the style does change from one section to the next.

1. Foreword
‘We are in a battle for our lives.’ Antonio Guterres, Secretary General, United Nations, July 2019
‘We are talking the language of biological annihilation.’ Dr Gail Bradbrook, Extinction Rebellion, July 2019
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1.01 The people of Cornwall are looking for leadership with respect to the climate crisis. Cornwall Council is in
a unique position, so we request the Council to show ambition and true leadership. The first example of
this is to change the wording of the second sentence to “Cornwall Council intends to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2030.” That makes a much more effective statement than the existing one.
1.04 We need to go further than this. We need to tell the truth. The first requirement is to ensure we are
addressing the right issue. Change the words “climate change” to “climate emergency.”
2. Summary
Currently, it is suggested that just seven aspects should be covered by the Climate Emergency DPD. At least
two more aspects should be added: Tourism and Manufacturing. These sectors are both responsible for large
amounts of greenhouse gas emissions.
3. Introduction
Again, please call this document the Climate Emergency DPD. Everyone needs to understand the nature of the
crisis that we are in and why we need to make drastic changes to the way we do things.
4.

Planning Policy Context

5.

Scope of the Climate Emergency DPD

Again, we suggest that Tourism and Manufacturing should be added to the scope of the DPD. These sectors both
contribute greatly to greenhouse gas emissions.
Tourism, as Cornwall’s biggest industry, has to contribute to the solution. There is an obvious connection
between tourism and transport. The transport emissions from tourism are huge, both in terms of the choices
tourists make to get here, and how they get around Cornwall once they are here. This means the tourism
industry needs to be involved in transport decisions, e.g. promoting low impact walking holidays, bicycle hire,
bus and train timetabling, availability of car clubs, charging points, car parking issues, and so on.
The other big impact tourism has in Cornwall is on food consumption. Cornish restaurants, cafes and hotels must
ensure food miles are kept to a minimum. Cornwall produces high quality meat, fish and vegetables, which
should stay in the county for consumption wherever possible and not be exported elsewhere, only to be
reimported or replaced by imports from elsewhere.
Manufacturing in Cornwall tends to be based on food processing, so there are issues around sourcing supplies,
energy use, waste and transport.
6. Renewable Energy
6.1
•

•

•
•
•

Clarity is needed on where renewable energy plants can be sited. Any site with sufficient wind or solar
energy should be deemed acceptable for renewable energy development. The time has passed when we
could say that aesthetic principles should apply to protect the view.
Battery storage should be considered part of any renewable energy facility. We need to retain the energy
we generate, not just dissipate it if we create too much when the wind blows or the sun shines. This does,
however, have implications for mining of rare minerals in other countries.
Cornwall should be considered as an investment venue for coastal and riverine hydro energy sources, also
tidal and wave energy, as well as the more traditional wind and solar.
Small scale energy production by renewable means needs to be examined. Currently, the way the grid is
organised does not allow this.
Incentives (grants for installation and FIT payments for generation) need to be given for domestic
installations. One spin off is that the owners of homes with solar panels often change their usage patterns,
e.g. they will often put their washing machines on only on sunny days, or only during times when the sun is
at its most powerful, thus reducing the need for fossil fuel power generation.
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•

Home owners with gas or oil-fired central heating should be given incentives to convert to electric storage
radiators, for example. If they have solar panels this would be easy to do.

6.2
•

There is an inherent problem in the first bullet point. Evidence is needed to justify the statement that
electricity demand will “double over the next 50 years”, as the assumption seems to be that life would
continue as before but with everything electrified. That is unsustainable. Demand for energy of all kinds
must fall.
• We accept that there is a need to electrify heat and transport. However, this is not possible in some areas.
Getting everybody to drive electric cars simply won’t work as a policy, because supply problems over the
rare minerals required for batteries mean this would be completely unsustainable. People will have to
change their travel habits and use bicycles and public transport (which itself will need to be electrified, or
other forms of fuel used) whenever possible.
• Other policies must be implemented to drive a reduction in the energy required for heating houses, for
example, by making them far more energy efficient (existing housing stock), or carbon neutral (new
housing).
• A number of issues are raised in this section that suggest that major policy issues need to be addressed,
about the siting of renewable energy facilities. In reply:
o A global survey carried out in 2017 showed that 68% of Britons want the country to be ambitious
about building and producing green energy.
o We can no longer accept a restrictive national policy
o We can no longer accept the lack of a permissive local policy
o Feed in tariffs should be reinstated, at the same time as tax breaks are removed from oil
exploration (a major subsidy for fossil fuels)
o It is unacceptable that the council cannot approve new turbines without an allocation of land
through a DPD or Neighbourhood Plan. We can no longer accept NIMBY arguments. The majority
of people accept the need for major renewable developments – unless it is close to their own
homes.
o Capacity issues in the local grid will have to be addressed.
o There must be incentives for local communities to generate their own power.
• Deep geothermal and offshore wind power projects must be encouraged and incentivised. Both involve a
great deal of research and investment and as such big subsidies will be needed. At the same time the
Government must withdraw subsidies from fossil fuel exploration and put them into green energy research.
Hence, a major change in Government policy is needed, which requires lobbying by local authorities and
individuals.
• We support the statement in paragraph 6.2.1
• The Council should support all of the steps in 6.2.2
Mine water and geothermal energy 6.4 and 6.5
•

We feel unable to comment on the section on mine water and geothermal energy, beyond the points that
a) this sounds like an exciting development and b) many mines are in areas far from centres of population,
so the transfer of energy or heat to the homes that need it poses a problem that needs to be addressed.
7. Energy efficiency
7.1.3 The guidance sets out situations “where Planning authorities may set further energy efficiency standards
for new buildings.”
•
•
•

We need to value traditional energy conservation in granite houses
Best practice must now become the norm. For example, the Cornwall Community Land Trust is leading the
way with building well insulated affordable homes (e.g. at Lanivet)
Passivhaus principles. Certification is expensive, but some architects in Cornwall are already looking into
becoming certified. The system requires high level of insulation, which can be expensive to install. However,
these high levels of insulation prevent heat from leaking away from the house. A heat recovery system
means incoming air is heated up/cooled down to the internal temperature (say, 21C) by the stale air that is
being expelled from the house. This in turn means there is better air quality in the house and lower, or even
no, heating costs.
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•

The inherent problem with the Passivhaus system, for example, is that it is very scientific and very exact,
but it does not take into account energy embedded in the construction, e.g. concrete, steel, etc., that are
energy intensive in manufacture. There are other methods of construction available, e.g. wood/straw brick
construction which use methods that actually sequester carbon into the construction itself.
• One way forward might be to insist that developers have to give a carbon budget for their constructions,
including the embedded net carbon in the construction plus the expected emissions from the building over
its lifetime (say, 50 years).
• Alternative heating systems need to be considered throughout the county. For example,
o air source heat pumps. Indicative costs would be around £7k per house, but they are not as efficient
as the alternative;
o ground source heat pumps (indicative costs are around £14k per house). These are more efficient
than air source heat pumps. However, they require 180-metre-deep holes, or coils placed
underground in the garden (digging up the entire garden in the process).
The Building Research Establishment is looking into these issues.
• Existing housing stock is “leaky” but it’s worthwhile making them more efficient in terms of carbon, because
the embedded carbon used in construction has already been “spent”. Grants must be available for owners
of existing houses for retro conversion to the new standards required, both for energy efficiency and sources
of heating (to cut the use of oil and gas heating systems, which currently are often the only way to heat
rural homes in Cornwall). The usual measures are still needed in many houses: thick loft insulation, cavity
wall filling, double/triple glazing, etc.
• Public properties also need to be converted and retro-converted, e.g. libraries, hospitals, care homes, local
authority offices and other buildings, village halls, places of worship and so on.
• Currently even some new builds aren't up to the mark environmentally, so legislation needs to come in to
ensure that new builds have to comply with the highest standards of energy efficiency.
7.2 The local plan requires 52,500 new homes to be built in Cornwall.
•

Many thousands of new homes have been built in Cornwall over the last 20 years, but the housing crisis
remains the same. Developers have run rings around the regulations by promising 20% affordable homes
in their developments and then finding excuses not to build them. Second home ownership has risen as a
result, but many young Cornish families still cannot afford to live here. By Cornwall Council’s own figures,
around 13,500 (5%) of properties in Cornwall are second homes. The percentage rises to 42% in some
parishes.
8. Coastal change and flood management
We are not in a position to respond to this part of the document.
9. Natural Climate Solutions
Several comments have been received by us that fall under this section
•

The Government and Cornwall Council must make good on their pledges to plant trees. This should be seen
as the right thing to do, and not be used as an excuse for inaction in other areas. The planting of trees must
not be used as an offset for other development activity.
• Trees could be planted in every corner of a field. A blanket request to all farmers which would bypass
complex funding applications
• Tree planting in river valleys.
• Undertake measures to ensure the sea grass areas in Mounts Bay and other areas are preserved, and
designate areas for the planting of sea grass.
• Salt marsh restoration.
• Protect the AONB and our wild places from encroachment. Profit for private companies and individuals
should no longer be seen as trumping planning laws. It would be good if AONB, etc. had more teeth, not
just advisory.
10. Transport
General impression:
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The proposals made here are all good and worthy, but lack ambition and imagination given the crucial
importance of the transport sector to any plan to reduce emissions and pollution in Cornwall and the rest of the
UK. After acknowledging the climate emergency, Cornwall Council now has an historic opportunity to take the
lead in promoting greener transport and serving as a pioneering example for others across the UK and
elsewhere. In general it seems there are no truly radical or new proposals in this document, such as light rail,
trams, expanding the rail network, small, much cheaper low-emission buses, financial incentives for those who
share their cars, looking at ways to transfer road freight to rail, (though it does mention trying to consolidate
deliveries and obviously a lot of radical ideas depend on national policy, the rail network in general).
The transport section in the document is also very short - odd considering the massive importance of the
transport sector to the climate crisis. We don't see any really ambitious 'big picture' ideas, such as making
Cornwall a national pioneer for green transport.
In general, the policy proposals seem worthwhile but tame.
Just as a reminder, transport is the sector with the largest emissions of greenhouse gases in the UK (28% of
total). Within that percentage, road transport accounts for 91% of UK domestic transport emissions. Other
sectors, notably energy, have reduced emissions, but transport has remained static since 1990.
Within the transport sector in 2018 (excluding air travel):
55% of emissions came from private cars and taxis
17% HGVs
16% vans
5% domestic shipping
3% buses
5% other (this 5% includes emissions from rail).
It is clear from these figures (all from the Department of Transport) that the transport sector is the worst source
of greenhouse gas emissions and in turn that private cars are by far the greatest contributor to emissions within
the transport sector.
In view of the current Covid-19 crisis, three separate recent scientific studies point to air pollution as the ‘key
contributor’ to Covid-19 deaths. A study in the US found that areas with increases in fine-particulate pollution
were associated with much higher (15%) Covid-19 death rates. A study by scientists in Italy found that the high
death rates in the north of the country correlate with the highest levels of air pollution. (See references at end)
In a recent policy document, the current government minister for transport, Grant Shapps, has said (2020) that
public transport must be prioritised:
“Transport has a huge role to play in the economy reaching net zero. The scale of the challenge demands a step
change in both the breadth and scale of ambition and we have a duty to act quickly and decisively to reduce
emissions…
“Public transport and active travel will be the natural first choice for our daily activities. We will use our cars
less and be able to rely on a convenient, cost-effective and coherent public transport network.”
Grant Shapps, Secretary of State for Transport, from Decarbonising Transport, available from Dept of Transport
website, 2020).
Currently 75% of workers in the South West region travel to work by car. (Dept of Transport 2020).
Presumably the council could use the Transport Minister’s explicit prioritising of public transport and his call for
‘breadth and scale of ambition’ to demand practical support from central government in implementing such
policies as a matter of urgency, given that it has declared a climate emergency.
Specific points in the report:
Existing policy
10.2.6 This paragraph talks about ‘a new bus contract’ and a ‘new bus fare pilot commencing in May’. Can we
have details about this bus contract, specifically whether it will make buses affordable for normal people in
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Cornwall? How much will bus fares be reduced? Will bus passes be extended to a wider age group/other age
groups?
The document refers to a study suggesting separating car-parking and home by 50m to make people think twice
about car use. This may well be helpful, but the benefits would seem small-scale compared to the true reasons
why people choose car over bus or train: cost, access, and speed/reliability.
10.2.8 The council proposes a hierarchy of users – first pedestrians, then cyclists, then public transport, then car
clubs, then private cars. This is excellent, and should be implemented across all settings – towns, villages, country
roads, etc.
10.3 – New Policy
10.3 New developments of 50-plus houses must prioritise non-motorised transport, and must submit carbon
impact assessment. Yes, and this should apply to all developments, not just those of more than 50 houses, with
adjustments being made as necessary.
Electrical charging points to be included for new developments. This really needs to be planned across the board,
not just for new developments but for old and recent housing, rural and town locations.
Reduction of parking space in new developments in order to promote shift from car-reliance. Yes, but not only
‘developments’ – this should be introduced generally.
One argument against restricting parking is that it could worsen the growing problem of people concreting over
their front gardens to convert them to off-road parking. This has already had a measurable impact on wildlife
biodiversity as front gardens are lost across the country. Perhaps the council could practice some joined-up
thinking and offer incentives to people who grow actual plants in their front gardens, by offering them free
parking spaces nearby.
Maximum distance to be established for access to public transport in towns. Yes but – this needs to be extended
to rural areas, villages, and
remote communities if car-reliance is to be seriously reduced.
Is there anything missing? the report asks. Answer – Yes:
1.

Cost of transport

The most obvious question that is not addressed is the cost to the travelling public of switching ‘mode’ of
transport for work and everything else. There is no discussion of cost at all. People choose one mode of
transport rather than another for three main reasons: cost, convenience, and speed/reliability.
At present, the private car wins on all these factors, but mostly cost. The council’s suggestions in this report
seem to be aimed at influencing people’s behaviour through planning adjustments, but it seems highly unlikely
that these will make a serious difference unless strong incentives are provided for people to exchange their
private cars for public transport. People will not voluntarily change their mode of transport unless the
alternative offered is substantially cheaper, equally convenient, easily accessible, and reliable.
A second point concerns Cornish residents who do not have access to cars. At present travel around Cornwall
is very limited for these people. The train service has certainly improved, and cycling and walking are obviously
to be encouraged, but local buses are unaffordable unless you are either over 67 (entitled to bus pass) or rich.
Personally I have not used a bus since October last year for this reason.
Last autumn the cost of travelling from Penzance to Mousehole (three miles away) was £5.70, while a round
trip to Hayle (around 8 miles) would have cost £9, and a trip to St Ives, £7. That was last year - the prices will
have increased since then.
These fares are clearly ludicrous and make any spontaneous travel out of the question. The result is that buses
are often running nearly empty, or are used only by pensioners, while car-less residents are unable to travel
around their local area and, if they want to travel further, are restricted to places with a railway station. Empty
buses are wasteful, and encourage bus companies to cut services, forcing more people back into cars, and so
the vicious circle continues.
Buses are an essential public service and need to return to being the cheap alternative to cars that they once
were, giving the less wealthy the freedom to travel to a wider range of workplaces and make spontaneous
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journeys around their area. Bus passes should be brought in line with London, so that bus travel is free at 60,
not 67, and I would suggest also, free for young people under 25.
2. Pavements and road users:
The document rightly stresses the importance of increasing and improving facilities for walkers and cyclists.
The Covid-19 crisis has highlighted another issue for pedestrians: pavements. Our pavements are narrow, both
in towns and villages, making it impossible for people to maintain safe social distancing when passing each
other without stepping into the road, risking being struck by cars. On some rural roads and lanes there are no
pavements and no grass verges for walkers at all, making country walks quite dangerous as some drivers speed
along the narrow lanes.
The Scottish government (April 28) has provided funding for ‘pop-up’ widening of pavements to protect users
from motorists. Perhaps the Council could consider a general policy of pavement widening across the county –
if the ‘hierarchy of users’ is to put pedestrians first, then pavements need to be widened. [Incidentally the city
of Barcelona, Spain, undertook a huge program of pavement-widening circa 2008 which significantly improved
quality of life, slowed dangerous traffic, and reduced traffic-noise and traffic pollution. When I was last in
Plymouth in September I noticed similar welcome pavement-widening there]
4.

Biodiversity and roads

There was nothing about linking greener transport policy to promoting biodiversity. Roadside verges and
roundabouts can be a much needed sanctuary for wildflowers, bees, moths, butterflies and many other vital
pollinating insects. But only if they are not mown down too soon or too regularly, before the plants have
seeded and the insects reproduced. Council practice seems to vary with respect to roadside verges – some are
left alone, others are pointlessly mown: litter is not cleared first and plastic litter is shredded along with the
wildflowers. Suggestion: a policy covering whole of the county to mow verges only at the edges, to allow
walking space, or when bushes have grown so high that they are a danger to traffic (rare).
5.

Estate planning

Cornwall Council needs to look at how developments are viewed in countries such as France, Germany and
Spain. New estates, public and private are well planned with wide roads with cycle lanes and very frequent
modern buses. They have shops and community areas incorporated into the plans, i.e. play areas, sitting areas
for the elders, football and cycle tracks for teenagers and woods with cycle tracks. The builders do not just put
up huge featureless estates but have to provide for the social and cultural lives of the community.
This approach seems to be missing completely from the plans from Cornwall Council.
6.

Traffic management

Private cars are quite rightly at the lowest level in the hierarchy of users. It will require both legislation and
nudge theory to change vehicle owner behaviour. Vehicles are currently given full rein to drive when and
where they like. In Cornwall with its massive influx of vehicles during the tourist season this gives rise to
unacceptable levels of fuel usage, pollution and congestion. Marazion, for example, is an attractive Cornish
town with narrow streets and very narrow or non-existent pavements bordered by residential property.
Despite having a bypass there is no restriction on vehicles driving through the town. In the summer months
this includes the largest coaches and a stream of private cars who drive through for the view. Pollution is high
and air quality is compromised. Risk of injury to pedestrians and cyclists is high. Changes in traffic policy are
needed to ban through traffic in small towns whether private or commercial. This will reduce pollution,
increase safety and public wellbeing and make towns more attractive for walking and cycling thus improving
public health.
Links:
Air pollution link to Covid-19 death rate (article refers to all three studies).
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/20/air-pollution-may-be-key-contributor-to-covid-19deaths-study
Decarbonising Transport – Setting the Challenge. Government policy document available for download from
Department of Transport website.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/creating-the-transport-decarbonisation-plan
Transport Action Network: current legal action to challenge government’s proposed £27bn roadbuilding
programme, thousands of miles of road, the ‘largest ever’ roads programme, due to start within 2 years:
https://transportactionnetwork.org.uk/ris2-legal-action/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/07/air-pollution-linked-to-far-higher-covid-19-deathrates-sudy-finds
11. Agriculture and rural development
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

UK currently imports nearly half our food, so food security is a big issue for the country and for Cornwall.
On the face of it we could possibly supply another 25% of our own food, which currently goes to export.
But some of these exports are things like Scotch whisky, so we need to find other ways of producing more
of our own food. Using this approach will work towards reducing food miles, including reducing aviation
emissions. We really do not need to import out of season strawberries from countries like Kenya.
In the south west a lot of land is apparently only suitable for stock rearing. In Cornwall most of the cattle
and sheep are grass fed; we have a lot of rainfall, so we don’t have water issues that occur in other parts
of the world; and the food miles are very low given that we some local abattoirs still exist.
Cornwall must create the conditions for a sustainable internal market – the County must look to produce
enough food (organically) to feed its own populace before looking to export or import. Supermarkets
should adapt their supply chains to put far more emphasis on sourcing food and other products locally.
Cornwall Council is in a unique position to allow citizens to put more emphasis upon community exchange
and barter of goods and services and upon home working electronically.
Matchmaking agency for environmental resources and labour (e.g. matching those with beehives to land
on which they can place them; matching those who want to spend time working in the environment, from
picking and planting to conservation, stewardship and education, with employment opportunities and
outlets for doing so; promote agri-tourism, giving townies the opportunity to have cheap holidays working
on the land in various ways).
Pesticides and bees, etc. Investigate whether Cornwall Council can impose greater county regulation on
the use of organic methods of pesticide control. The Council can start at home by ensuring that Cormac
complies with best practice as well as incentivising farmers to comply with best practice.
Profile and promote Cornwall as organic, high quality, low yield producer. Quality not quantity, crafted not
mass-produced. Not plastic in our image as well as non-plastic in our shopping baskets!

12. Town Centre density and vitality
It is laudable that Cornwall Council wishes to revitalise town centres. Many properties could be converted into
living accommodation, especially the empty spaces above many shops. However, no real progress will be made
until the issue of out of town shopping is resolved. Government policies have encouraged out of town
shopping and it is going to be very hard to reverse that. At the very least, no further planning permissions
should be given to out of town shopping centres.
General environmental issues
•
•
•

•

More creative recycling options where things that can be upcycled can be collected by those able to do so.
Education, education, education - from infants to pensioners. Social media challenges of actions that can
be taken at home (and even during lockdown).
Plastics - keep up pressure on retailers to source alternatives and perhaps incentivise. What to do about
the fishing industry, which generates the bulk of the sea waste - is there any move to produce plastic free
alternatives?
This response was written by members of Extinction Rebellion (Penzance)
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1.15 URN 158

St Ives Climate Action Group

1, Use of fossil fuels.
2, Carbon Emissions
1, Reduce the carbon footprint towards becoming carbon neutral
2, increase the use of renewable energy
The use of single use plastics and the lack of recycling for these
It should be mandatory for all new builds and conversions to be made carbon neutral
The impacts can only be positive if they move towards a carbon neutral community
Thank you for offering this opportunity to complete this survey.

1.16 URN 168

Cornwall Wildlife Trust

1, Cornwall Wildlife Trust is concerned about how climate change is exacerbating the current
Ecological Crisis. Cornwall’s biodiversity is already in decline due to habitat loss and degradation, use
of herbicides and pesticides, intensive non-regenerative agriculture and built development. We are
concerned that species decline in Cornwall will start to become local extinction.
2, We are concerned that we will be too slow in our preparations and be out-paced by climate
change. We need to act now in order to minimise the impacts on Cornwall’s wildlife and wild places.
We know already what nature needs in order to be resilient in the face of climate change; we need
more and larger nature-rich sites which are well connected and where natural processes or other
disturbance (like conservation grazing) create the dynamic conditions which will allow as many
species as possible to survive. If we are too slow in creating this Nature Recovery Network in
Cornwall, climate change will have an even greater impact on wildlife and ultimately us. Creating this
network will also sequester and store carbon and mitigate some impacts of climate change (like
flood and drought) on the human population, but we need to redouble our efforts now.
1, In terms of the Climate Change DPD it needs to go as far as it can in facilitating and Enabling a
Nature Recovery Network for Cornwall.
2, Wider than this DPD, all other plans and strategies of relevance to land management in Cornwall
need to align and facilitate the Nature Recovery Network in parallel.
Please see our detailed comments below

1.17 URN 171

St Ives Climate Action Group

1, Global leaders' failure to take effective action.Despite decades of increasingly dire warnings from the
scientific community, greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise. 2, Lack of openness and honesty about the
full implications of climate change by our political leaders.
The SARs-Cov-2 pandemic has many parallels with the climate and ecological crisis: a real threat to life and to
“normal” life (we are still in the early stages of this pandemic). Whilst our government has generally listened to
the scientists, been transparent about their understanding of the virus, what the implications of inaction might
be and the necessary measures to avert catastrophe, the same cannot be said about the climate and ecological
crisis. Without openness and honesty it will be very difficult, if not impossible, for the government to carry the
public with them on the journey to net zero carbon emissions.
1, Build resilience into our communities to facilitate the transition to zero carbon living.
Connected communities with good zero carbon connectivity, both physical and organisational. Education,
education, education for all ages about climate change, the ecological crisis and their solutions so that people
accept and indeed welcome the necessary fundamental change in the way we live.
2, Facilitate natural climate solutions such as reforestation (2% land area is woefully inadequate), re-wilding,
protection of all existing land with high carbon sequestration potential.
Is there a topic or theme that you think we should investigate and why is this so important to you?
Community development and connectivity. Building resilience into communities through nurturing the
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voluntary sector will enhance the ability of communities to make the transition to low – or zero – carbon living.
Connectivity is included as this is crucial, both in terms of physical connectivity (footpaths, cycle ways,
community spaces to connect) and virtual connectivity (internet, community websites, organisation of
community hubs.
Food. Moving to a largely plant-based diet will be important in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The
facilitation of this shift will require a lot of cooperative working between government at all levels, the public
and farming community.
Biodiversity. We are in the early stages of the sixth mass extinction event (the last one occurred about 65
million years ago when about 75% of life forms became extinct). If the 6th mass extinction event is to be
halted it is vital that policies are developed to properly protect biodiversity, such that biodiverse land is simply
not available for development. Policies should also be developed to enhance biodiversity wherever possible by
encouraging rewilding where appropriate. Protecting biodiversity is absolutely crucial to the health and
wellbeing of humanity.
(1) All new builds must have a high level of insulation.
(2) All new builds must be heated by low carbon technology (e.g. ground and air-sourced heat exchangers)
(3) Solar panels fitted as standard where possible; roofs of new builds should always be aligned to maximise
solar panel efficiency.
(4) Integrated community developments – i.e. most components of a community within easy walking distance
of housing so that large housing developments have commercial areas including shops and light industry;
social buildings including schools, housing for the elderly, healthcare, community hub (cafe, meeting rooms,
repair shop etc), sports facilities etc; leisure spaces including recreational green spaces, allotments,
natural/wildlife areas. Physical connectivity within the development and communities beyond should be good
with footpaths and cycle ways. Planning policy should be designed on the assumption that residents will not
have a personal motor vehicle (electric or otherwise) but facilities in-built for community vehicle storage and
recharging (electric or hydrogen).
(5) Land that makes a high contribution to carbon sequestration and/or biodiversity should not be available for
development. This would include woodland, scrub, wetlands, “unimproved” grass. The absence of protected
species should be immaterial.
(6) Tighter controls on the demolition of existing housing or habitable buildings. It is insane to destroy
habitable buildings to construct new housing. The embedded carbon emissions in the construction of a new
dwelling are likely to far outweigh any gains in the energy efficiency of a new build.
Planning policy is crucial. It has the power to shape communities and the energy demands of those
communities and to build in community cohesion and resilience.
I would encourage anyone with an interest in biodiversity to read “Wilding” by Isabella Tree!
Presumably the United Nations IPCC reports are referred to extensively.
The United Nations IPBES Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services should also be a
core document in producing the Climate Development Plan: https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/202002/ipbes_global_assessment_report_summary_for_policymakers_en.pdf

1.18 URN 192 - Helston Climate Action Group
We are fully supportive of Cornwall Council’s aim to be carbon neutral by 2030 and are committed to doing
everything we can at the local level to support this. We are encouraged to know that the DPD will have legal
weight and, with this in mind, feel that the Council should make the DPD as ambitious as possible.
We do not feel that the scoping document is nearly ambitious enough, and do not feel that it will enable
Cornwall to meet the 2030 target. There are key issues/themes missing that need addressing if we are to stand
any chance of doing this. Furthermore, the consultation has not engaged the whole population of Cornwall,
which it needs to do. The Council have said many times that we need everyone in Cornwall working together if
we are to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. This consultation process is an opportunity to engage and enable
the people of Cornwall. We would like to see this attempted in ways other than by responding to a very long
document (that needs to be read in the context of many other very long documents) that many will find
unwieldy.
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We are aware that the Council is also organising Climate Change and 50:50 visioning events, and that these
have been interrupted by the Covid 19 crisis. But even these events have only gone a limited way towards
gathering the opinions of the people of Cornwall. We request that Cornwall Council establish a citizens
assembly where these issues can be properly discussed and debated by people from a cross section of our
communities. The Covid 19 pandemic has shown us the extraordinary way in which our communities can come
together and support each other. The climate emergency is a much greater challenge. Please give the people
of Cornwall the information that they need and seek their views of how we move forward together. They have
shown themselves quite able to rise to a challenge.
The Covid 19 crisis has also shown what is possible when an emergency is recognised as such. Legislation,
policies and practice can change overnight. Recent WHO figures show that between 2030 and 2050, climate
change is expected to cause approximately 250 000 additional deaths per year, from malnutrition, malaria,
diarrhoea and heat stress8. This figure is remarkably similar to lives lost globally to Covid 19. The climate
emergency requires a similar level of emergency response. We need to move faster and prioritise this work.
We request that this document is renamed the ‘Climate Emergency DPD’ as ‘Climate Change DPD’ undermines
the Council’s ambitions. We request that you use the language of climate adaptation and climate mitigation
throughout the DPD, since we need to be doing both.
Please consider using a one planet model such as Doughnut Economics as the basis for the DPD. This will
enable Cornwall to plan to meet the needs of everyone in Cornwall without overstepping planetary
boundaries. There is much support for this holistic approach in Cornwall. We have been working with this
model in Helston and used it as the basis of our climate action plan, which has been used and adapted by
many other local councils. Cornwall could help lead the way with this, following the example set by
Amsterdam and Wales.
For Cornwall to have a chance of achieving carbon neutrality every planning decision needs to reference the
energy hierarchy and be guided by the need to reduce emissions at every stage. If this is not possible, we need
to understand what the barriers and constraints are and work actively to overcome them. The planning
process should work from a foundation that uses the precautionary principle – the onus should be on
developers to prove that their development will be safe from an environmental perspective rather than the
emphasis being on objectors to prove that it will do harm.
We are concerned that the DPD will be undermined by the fact that this will only apply to new applications. It
will not apply to existing applications with outline permission and reserved matters which will be subject to old
planning legislation and policies. As many major developments have already been allocated sites by Cornwall
Council to comply with government set targets and are in outline planning or reserved matters stages, it is
possible that the majority of homes built on large-scale developments in Cornwall between now and 2030 will
be designed and constructed according to current legislation and policies. Legislation and policies that will not
enable us to become carbon neutral by 2030. The DPD needs to address this or it is setting us up to fail.
As a group there are many things that concern us about Climate Change. It is not possible for us to prioritise
two. These are the things that concern us most:
●
●

●
●

8

Financial institutions and global industries who wield power to politics driven by profit rather than
care for humanity and our world
The need for Cornwall to be very resilient with water, food, energy and tourism, and for all involved in
construction and service provision to comply with the highest ecological standards, including farming
and fishing.
Increase in frequency and severity of environmental shocks, meaning that the parts of the world
affected do not have time to recover.
Food security (locally, regionally, globally) and global health.

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/climate-change-and-health
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●
●

●
●

●

Increased inequality, social breakdown and global instability
Inability of the land to support an ever increasing and demanding population initiating migration and
hence, strife. That our grandchildren and great grandchildren may never experience the wonder of
our natural world which is vanishing so fast.
Ecosystem collapse and loss of species.
The total lack of jurisdiction that individuals have over what is happening to the planet. We can
change many things about our lifestyle to reduce our personal impact, but this has no effect on what
is happening at a planetary level due to the power of global finance/organisation/industry which in
turn controls the politicians and councillors.
Habitable land will become a premium commodity. We have already lost most of our common land
for the people, and land is only accessible to the rich and powerful (from anywhere in the world)
unless it is protected by councils and government

These are the things we feel we need to achieve first for Cornwall:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Engage and enable the people of Cornwall to work on this collective endeavour. Draw on the huge
knowledge and experience, ingenuity and vigour of those living here. Our strength lies in our people.
Social Justice & Care; everybody living in Cornwall should feel that they can thrive, rather than just
survive within this future
Ensure that early targets are met that can be seen and give a sense of pride to the community, i.e.
forest planting and access to coast and countryside; well-being should not be undervalued.
Emissions reduced 13.4% every year, starting this year.
Local and regional resilience.
Establish a process that identifies harmful activities to the environment and social justice and stop
doing them
We need to slow down and consider our neighbours at home and abroad, and our descendants. We
need to adjust our values

We welcome the acknowledgement that the Climate Change DPD will affect decisions throughout the whole of
Cornwall (5.1.1) but feel that this needs to go much further. The Council’s declaration of climate emergency
and commitment to become carbon neutral by 2030 should underpin every planning decision in Cornwall.
We welcome the acknowledgement of biodiversity as being critically significant to our long-term survival
(5.2.2) but do not feel that the language used in the DPD reflects the scale of the ecological crisis that we are
facing. We have lost 60% of our biodiversity since 1970, and we are expected to lose 90% by 2050. This is a
catastrophic state of decline and will require - like the climate emergency - unprecedented changes and
unparalleled collective effort. Please ensure that the language used in the DPD reflects this.
While we welcome discussion of the six themes covered by the DPD, there are arguably others that deserve
coverage too. These are discussed at the end of this response document.
The following sections cover our responses to each of the topic areas in the DPD.
Renewable energy
The DPD has an important role in ensuring that all future development helps, not hinders, the journey to
carbon neutrality. One policy approach which is missing relates to the requirement for a carbon budget to
accompany every planning application. This will enable applicants to see the impact of embedded carbon in
materials and labour on emissions and will enable the Council to support applications that seek to minimise
emissions (and monitor them).
The DPD states that ‘for Cornwall to achieve a Carbon Neutral position it is estimated that 5 times this
(installed) capacity will be required. This considers both increased general demand and the additional
electrification of heat and transport.’ (6.2, bullet point 2). There is no capacity for increased general demand in
a climate emergency. We cannot stress this enough. We need to be dramatically reducing our demand for
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energy, alongside the transition over to renewable energy. We cannot sustain ‘business as usual’ through
renewables. The Council and the DPD have a responsibility to communicate this.
Energy generation, even renewable energy, comes at a cost to the environment, both in terms of the materials
used to produce renewable energy and the impact on local ecology. If electricity needs to double we will need
to increase our renewable output five or six fold. We feel this will place an unacceptable burden on our local
ecology. Priority must be given to cutting demand. Strict adherence to the energy hierarchy should assist with
this.
We fully support all of the steps highlighted in 6.2.2. These will be essential if we are to achieve carbon
neutrality. The DPD should communicate this.
We strongly support clear policy stance on how proposals for renewable energy can demonstrate community
support and a proportionate approach to providing community benefit from the installation (6.2.2 Bullet Point
3). This needs to be extended to include support for community-owned energy projects, to include reviewing
the planning process to make this more accessible to community groups.
Small scale renewable energy production such as PV panels should be intrinsic to new building requirements
and accessible to existing buildings even when there would usually be objections based on character and
building listing status.
Policy for the requirement of biodiversity net gain and/or environmental growth as part of the layout of
renewables installations (6.3.1) to include a requirement for regenerative land use under and around solar
arrays and wind turbines. Scrutiny of planning for wind farms must be vigorous. It is vital to separate genuine
concerns from nimbyism and commercial interests.
We recognise that energy storage is a problem. However, Cornwall has a history of great innovation and
ingenuity. We request that a forum for new ideas be established.
Geothermal and offshore options need to be pushed forward - this is an emergency. There is no mention of
wave power?
Mine water and geothermal energy
This section is short, informative and interesting. Funding and research should be put in place together with
serious scrutiny. Again, commercial interests must be questioned.
Energy Efficiency
We are concerned by the title of this theme and recommend changing this to Energy Demand Reduction. We
need to do much more than be efficient. We need to dramatically reduce energy demand, and this should be
clearly communicated.
We are encouraged to see the Council striving to go beyond the Future Homes Standard, but we are extremely
concerned to see carbon offsetting mentioned as a potential policy (7.1.5, 7.3.3). Carbon offsetting should only
ever be used as a last resort9, in areas of the economy where achieving carbon neutrality will present
particular challenges, for example in sectors such as healthcare. Carbon offsetting must not be proposed for
use in parts of the economy where there are tried and tested methods of carbon neutral and even negative
development such as residential housing.

9

https://www.nature.com/news/the-inconvenient-truth-of-carbon-offsets-1.10373
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We strongly support the intention to ensure that any plan concerning energy efficiency and carbon emissions
has measures to address fuel poverty and to improve social equity at its heart and commend the Council for
this (7.2)
Developers should have to produce a carbon budget for every application and show that they will use low
carbon and locally sourced materials as much as possible at every stage of the development process (7.3).
Controls should be in place to ensure that developers demonstrate that they work within carbon budgets and
that the final product is as described with efficiency standards measured. This should include premise
inspections.
We are concerned to know that at present there is no upper ceiling to the number of homes to be built in
Cornwall (7.2). We feel there should be. If there is a need for more homes above and beyond current
government targets, then as a Duchy, we should look first at the many properties which sit empty for a good
part of the year. Second homes and holiday homes are a luxury which we may not be able to afford in a
climate emergency. We cannot keep building new homes with a limited carbon budget.
We are concerned to know that the power for Cornwall Council to enforce ambitious targets with respect to
building standards is likely to be highly constrained due to central government policy which is based on a 2050
target. We are concerned, too, for all the developments currently with outline permission and reserved
matters, that will be built to old policy requirements. We request that all existing planning applications be
reviewed in the light of Cornwall Council’s climate emergency declaration and commitment to become carbon
neutral by 2030.
Consideration must be given to provision of accommodation for seasonal workers (e.g. agriculture, tourism)
close to where they are working, e.g. modules for temporary housing, other imaginative solutions. This will
meet a housing need and help reduce car dependence.
We are concerned to learn that many holiday providers heat their homes year round, even when they are
vacant. We encourage Cornwall Council to provide incentives to convert second homes / holiday lets to
residential use. This will reduce demand for additional housing and reduce the need to heat empty properties.
Fabric efficiency of new-builds is paramount. Retrofitting of recent builds will need to come into effect.
Developers must be prepared for this. The Council should encourage developers to work towards the highest
energy standards in the first place, in order to avoid having to do this. We fear the horse has bolted here.
Existing buildings which would previously have had permissions rejected for fitting of double glazing and
insulation based on character and building listing status should be allowed to proceed. All existing buildings
must be made more efficient.
We agree with the Council that refitting all existing housing to achieve the lowest possible levels of thermal
loss should be the priority - before looking at replacement of existing fossil fuel heating systems with heat
pumps or other low carbon heat systems. This could include the provision of heat reclamation systems.
As this is an emergency, support must be found for those homeowners that cannot afford to carry out these
expensive works. However as has been said many times, the savings to the health & social care sector by
keeping the people both warm and well ventilated will more than pay for the initial outlay. Since funding is a
big issue, we suggest the Council exercise its powers to recoup revenue from second homes & holiday homes
that are not being used efficiently.
We suggest the Council explore the use of mining areas to develop geothermal heat networks in areas like
Camborne and West Penwith.
There is limited mention in the DPD of conserving water. It is vital that we address this, given that we know we
are likely to face water shortages in the future as a result of climate breakdown. We advocate cisterns
beneath all new build developments for collection of rainwater. Many old houses were thus equipped before
the advent of mains water. Serious thought should be given to the separation of solids and liquids in toilet
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waste; these precious commodities can be recycled and enormous water savings can be made. We have the
technology for this; systems like this are already in operation in Sweden.
Coastal Change and flood management
There should be no further development in areas of flood risk (current and future at-risk areas) (8.1.6). The
paragraph in the NPPF which states that ‘major development should only be allowed in areas of flood risk
where it can be demonstrated that it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is evidence that
it is inappropriate’ is contradictory. We know that flooding and storms are only going to increase in severity
and frequency as climate breakdown continues, and as such building on flood plains is inappropriate. Those
living in areas vulnerable to flooding, storm damage and extreme tidal surges need to be aware of the
increasing risk to life and property, which will impact on insurance costs and property value.
We fully endorse the statement ‘to increase biodiversity and reduce the carbon footprint of risk reduction
schemes, this should be done through Natural Flood Solutions… in line with ‘upstream thinking’’ (8.2.8).
However, we would encourage the Council to go further and state an intention to prioritise these approaches.
Natural flood management appears to be an afterthought, with nothing more than an aspiration to ‘explore’
this avenue. Natural flood management needs to be the default approach, with less complementary
approaches only being considered as a last resort. Even then, when considering manufactured approaches,
local stone should be preferred, concrete that sequesters CO2 rather than emitting it should be preferred.
We support all of the policy options but would request the addition of policies to: exclude development in
flood plains; prioritise Natural Flood Management; develop Cornwall Nature Recovery Network strategy as
part of our flood management response (8.3)
We support the designation of CCMAs as a co-creation process between Council and communities. We are
concerned to ensure that they have ‘teeth’ and funding and suggested that they be tied in with off-shore
power projects.
Coastal development must be limited to energy production and services to off-shore work and essential
maritime business. It must be absolutely clear that planning will not be granted for homes on the coast as in
flood plains. Existing buildings should of course be brought to standard leaving the coast, Cornwall’s greatest
asset, open for public enjoyment.
In-shore small communities upstream must be encouraged and supported in efforts to utilise water flow for
power generation, e.g. through small scale hydroelectric schemes. There are many innovative ideas in such
communities. In-shore communities can also be encouraged to deter erosion by raising bunds and digging
pond holes, thus enhancing their own environment.
We would like to reiterate the need for cisterns and water catchment systems in urban areas and
developments on non-flood plains. Planning should be readily granted when such schemes are in place, and
severe restrictions imposed on concrete in recognition of the need for a higher percentage of absorbent and
productive land.
Natural Climate Solutions

The statement ‘preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being put at unacceptable risk
from, or being adversely affected by, acceptable levels of soil, air, water, noise pollution or land instability’
(9.1.1) requires further information. What constitutes ‘acceptable’ risk in a climate & ecological emergency?
We cannot take any further risk. Developments must support the journey to carbon neutrality and support
nature recovery.
We request that the statement ‘Development should, wherever possible, help to improve local
environmental conditions….’’ be removed from 9.1.11 to align with a similar removal from Policy 23 of the
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Cornwall Local Plan. We request that this is replaced with the statement ‘Developers must demonstrate
improvement in local environmental conditions….’
It is not sufficient that policy requirements encourage developers to take account of biodiversity impacts
(9.2.3) We are in a climate and ecological emergency. We need to do more than take account of biodiversity
impacts. Developers must take account of biodiversity impacts and demonstrate that their application will
support nature recovery / ecological regeneration. There must also be a process of review in place to ensure
that developers did what they said they would do, with heavy penalties in place for deviation or failure to
deliver.
We support the policy and allocation options in this section (9.3) and commend the inclusion of a safeguarding
policy for particular types of habitat in Cornwall that could be subject to development.
We do not feel that 10% Biodiversity Net Gain is nearly ambitious enough (9.3.1) given that we have lost 60%
of our biodiversity since 1970. We understand that this has been suggested so as to align with the
Environment Bill 2019/20 and the Agricultural Bill 2020) and that central government has recommended that
Local Planning Authorities should put in place a policy which keeps biodiversity at, at least the current levels.
We contest that Cornwall Council should be much more ambitious. Nature is in serious decline. We are losing
hundreds of species every day, and many more are hanging on in critically low numbers. We request that this
be revised to “at least 50% gain” or “at least 100% gain” and that this should apply to all developments, not
just “major developments”. For biodiversity to increase, a critical number of species needs to survive now. Just
attempting to maintain what might be below that critical number will lead to the disappearance of that species
in that area (see also 9.2.6 and 9.2.7).
We request that the word ‘or’ be removed from ‘the Tree Replacing Policy and/or stricter controls over felling
of trees on development sites” (9.3.1)
We are concerned there are not more policies on changing for the better those areas of Cornwall where
Nature is impoverished and should be restored. This would contribute towards Target Outcome 9 of the
Cornwall Environmental Growth Strategy (page 30), “Nature in Cornwall is abundant, diverse and well
connected.” It would also contribute to what is said in 9.1.9, referring to Policy 23 of the Local Plan.
Policy 21 of the Local Plan, “Best use of Land and Existing Buildings” P.67, does not include Biodiversity and
Nature Recovery as one of the options when making decisions about land use
Nature Restoration is not included as an “objective” in Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies.
Therefore, for the DPD we suggest: ●

●

●
●
●
●

Policy requiring examination of all Council owned land, including County Farms, to identify where Nature
could be restored, with subsequent Nature Restoration put into practice, including the establishment of
local ecology and nature recovery networks. (Ref 9.1.9.)
Biodiversity Increase and Nature Restoration should be included when considering Land Use. Nature
Restoration should be encouraged where Nature is absent or impoverished, and where Nature is
abundant it should be conserved, protected and allowed to grow, including by spread through nature
recovery networks. This would include the Council facilitating the sharing of best practice across sites.
Policy requiring Nature Restoration is added as an “Objective” to the Cornwall Local Plan Strategic Policies
2010-2030 Community Network Area Sections.
Policy requiring Pesticide- Free Cornwall to enhance insect, invertebrate and plant recovery, such that
other species dependent on these should also increase.
Policy requiring strict pollution control, through a ‘Polluter pays’ approach.
Nature recovery to sit alongside climate as highest priority in all policy considerations.
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We are concerned about the statement that ‘Carbon capture, natural restoration and the creation of natural
spaces…. shouldn’t change how highly-productive agricultural land is used’ (9.2.2). This is a topic of much
discussion. Food security & resilience must be considered alongside soil degradation, erosion and
compression, loss of habitats, and the detrimental effects pesticides have on local ecology. We feel that this
may sometimes entail changing how highly-productive agricultural land is used, and that this should not be
ruled out.
Is there a mapping process in place for green corridors? Exeter University?
We request that something is done to restrict the flailing of hedge growth. Hedges could be maintained by
traditional means rather than relying on heavy machinery. We need to recognise our most plentiful asset is
people; everyone has their vocation. The land needs wardens.
Transport
We fully support all of the policy and allocation options outlined in 10.3. Request that bicycle charging points
be included in 10.2.8 (Bullet point 7).
During the Covid 19 crisis we have seen many benefits from reduced traffic on the roads. We would like to see
the Council using its public messaging role to encourage the people of Cornwall to continue to avoid
unnecessary travel.
We do not feel that electric cars are the solution. If electric cars are more efficient, recharging points plentiful,
our roads will become congested again and these vehicles will use our precious energy supply. We do not have
the carbon budget or natural resources for everyone to transition over to electric cars. Precedence must be
given to electric buses and mobility scooters, safe cycling and walking. We need to encourage people to live
close to where they work, or work from home. The Covid-19 crisis has made this latter option much more
accessible for many. We must not lose this opportunity. The Council should take a lead in encouraging people
to adapt their lives in the same way we have been required to do during the Covid-19 crisis.
We feel that straightening roads and extending dual carriageways should be stopped, and speed limits should
be reduced to reduce emissions and make roads safer. Some of our lovely windy secondary roads can be
enjoyed at a slower pace. People need to move more slowly to appreciate where they are rather than where
they are going. Investment in our roads should be focused on making cycling and walking safer and more
enjoyable for both residents of Cornwall and for our visitors. Cornwall should be promoted as a place where
cycling and walking holidays are of the best in the country.
Trains must be electrified and improved for space and comfort.
The only flights in or out of Cornwall should be essential ones. The whole business of tourism needs to be rethought. We must not lose track of the fact that this is a climate emergency and that we need to be
responding as such.
Request to include policies to:
●

refuse any future road building - this is not compatible with a commitment to work towards carbon
neutrality

●

ensure that proposals for road works are accompanied by a carbon budget - this will help the Council
better understand the carbon impact of maintaining the transport infrastructure.

●

Reduce road speed limits to reduce carbon emissions and make cycling and walking safer.

●

Consult on options for reconfiguring narrow roads to make them safer for cyclists, particularly roads
between towns.

●

Consult on options for alternative cycle routes and networks between towns.
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●

Restrict new private hire licences to ultra-low emission vehicles, which is something CC could address
directly

●

Requiring third party contracts that are reliant on transport (in particular bus licensing, but also
companies with maintenance contracts with Coastline) to use ULEVs.

●

Incentivise the use of public transport by making it free. It is nonsense that it is often cheaper to
travel by car, even for one person.

●

Restrict air travel to essential travel only.

Agriculture and rural development
We support the policy approach in this section but are concerned by the use of the term sustainable
development (11.1). The National Planning Policy Framework states ‘the objective of sustainable development
can be summarised as meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs’, adopting the definition outlined by the Bruntland Report 1987. We do
not feel that we are even close to this - if we were, we would not be in the midst of climate and ecological
crises. To be truly sustainable, all development would be carbon neutral, or carbon negative and ecologically
regenerative. Clearly it is not. The DPD does not address the damage that intensive agriculture is doing to our
ecosystems and climate. Intensive agriculture is a major contributor to climate breakdown through release of
carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, and pesticides have a massively detrimental effect on local
ecology. We cannot hope to achieve sustainable development or carbon neutrality without addressing this.
We recognise that issue is somewhat fraught, but it is a conversation that we must have in Cornwall. Develop
policies to support agricultural reform, which also support farmers.
Regarding the second policy (11.3.1) we suggest the Council does not need to insist that a development should
demonstrate that it:
●
●
●

sustains the long-term operation of the farm business;
does not compromise the working of the farm business;
is located within or well related to existing building groups;

as these criteria are not necessarily linked to climate resilience and may in some cases have a detrimental
effect on carbon emissions and biodiversity. It may be that a proposal involves a change in human activity
which might be beneficial to the community and/or the biodiversity of that location.
We request the inclusion of the following policies:
●

Policy to favour small scale, local, organic and community-supported agriculture, and to reject
planning applications for large scale animal housing and other intensive agricultural developments
which have a detrimental effect on climate and local ecology.
● Policy to ensure that development of a site which is on a Nature Recovery Network or a potential NRN
(such as that mapped by the Local Nature Partnership and Natural England for Cornwall – Ref
“Evidence” page 8 of Topic Paper Agriculture and Rural Issues) should only go ahead if it enhances
that NRN.
● Policy to ensure that development of any Council-owned land, including County Farms, is to the
highest ecological standards, as an example to other land owners of how land use should be improved
“to help humans and species to adapt to climate change." (Ref “Future Approach” Topic Paper
“Agriculture and Rural Issues, p9.)
One Planet Development
We strongly support the suggestion that Cornwall Council explore One Planet Development for Cornwall
(11.2.9) and support residential exceptions for the creation of small off-grid communities subject to meeting
strict criteria (11.3.1). We suggest that in considering the One Planet Approach, the Council also takes into
consideration the most recent climate science, in case the criteria are in need of revising.
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There are many people in Cornwall wishing to live a low carbon lifestyle and grow food together as
communities. The current planning system makes it very difficult for them to do so, and needs addressing if we
are all to play our part in helping Cornwall to achieve carbon neutrality. This could be tackled by a review of
the planning process to include land ownership and rights, stronger powers for local councils to enforce
restrictions on second home ownership and support off-grid communities and housing co-operatives. The One
Planet Development model can be applied to towns and cities as well as rural locations. We feel that ‘outside
of settlements’ needs careful consideration, as this land has more potential for enhancing biodiversity. We
fully support One Planet Developments ‘inside of settlements’.
Water Management
We feel that the policies regarding water management included in the Natural Climate Solution section should
apply to agricultural and other landowners and therefore might be best duplicated in this section. For
example:
●

●

Safeguarding policy for particular types of habitat in Cornwall that are site specific and could be subject to
development – potentially link to policy of protection of wooded areas in upper catchments related to
natural flood prevention.
Eco-system services / Environmental Gain policy in Critical Drainage Areas for upstream planting of trees
or provision of wetlands or land management changes to provide for protection for flooding of new and
existing development (linked to mapping of flood mitigation opportunities as part of SWEEP)

Food production
We are concerned by the fact that food production is hardly mentioned in the DPD. We feel that Cornwall
should be aiming at self-sufficiency. It is nonsense for vegetables growing in our fields are transported to
supermarkets and depots in articulated lorries. Local producers need to be encouraged to supply local
markets. There is plentiful unused land which is fit for growing vegetables, not accessible to heavy machinery.
We must make use of our most plentiful resource: people.
Big industrial farms need to be encouraged to use more environmentally friendly methods. The big debate on
farming is ongoing, but at present our local farmers do not all serve our best interests, except through farm
shops and farmers markets etc. Food is too cheap, not valued enough. We need access to good quality local
seasonal food and make provision for people to live and work on the land.
Use of pesticides, heavy machinery and chemical fertilisers needs to be challenged, combatting soil erosion
and degradation given priority. The council should support and encourage conversion to organic growing of
vegetables, requiring smaller machines and more agricultural manual labour. Farmers should be incentivised
to grow crops in small fields, bordered by hedges and other habitats supporting wildlife. Large fields requiring
soil compacting large machines frequently cause water run-off. Pesticides and fertilisers destroy life in the soil
and pollute freshwater courses and estuaries.
In order to achieve more local food resilience, Cornwall needs to grow a greater variety of vegetables and fruit
using natural methods and raise awareness of the importance of eating food in season. There should be
encouragement of Cornish farmers currently concerned with animal agriculture to diversify, as the global
population acknowledges we must eat less meat. Rewarding farmers to conserve and create hay meadows
would contribute to Nature Restoration. This means we should reverse the recent trend to convert hay
meadows to silage production. There should be encouragement to convert land currently used for animal feed
to vegetable and fruit production, or to rewilding.
Light & sound pollution
We are concerned that there is no mention of light and sound pollution in the DPD and feel that it is important
that the Council address this, given the impact it has on the natural world, health & wellbeing and energy
expenditure. We would like to see the Council adopting policies to restrict light and sound pollution and to
actively support Dark Skies initiatives.
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Tourism and business
This theme needs to be extended to include tourism and business, both mentioned in 11.1.7. Both of these
sectors have an impact on climate change and will be impacted in turn by climate change. We need a frank and
honest conversation in Cornwall about this too. We cannot skirt around the edges of these difficult topics. We
do not have the time for this anymore. There has to be a different approach to this very evident pillar of our
economy. Covid-19 offers a starting point from which to establish a balance between economy and ecology, a
complete rethink.
Town centre density and vitality
See comment above re. sustainable development. There is very little about our towns that is sustainable. In
order to address the climate emergency, we need to make our town centres affordable and accessible,
providing opportunities for people to work, shop and live, so that they are less reliant on car travel.
Policies to support town centre markets (and market gardens / community supported agriculture which supply
them), restricted vehicular access to town centres (public transport & mobility scooters only) and to prohibit
out-of-town retail parks which encourage car dependence.
Support for policies which better link surrounding villages with their nearest market town, through public
transport, cycle lanes and footpaths.
We support the policy and allocation option to support development of attractions and cultural facilities,
hotels and shared spaces, provided these are carbon neutral developments. Request that this be extended to
include community spaces and use of green spaces to support nature recovery and community-based food
production.
Is there anything else you think the Climate Change DPD should cover? Is there a topic or theme not listed
above that you think we should investigate and why is this important to you?
There are several topics and themes not listed that we feel are worthy of investigation. These include: tourism,
the marine environment, local industry – all of which have an impact on (and are impacted by) climate and
ecological breakdown. It is crucial that we address these alongside the other themes.
The topics of food security & sovereignty, and health & wellbeing are critical areas not covered / barely
covered by the DPD. We request that these be included, along with use of buildings:
Use of buildings
Buildings use assignment has a huge effect on the character and vitality of an area. Many coastal towns and
villages in Cornwall have seen many buildings use changed from residential to holiday lets. This has led to the
demise of the year-round local economy, leading to dependence on tourism to make up for parts of the year
when only a fraction of the buildings are inhabited. We would like the Council to consider how buildings use
assignment (including holiday homes, second homes and vacant properties) can be changed to increase access
for local people to residential properties, thereby reducing the demand to build more houses. Policy would
also need to consider how change of use from buildings that are currently residential to holiday/second
home/vacant can be minimised as this will continue to extend the problem. During one of the 50:50
consultations we were informed that there are enough second homes, holiday homes and empty buildings in
Cornwall to match Cornwall’s housing need. This cannot be overlooked from a planning perspective.
Food Security & sovereignty
Latest figures show that in the UK 47% of our food is imported. We have seen the effects that climate
breakdown has had on crop yields in recent years, and the recent Covid-19 crisis has highlighted the risk of
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relying on long food supply chains. The DPD needs to address food security by developing policies to support
local and regional resilience in terms of food production. This must involve the re-localising of food production,
enable access to land for those wishing to adopt low carbon lifestyles, & facilitate community supported
agriculture and allotments.
Health & Wellbeing
Health & Wellbeing is barely mentioned in the DPD. Three of the five references are to policy 16 in the Local
Plan, leaving only two passing references (4.1.3 and 9.2.4) to how Health & Wellbeing will be addressed by the
DPD. There is no reference at all to the health & wellbeing of future generations. If Cornwall Council is
committed to sustainable development as defined by the Bruntland Report 1987 (and adopted by the National
Planning Policy Framework) as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” it must address this. Furthermore, a Council that has declared a climate
emergency must address this. Health & Wellbeing of current and future generations needs much more
prominence if we are to shift away from a model of measuring progress through economic growth.
We strongly support Policy 19 of the Sustainability Appraisal (p.79) to ‘Improve the health and well-being of
Cornwall’s residents’ but request that this be extended to include health and well-being of future generations
too. It is the youth of today who are the voters of tomorrow; we need to be able to demonstrate our
enthusiasm and commitment to do what it takes to deliver.
We believe there is an opportunity here for Cornwall to lead on prioritising quality of life over economic
growth, drawing on our diverse geography, geology, innovative and creative communities. For the sake of
people and planet, let us do this, together.

1.19 URN 193

Newquay Marine Group

1, Absolute decimation of our biodiversity and environment
2, Absolute decimation of our coastline and therefore our home.
1, Balance between tourism and economy and security with our environmental pressures
2, A real understanding and ACTION on environmental net gain. Natural processes and harmony with
our land. I would like you to understand that coastal change and flood management covers a huge
range and hardly touches on the marine environment.
Flood management – fresh/catchment and marine? Coastal change is so broad…
Water is so valuable – be clear about and ensure coastal and marine and intertidal and fresh and
estuarine are not lost in this high level title… We are a coastal county. Everything we do and rely on
is linked to water. Policy of politicians doing what they say they will?
Action on all these policies? Listening to all these things?
(why bother have all these plans if they are ignored or shelved or by passed by developers, services
that cut the verges, use insecticides, don’t value well looked after land, don’t reduce litter in the
streets, don’t increase recycling, don’t fine people for action against wildlife…)
I am watching Newquay slowly turn into the planning sacrificial lamb of Cornwall. Infrastructure,
destruction, loss of land and roadkill everywhere… It will have an impact on my job, my volunteer
work, my love of this county and my mental health. The decimation of our environment is my daily
fight. Please remember all the neighbourhood plans, the movement of the communities towards
plastic free, environmentally friendly, vegetarian, petitions, disgust of our politicians, grass roots
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momentum, extinction rebellion, community groups volunteering their time, anger at MP
uselessness. Evidence of tourism impacts.

1.20 URN 201

University of Exeter Penryn Ecological Society

1, That not enough people understand the urgency and severity of the problem and how fast it
needs to be dealt with. The responsibility lies with the large companies that produce most carbon
emissions, but blame is being put on the individual people – of course they can help too but the
large companies need to take action for change to happen as fast as it needs to.
2, That too many people believe that their individual actions won’t make a difference. If so many
people think that, and therefore don’t act, then of course nothing will change.
1, Advocate for large companies such as supermarkets to provide plastic free produce and refill
stations, making it more accessible to people who wouldn’t normally go out of their way to shop
sustainably.
2, Retaining green spaces as much as possible to support biodiversity Biodiversity protection –
Cornwall’s wildlife is so unique and projects to promote and sustain it is incredibly important, as it
will generate income as well
Renewable energy, transport, natural climate solutions What do you expect the impacts of new
planning policy could have on your business, organisation or community?
Ecosoc would love to get involved in any projects surrounding wildlife and biodiversity that the
council employ in Penryn or around the area. We are a student-led organisation at the University of
Exeter in Penryn that runs events on and off campus, either solo or with external organisations, to
both improve habitats and survey the wildlife and use the data to contribute to citizen science
organisations. If you are looking to start any such projects we would be very keen to get involved –
please contact ecosoc.su@gmail.com

1.21 URN 202

University of Exeter Environment & Sustainability Inst.

1, The most alarming aspect of climate change is the unknowable nature of how feedback loops may
rapidly change events and subsequent domino effects may kick in and worsen an already critical
situation. We now commonly discuss ecosystems as service providers in regard to notions around
natural capital, unfortunately this notion of the ecosystem as a service provider is a falsehood due to
the lack of any alternative service provider, the ecosystem is the ecosystem, it is delicately
interconnected and our attempts to understand it through mechanistic paradigms seems doomed to
failure time and again.
2, On a more personal and local note I see climate change as problematic due to such limiting factors
in Cornwall as freshwater supply and high density populations during the summers driest months,
perhaps not this year due to Covid but the increasing drought-like conditions of some recent
summers will only worsen and this will impact on things as diverse as tourism, agriculture and the
habitability of such a high density country as ours.
1, Stop using roundup on all council property and instigate a county wide ban for private use. Native
flora and fauna are still strengths in Cornwall and we need to do all we can to protect them.
2, Support small, localised initiatives, give responsibility and power to local communities and they
will step up to regenerate the communities they live within and love, and through this a more
localised and ecological disposition can be cultivated. Top down restructuring will not bring about a
change that needs to be integrated from the bottom up, by the people who live here, with the
resources and capacity to actually effect noticeable change in their local environs.
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I am intrigued by the phrase town-centre densification – are you suggesting we need to make them
denser, or that we need to hollow them out? I can see problems at either end of that binary
position.
The lack of the word local is troubling. Some form of local community committee fund to actually
enable towns, villages and groups to come together and propose their own solutions in collaboration
with Council experts to develop bespoke solutions that are self generating.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030. What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
You could ease off on the expansion of Newquay airport and any sort of Spaceport for a start.
Attempting to go carbon neutral whilst giving a huge chunk of money to a company whose sole aim
is to undertake space tourism seems like an odd step to have taken, to put it lightly.
Enable people to build and instigate their own low-impact housing projects on land that may be
being unnecessarily kept as agricultural land to the detriment of young families.
I am sorry to have found this form so late, at this stage I have nothing further to add here, but
perhaps you could look into Wales One Planet Planning policy and seek to adopt that in the county.

1.22 URN 215

Ecological Society (Falmouth & Exeter Student Union)

1, Loss of biodiversity as a result of rising temperatures
2, Humanitarian issues causes by climate change
1, Working with farmers to increase sustainable farming
2, Working with the community on education and outreach projects
Conservation of biodiversity/ habitat management
Carbon tax for polluting businesses
Working more closely with the council

1.23 URN 228

Bude Friends of the Earth

1, Climate change is already here – right now we are in a period of drought after the wettest winter
for ages, yet it is still being treated like something that will only be a problem in 2100. Lack of
urgency.
2, That it is already too late to stop major problems for us as humans on the planet and here in
Cornwall. We still need to get to carbon net zero as soon as possible, but also need to make sure we
are more resilient to the changes that are already ‘hard-wired’ in.
1, Food security – we should be growing much more of our own food. Most of Cornwall (around
here anyway) seems given over to growing grass, or maize – lots of it for feeding dairy herds, the
processed products are then exported around the country and the world. When these global supply
chains are broken we will have nothing to eat.
2, Energy self-sufficiency – Cornwall should be self-sufficient or even an exporter of renewable
energy (primarily wind and solar) we should also be leading the way with energy storage
technologies (I’m thinking by pumped water rather than lithium batteries) – and we should do much
more to enable community owned energy schemes – we need a much more diffuse energy supply to
meet the diffuse demand. Maybe that means sorting out the grid?
House building and land ownership.
It seems that all over Cornwall poor quality housing is being built that will not withstand the climate
of the future – these poorly planned and built developments lock in a reliance on car ownership and
use. Help people to build their own homes as a community to better standards.
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Linked is the issue of land ownership – there should be incentives for Cornish residents to be able to
access a small piece of land each and build a small – low footprint – house on it.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030. What policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
We would like to see housing that respects local biodiversity and enhances it. Housing developments
should encourage walking and cycling rather than car use. Local shops and services should be
included with the development. Cornwall Council should be leading the reinstatement of some of
the railway lines that were abandoned in the 60s. In particular the lines to Bude and Holsworthy. It is
frankly laughable that we are less advanced in that respect than we were in 1950!

1.24 URN 240

Transition Falmouth

1, The deterioration of our natural resources by human methods of food and fuel production plus
economic roots in consumerism, use of fossil fuels, global transportation of food and goods, focus of
economy on consumption etc resulting in soil depletion , loss of biodiversity and global pollution.
Our actions are reducing the planets natural homeostatic balance and ability to mitigate climate
extreme.
2, Mainstream perverse ignoring and neglect of global climate deterioration.
1, An integrated planning policy with accurate, transparent, triple bottom line accounting for all
activities, proactively recognising and educating people on the interdependence of Cornwall’s
people on Cornwall’s and global environment.
Environmental impact assessments on all decisions.
Circular Economy budgeting.
Building policy: increase use of local resources and skills, zero carbon development (including
embedded materials), renewable energy embedded with all developments. Small and low impact
developments encouraged.
Policies to proactively encourage and support organic S&M low impact living, agriculture, energy and
working.
Financial and legal support/sign posting for social and environmental enterprises.
2, Use the precedent of current experience of response to C19 to raise awareness and make policies
and decisions directly responding to the greater threat of Climate Crisis.
Eden Project, Universities and Colleges and The Duchy (Prince Charles) could lead the promotion and
behavioural change - ‘nudge unit’. Engage residents’ creativity and enthusiasm in their local
communities. Give added support to the Community Area Network Forums Climate Groups and
local community/environmental groups and Transitions to localise activities and plan practical local
‘backcasting ‘ planning.
Cornish Economic resilience: Increase support for local S&M businesses and enterprises especially
co-ops and social enterprises, increase of local skills and use of local resources to reduce
dependence on external funding and tourism.
*Make Climate Crisis priority in ALL Council decisions especially economic.
*Support organic soil recovery through small forestry and food production businesses.
*Policy for low impact homes and businesses (One Planet policy).
*Public transport and low emission/electric vehicles and car shares.
*Behavioural change – promoting examples of good practise and easy wins to engage residents.
*Support local leadership by Community Area Network Forum climate groups for local engaged
action using the mechanism of the Parish Emergency Planning process/committment.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
Support and engagement:
*with Fal Energy Partnership for local renewables etc
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*of active community and environmental groups.
*for Neighbourhood planning processes and local plans with focus on Climate Crisis priority.
*to hold developers accountable for environmental and social impacts.
*to recognise that every resident (rich, poor, young and infirm) has a role to play in facing this
mutual threat.
The following networks and groups have a wealth of experience and information. Though willing
and eager to support your activities many of us are maturing rapidly and all lack time. How best can
we help you?
*Transition Groups: Transition Falmouth, Constantine, Helson, Truro , Penzance etc
*Fal Environmental Network newly forming.
*Community Green groups.
*Fal Energy Partnership.
In order to avoid duplication and to share best practise for all those working on the issues,
(individual, groups, networks and Cornwall Council) where is there an information hub that can be
fed into and accessed?

1.25 URN 253

Cornwall Quaker

1, Overall Human survival, especially when several disasters run together. Also, when deniers and
ignorers appear to be winning . . .
2, Our request failure to work together, or at least settle disputes amicably. Globally, we see the
Prime Minister of New Zealand making peace but not many others. We have global problems and
only global co-operation will solve/mitigate/adapt
1, Greatly improved communications, consultations.
2, The ability to see over the horizon and plan a route between the desired future and now.
Lifelong learning relevant to predictable futures. We need to do a lot more than putting a few books
on Climate Crisis in the public library Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s
aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. What policies do you think would be most effective
against climate change? Listening to people and telling them the unvarnished truth
I hope the experience of separation will lead us to value our togetherness even more. I expect that
we will protest mildly and moderately if Planning Policy takes us a distance from achieving the
ambitions we have agreed to work towards. The proposed Space Port is an example of a costly
decision that has apparently been bulldozed through.
It would be good if you could publish a summary of the outcomes of this exercise, with thoughts on
how future consultations can reach more people, including teens and twenties who might have to
live through our failed ambitions. Can we lobby for the sting age to come down? It would be good to
receive your point by point reply to the Response by Extinction Rebellion (May 2020). Thanks for the
helpful slide-show, commentary and transcript.

1.26 URN 254

Cornwall College

1, Loss or damage to ecosystems, including those that we rely on for nutrient cycling and food
production.
2, Food security in the sense we will have to invest so much more to create food that will potentially
further damage the environment.
1, Support sustainable agriculture and promoting low food miles by selling food locally.
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2, Promoting / supporting people to help their homes become more energy efficient
Within agriculture I think ecosystem service provision and sustainability needs to be considered. I we
lose these free services (like nutrient cycling and pollination) we need to spend a lot more money
and potentially carbon on producing food.
Those that include support to help people make changes, whether they are farmers or members of
the public. Community engagement with projects like tree planting may also work well at changing
culture and creating carbon capture solutions.
We are lucky that we have a relatively energy efficient building, but others within the group would
probably need investment to improve standards.

1.27 URN 259

Rame Peninsula Beach Care

1, Flooding, sea level rise, storm surges
2, Impacts of farming in increasingly extreme weather - loss of topsoil/ fertility/ biodiversity,
flooding, loss of pollinators etc
1, Create public consensus and understanding about climate change and the need to act fast and
accept the limitations this will necessarily bring (harness the Covid-19 experience – people were
often surprised at how well they could live without travelling, shopping etc nearly as much as usual).
There are many people in our county who still do not believe climate change is anything to worry
about…
2, Focus on the areas in which most of our emissions are generated, and also biggest industries. For
example farming has the potential to massively mitigate climate change, while at the moment it is a
significant contributor
No building on flood plains or in areas likely to suffer from storm surge inundation
Heavy promotion of natural flood defence systems, e.g. rewilding, reintroduction of beneficial
species especially beaver, where feasible.
Not just tree planting, but also promotion of rewilding/ replanting of natural meadows and
grassland. Healthy permanent pasture is one of the most effective means of sequestering carbon
Consider embedded carbon of each project as a factor in granting permissions for all construction
projects All new builds to have ponds, green roofs and/ or solar panels
New builds to incorporate rainwater/ grey water storage and reuse e.g. for toilet flushing (could
hugely reduce consumption of drinking water currently used for this, with its high embedded energy
requirements – not to mention wastage of a precious resource as rainfall becomes more erratic).
Promotion of retrofits for water storage/ reuse of existing housing stock where possible.
Relax planning constraints on solar panels in conservation areas, siting of onshore wind farms (and
improve grid connectivity to make Cornwall more energy independent)
Require solar panels on large industrial unit roofs, schools etc
Promote recycling/ reuse of building materials, especially energy intensive ones such as concrete
Harvest methane from out of use landfill sites for use in gas-powered buses or other similar
purposes
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Farming – has huge potential to contribute to or mitigate climate change, specifically through
damage to – or protection of – soil and soil organic matter. South West soils are very depleted
currently. Hugely important to focus on beneficial farming practices, firstly strict limitations on
planting of maize, especially on sloping fields. This contributes to massive run-off problems during
winter if not underplanted and soil is left bare (contributing downstream to smothering of seagrass
beds, which are – when healthy – more effective carbon stores than forests). Maize is a good crop
but not suitable for many places in the SW, and especially not if it is only being grown for biodigester
fuel subsidies. Require use of field buffer planting and the Maize Growers Association tool to ensure
it is only being grown in appropriate areas/ fields, and best possible varieties and undersown plants
to prevent massive erosion.
Support for farmers to rewild/ plant trees on marginal land, create wider field margins and protect
hedgerows
A healthy ecosystem is essential to ensure resilience to coming climate change impacts. Enhance and
protect existing habitats and penalise destruction, e.g. make it an offence to for farmers etc to
destroy bird nesting habitat at all times, not just in breeding season
Promote and support regenerative farming practices that protect and build soil and retain water in
the land – permaculture, silvopasture, conservation agriculture/ no-till/ mob grazing etc
Ensure high focus on marine ecosystems – as a highly coastal county Cornwall must ensure a healthy
sea. The sea not only poses a threat through rising water levels/ storms, but also provides half the
oxygen we breathe and is one of our best means of tackling climate change threats, through healthy
sea grass, maerl, kelp etc. Make sure not only to focus on terrestrial problems and solutions –
restoring the marine environment and protecting it from pollution, run-off, over-exploitation,
dredging, mining etc. should be a major part of any climate response
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or
community?
Enhancing biodiversity/ rewilding/ regreening (not just tree planting) could have a hugely beneficial
impact on our community and the whole of Cornwall, by retaining ecological niches to help all
species survive, including our important pollinators
Loosening restrictions on renewables could have a big impact in our village, which is in a
conservation area, and so very few people can generate rooftop electricity
Improved farming practices could have a massive impact in our community, e.g. we suffered
horrendously last winter from tonnes of topsoil being washed off the bare maize fields on our steep
sided fields – flooding of businesses and properties, silting up of pipes, and smothering of our
seagrass beds.

1.28 URN 264

Cornwall Community Land Trust

1, The risk of irreversible detrimental impact on the life chances of the poorest around the globe,
future generations and the damage to global biodiversity
2, Unfulfilled promises and undelivered policies of national Governments which would enable local
authorities and communities in places like Cornwall to take the action necessary to make an impact.
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1, the 180 degree reversal of a planning system fuelled more by greed than by need. Providing
greater rewards to those who deliver in perpetuity community and environmental benefit and
discouragement for those which are primarily intended to secure short term windfall gain.
2, Stronger climate protection policy, including:
Improved heating and insulation of all homes especially privately owned and rented properties, and
decreased dependency on fossil fuels, with incentives to home-owners and landlords and high
compulsory standards for all developers and builders
Reduced dependence on travel and more affordable, sustainable forms of public and low emission
transport (including safe cycling, local and community-run bus services, car-share schemes and
community-based electrical charging points).
Construction and house-building standards and retrofit/improvement.
Alternative housing delivery systems – to include CLTs, co-housing and co-operative housing
Innovative and alternative use of green land; especially where it can replace high climate impact
production use with high emissions and soil degradation etc. by with stronger biodiversity gain
Support less car-based living. Control excessive development more effectively than Cornwall has
these last 50 years. Working towards sustainable rural and urban communities. One Planet model.
Re-use of unsustainable buildings for home and workspaces. Support the efforts and ambitions of
not for profit community-led homes projects and groups.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business,
Positive if policy to enable One Planet type sustainable development, all new rural and small
community / town development to be community-led and guided by NDPs.
If national Government supports the local authority to ensure the system can effectively resist out of
scale developments driven by financial gain for the few and unsustainable pressure for local
communities
Cornwall CLTs record of success over the last 12 years. Showing that communities motivated for the
public good can and do succeed in delivering genuinely affordable good quality and sustainable
homes for in perpetuity community benefit. 26 projects helped or delivered by CCLT alone since
2007 and over 250 homes. Other forms of Community-led homes have and can make a growing
contribution.
Our future plans and priorities have set even higher climate standards and biodiversity benefit.

1.29 URN 265

Energy Policy Group – University of Exeter (Penryn)

Tell us the two things that concern you most about Climate Change? 1, As a research group this
submission focuses on providing feedback to questions in the planning document, rather than on
impacts to the organisation/individual personnel. Policies prioritising the decarbonisation of all
energy vectors – electricity, heat, transport and buildings. Cornwall has excellent renewable energy
resources which hold potential to accelerate the transition to renewable energy. Heat, transport and
buildings present harder challenges, particularly in a rural area. Prioritising these
energy vectors, and providing clear policy direction on their decarbonisation, will be crucial for
achieving the Net Zero target.
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We are not able to comment on the impacts to the university as a whole, however we suggest that
input may be sought (if it has not been submitted already) from the University’s Climate Emergency
team via climateemergency@exeter.ac.uk. As a research group we would be interested in future
opportunities for partnership and research connection as the strategy progresses. We would also be
happy to discuss energy-related issues emerging throughout this process, if this may be of help
during phases of policy development. We would also be happy to offer input be willing to discuss
energy related issues with them in order to help them improve their policies.

1.30 URN 267

Lynher River Barge CIC

1, The fossil fuel discharges
2, the extinction of many species
1, Stop fossil fuel, help people go electric and provide any type of renewable energy and eco
friendly solutions to urbanist and housing
2, Protect nature and its biodiversity, more patrol and enforcement to civil regulation to respect the
countryside and coastline
Civil education for Cornish people of all ages and for visitors and tourists.
As the lockdown teaches us, work from home. We can change our lifestyle in order to support
nature thriving. Support business and educational establishment who put nature at the heart of their
aims, promote good will and alternative solutions made in Cornwall
A positive impact, my business and community are already engaged in promoting a healthier lifestyle
and protect nature. Provide grants for re0-wilding and bee keeping!! I wanted to have a bee colony
but it is quite expensive to set up.
I work on the Plymouth waterways and operate the Tamar sailing barge ‘Lynher’. We anchor in
secluded coves along the Rivers Tamar and Lynher and last year we found areas where rubbish is
regularly fly-tipped as hidden from the road, underneath the river bank. I created a project called
‘Fair Shores’ where Lynher would have carried aboard community volunteers rot go and clear the
rubbish. I also intended to showcase our findings with Exeter University and create a campaign
against fly tipping as it kills the shores and the animals who use it. I think it is important to campaign,
show images of what we find and invite the public to comment and feedback. Even have a regular
channel that constantly updates what rubbish ifs found where, so that we can inform the wider
public of the problems in different areas of Cornwall. The same as the roadsigns about how many
accidents in a year…’Welcome to Cornwall, this year we collected xxxtons of rubbish from this area’.
I think we must talk about it more so there is no chance of hiding it under the carpet!

1.31 URN 280

Hayle Climate Action Group

Consultation Response to Cornwall Development Plan and Scoping Document The main concern of
the Hayle Climate Action group is that the emergency requires bold immediate action to be
effective. The following comments are a response to the above. Both the scoping document and
appraisal document are large, and the following comments are intended as core reflections, which
reflect values and direction required for all areas. Some comments are specific, others are more
micro issues which could relate to later stages of planning, but the Group has covered these, as they
can be used to highlight examples of how change can lead from policy decisions and scoping
decisions to actually achieving the 2030 aim.
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As the Group cannot fully understand, without in-depth working knowledge of the planning arena,
these examples have been included to avoid the risk of policy omission that may prevent such
initiatives in the future. it is hoped CC to consider this response in the round ensuring communities
achieve these results Leading from the DPD document that is now being developed. The Hayle
Climate Action Group also wish to state that this work is welcomed and fully supports the aim to
make Cornwall Carbon neutral by 2030. This needs to be achieved in an equitable way; considering
and protecting the most vulnerable in our community and this is of the upmost importance to the
Group. In addition to build communities, that are able to respond and support climate threats; to be
resilient to the emergencies of food insecurity, flooding heat, additional disease, loss of homes /
livelihoods being the risks of climate change, stress and change.
General Comments to both Documents
• Pre-Existing Neighbourhood Local Plans - how will this all join up?
Can this document be used now and/ or retrospectively on current emerging developments?. Much
is happening now in real time that is not aiding the aim of carbon neutrality by 2030 but will have
major consquences for the Hayle community. An example being that the Hayle Neighbourhood Plan
is now complete and was reported previously not being allowed to designate land for onshore wind
by CC .There may now be a very different view on this decision. Will this policy it override the
existing Local plan.
Hayle Climate Action group commissioned a ‘Carbon Audit’ report for the town and it has become
acutely apparent, that renewable energy is required in around 80 % of all use domestic and
commercial use. In addition that land allocation is needed for wind/renewables to achieve carbon
Area carbon neutral by 2030. This needs to be resolved. For example as Hayle Climate Action Group
are also hoping to develop a community renewable energy scheme,
https://communityenergyengland.org/news/first-of-its-kind-platform-launches-in-bid-to-boostcommunity-energy-s-role-in-achieving-uk-net-zero-emissions-targets sites are vital.
Identifying key sites has also been identified as the ‘main issue’ by the Community Energy England
,who are starting an online portal to match groups with sites but would greatly benefit from more
Govt. led intervention and site designation https://www.cse.org.uk/local-energy/download/therough-guide-to-community-energy-400.
Hayle Growth Area Masterplan http://cornwallcouncil.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=2b72d8f8d7d94e03b6
70ce4c3c353057 is now approaching its second phase of consultation it is a large investment that
needs to reflect the best examples of carbon neutrality and it would benefit from this document to
be used as evidence in order to influence the decisions of the developers more robustly ,towards
achieving a green build and alternative lay out ; • Sometimes as the micro is not considered at
policy stage it can led to ineffective policy -Enabling Projects to take Policy Planners need to
’ Think Back to Front ‘ The group has also attempted to enact low level interventions such as
planting fruit trees ‘Fruity Hayle ‘ but unfortunately no land can be found up by the Town Council
despite their very good support and wishes .
These are real issues and prevent volunteer local action, by causing volunteer fatigue and therefore
the sustainability of group membership by maintaining the enthusiastic drive needed to ‘make things
happen ‘.
The group understand these are micro level illustrations. however. we see that the real problems
presented by writing policy is that achieves desired action for climate can be assisted by being aware
of these concerns; Joined up action and thinking are critical to success of combatting climate change.
• Encourage Localism - Aim High – Co Create Community vision Ensure each community has a repair
cafe , community farm, community composting , orchard and food hub , community energy scheme
, electric bike and car scheme .Ask businesses to understand their footprint and local value .
(The Group fully recognises areas outside CC remit and support its petition to Central Government
for core change to Building regulation, designated resources and planning law amongst other issues
as stated in the Cornwall Cornwall Climate Action Plan)
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• Freeing Up Land Use by community Ownership Can be key
• Can CC seek to stop sales and identify sites for community initiatives through this planning
documents
How can we encourage each community to have a Vision: local food source, orchard, renewable
energy scheme, repair café? Electric car share project, Circular Economy Through this Policy?
A policy aim to; prevent the ‘sell off’ of any CC owned farm land and perhaps potential community
spaces. For Example, the St Just, community saved its Parish Farm from sale and it now a vibrant
organic local food source.
For example The Peat Project/ Growing Links in PZ mirrors this organic farming and mental health
initiative but is subject to private leasehold direction and could have an uncertain future.
Can the document seek to promote ‘saving’ sites in public ownership for community eco initiatives
and will relieve the damaging impacts of climate change and work with communities to enable this
such as Community Land Trust St Ives and as a plan of its policy now. The Group is aware that there
is a list of CC potential sale sites. Can this be reviewed? and could be adopted for these purposes and
the Group is unaware of the Planning issues needed to make this happen. Public and community
Ownership of land and estate appears to be a good practice in order to have the ability to act in the
benefits of society to mitigate the effects of climate change within the county.
• Bold , ambitious and far reaching .
It must be noted that as time is limited to reduce and mitigate the very severe consequences of
climate change for Cornwall, it is the Climate Action Group key request that this documents is as
stated bold ambitious and far reaching.
Now is the time to make leading decisions .
• How will it all interlink - with current Policy , Practice and the DPD ? The group wishes to convey
again that this is an emergency and the level of coordination and delivery now demanded by
Cornwall Council is a huge challenge. It will undoubtedly need full priority, resources and
commitment by a senior integral, interdisciplinary, experienced, well educated effective team . The
policy and any practice needs thorough dissemination to all levels and should be at least part of CC
staff Mandatory training. We advise using consultants such as Rob Hopkins from Transition Town
Movement for practical examples creativity and inspiration and of course areas such as Totnes and
Stroud. There are many others to reach out too such as George Monbiot on Rewilding and all the
examples from USA on the Green New Deal and the Green party and Labour Green new deal
initiatives. Zero Carbon Britain and CAT. The task is often seen as too huge to meet but we have to
meet it as the threat is too high to ignore and behavioural change held up as an idea that is left unto
individuals. However trusted messengers, messaging and key information, influence can be seen as a
civic duty. Cornwall Council can be viewed as having a major role to play in this one area alone and
the climate action group feel more can be done. The main work can often be left to volunteers
however now it is time for paid employees to take the lead in full consultation with volunteers. Time
is critical to avoiding, climate major crisis. Volunteers throughout Cornwall are doing there upmost
but need the systems and priory of Government Local and Central alongside them now in a major
way. There appears to be scant take up and knowledge in the community
• Research into this in Cornwall Attitudes could be conducted Proposal for CC to Survey Cornwall as
part of its overriding aims
What extent does the population understand climate change?
• What level of risk to their selves do they feel it presents
• What do you know are the risks
• What are they currently prepared to change in life style
• What would make them change
• Place the time frame on when you think climate change will severely affect your life
( offer a full house conversation heat pump, triple glazing or electric car as a prize draw )
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Hayle Climate Action Group feel there is not a major understanding as yet of the climate emergency
in the general population of Hayle or perhaps Cornwall and little awareness of Cornwall Council and
Local Councils Actions to date .
• Thorough Reaching out to Citizens and the Community is Essential
Proactive consultation, directly with Cornish Citizens and community groups, especially those such
as The Cornish Climate Action Groups which are beginning to emerge in Cornwall.
Such as the Helston Climate Action Group, St Ives and Sustainable Penzance is essential. Grass roots
organisations and Citizens assemblies. Oxford has undertaken citizen’s assemblies which can be seen
as a good practice initiative as well as Penzance in seeking to deal with homelessness. The ‘Sortition’
foundation has many examples of this practice.
• Extra resources need to be placed into consultation stage, community empowerment and
networkers to develop and link up education, policy and practice.
This can serve a dual purpose in ensuring marginalised voices are heard and engaging community
buy in. By working alongside, and with community based groups in a funded manner, will serve to
strengthen the resilience of communities and develop voluntary sector involvement.
There is no substitute for a strong proactive cohort of community engagement officers perhaps
increasing the link team and/or following Volunteer Cornwall community change makers work
focusing on this area to drive from bottom up of funding is key thereby creating dialogues and
networks. Bringing citizens voices together through active link work which can lead the direction of
policy and action.
Reaching out proactively to people at supermarkets, schools, churches, workplaces being thorough
and ambitious is key and must not be token. Often consultations and surveys ‘pass by ‘ with narrow
publicity , awareness and feedback.
• Education and Publicity – Wide ambition to saturate community with the climate emergency
message It is a public health issue; Change will not be effective unless education and awareness are
increased .
Make carbon literacy training mandatory for all Council /Parish Councillors and staff and outsourced
long arm contractors
This is a key area that needs addressing. Proactive direct awareness raising, and education carbon
literacy training means that the community needs to be saturated with good positive examples of
carbon reduction and easy access to how to address the climate emergency and realise its concern
for every household.
• Public Health Crisis Intensive Key Messaging
As with the Aids Epidemic and Corona Pandemic there has been a public information campaign. This
threat to health is fully recognised by the World Health Organisation and needs to be treated with
the same degree of knowledge sharing. When behaviour change is discussed, it is often seem as
outside remit of Local Government, however behaviour and culture are led by education and
modelling. When risks are present and acute they need to be relayed .
Cornwall Council needs resources to tell people, the public, that as a Government message. Main
stream Cornwall are not aware that the Council has declared an emergency and this needs to be
rectified. Core public messaging is required at every opportunity and level. It needs to be imaginative
and far reaching. To cover all media outlets , Regional Television, Radio, local cinema, buses, bus
shelters, coach and train station shopping, leisure centres , businesses and schools. Getting the risks
stated clearly to the public and raising education ‘carbon literacy’ in all areas and within mainstream
culture and community as basic as understand how to read and write; To use all Cornwall Council
services and Parishes to agree and actually promote the message such as libraries. A major
awareness raising campaign on the same scale as an election. Be Bold, Far reaching and Imaginative.
Use of films, talks, fun information events. look at Helston Climate Action network and the
Transition Town Movement for ideas and examples. Perhaps Fund street parties all over Cornwall
close streets to be based on plastic free and local vegan food, no cars initiatives. There is a need to
be imaginative to seek solutions that inspire and engage the community Rob Hopkins (Transition
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Town Movement) is a key person to consult in this area for direction. This could be linked to Corona
recovery and thanking communities distance. Show films Tomorrow and 2040 in all communities.
Make the Cornwall show into a e fair. Ask each school to provide a green community event each
term incorporating a key community organisation, business with open invitation that show cases
good practice and climate solutions.
• Rhetoric Versus Reality
Often the rhetoric does not translate into reality, this is seen unfortunately time and time again with
Govt. Policy not connecting with services, achieving delivery or action. For example, the ‘no second
night out ‘, ‘Ending child poverty ‘initiative for rough sleeping is a solid aim and promise but has not
been achieved. There is some ‘fatigue’ in creating broad mission statements without the resources
and/or political leadership to achieve real change. The danger is that policy cannot be translated into
activity, as it is under resourced and not prioritised both in political priority and resources. Allocation
of Appropriate resources and key senior determination in be actively leading joined with key sound
project delivery are essential to reduce this paradigm.
• Ensure ‘Dougnut’ principle is embedded throughout
In addition using key decision tools which refer to the climate impact at each stage is vital such as ‘
Dougnut ‘ principle . Local budget setting and active citizen community making can be positive ways
of ensuring decision making is kept democratic and relevant .
Ensuring Things Happen
• Enhance the numerical cohort of the network link team to actively seek and make community
connections happen. Paid ‘Networkers’ ‘Weavers’ ‘Change makers ‘are key.
Voluntary organisations resources and scope of activities have been decimated in austerity and
volunteers cannot work alone without coordination and connection to policy makers.
• Community Land Use
Need to free up land space for communities to grow food, there is huge wait for allotments at
present. Major interest in local production due to Covid. Make part of planning to release land for
communal growing in any development. Aim to have community growing in each conurbation look
at Boscavern farm St Just and the Growing links project Penzance for examples.
• Mental Health and Wellbeing Resilience Covid 19 Reflection, Examples, Opportunity
All behaviours that are good for the climate are also good the community, resilience for health and
wellbeing.
This common threat has illustrated how people can change behaviours and act quickly. Initiatives
such as community sharing, mutual aid, goods, services and reducing transport, working from home
is key to illustrating how change can happen and now is the time to harness this learning and led
through to carbon light initiatives. Such as car free streets, no drive days. Sharing instead of buying
new localism. Do not expect or leave these initiatives to the volunteer alone as with core project
roles volunteers can be coordinated well and projects are sustainable.
Use to promote planting days safe outside distancing. Ask landowners to put forward land for
community planting due to Covid look at example of incredible Edibles Todmorden
transition town network
Transition Network - A movement of communities https://www.incredible-edible-todmorden.co.uk/
• Inspire and Promote
Ensure all good work is shared widely such as Langarth site principles to colleges, trades so this is
common knowledge and can be replicated. Not just open days but full commitment to take
knowledge into community for an ongoing period of time.
Community education on how to retrofit homes to all new home buyers the majority of houses sold
are not new and this could be a timely intervention on costs and actually how to develop if someone
is having a new kitchen or changing layout rewiring replumbing is perfect time to fit external or
interval insulation and heat pumps grey waste harvesting and key flood defences
(Again Refer to Transition Town examples )
• Food Security and creating a Circular Economy
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These are real issues that will effect Cornwall in the future. Local food production and local
economies require recognition and seed bedding at all times given priority and help to establish.
Again, this is a matter of community education and wherever possible this principle is key to every
business endeavour. This is not strongly represented in the document.
• Deprivation and Climate Emergency
Cornwall is much more at risk as has an above national representation in all indices of deprivation.
Cornwall must lead on informing its community to the risks of the climate emergency and recognise
as a vulnerable community extra initiative must safeguard the most vulnerable and poorest in our
community.
A new matrix to record quality of life is required that is aligned with climate action and community
moving away from economic success.
Missing Topics
Sustainability Definition - What is the definition of sustainability this requires a detailed definition in
order to avoid green wash and mis interpretation.
Transport - Cost the fares are too expensive to encourage people off roads and more affordable bus
coverage is required
Hydrogen Buses – Northern Ireland adapting buses can go longer distance electric buses are not the
main answer for Cornwall. This needs to be investigated. Electric buses due to battery charging
issues will not suffice in Cornwall. Hydrogen needs full investigation.
https://www.electrichybridvehicletechnology.com/news/buses-commercial-vehicles/jcb-heirunveils-hydrogen-bus-masterplan-for-uk.html
‘The vision is for 3,000 hydrogen buses – about 10% of the UK’s total fleet – could be silently moving
around UK towns and cities by 2024. These vehicles will release only water vapor and save an
estimated 280,000 tons of carbon dioxide each year, the equivalent of taking roughly 107,000 cars
off the road a year.
Crucially, Bamford highlights, “the hydrogen used to power these vehicles will be completely green”.
His company Ryse is in the process of building the UK’s first hydrogen production plant on the Kent
coast. This will be powered by a near-by offshore wind farm and use electrolysis to produce
hydrogen from water. Mr Bamford plans to build another four hydrogen production plants by 2025
to provide enough power for all 3,000 buses.’
Proactive Education – Community messaging Thorough carbon literacy training and messaging
around climate emergency as mention above
Tourism This are requires inclusion and is key
Fisheries -This are requires inclusion - Why is there no mention of Fisheries and the management of
the marine environment ? e.g. sea-grass for carbon capture.
Food Security – local production
Circular Economy – needs inclusion and addressing
Section Comments to be read in conjunction with the above
Agriculture: -09 Natural climate solutions
1. The Climate Emergency and ecological crisis shouldn’t be separated.
2. Ecosystems sit alongside climate solutions as a top priority in all policy considerations
3. 10% biodiversity net gain is woefully unambiguous and low. Cornwall needs more realistic targets
in Biodiversity Net Gain and needs to have an understanding of Shifting baseline syndrome (SBS)
4. SBS describes a gradual change in the accepted norms for the condition of the natural
environment due to a lack of human experience, memory and/or knowledge of its past condition.
5. Consequences of SBS include an increased tolerance for progressive environmental degradation,
changes in people’s expectations as to what is a desirable (worth protecting) state of the natural
environment, and the establishment and use of inappropriate baselines for nature conservation,
restoration and management.
6. Researchers and policy makers need to focus more attention and efforts on understanding and
planning how best to limit and reduce SBS.
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7. clear designation of specific geographic areas and related policies for The Forest of Cornwall “
what is to be planted and where” and requirements for every development to add to tree planting
and green space.
8. No mention of the potential of re-wilding for biodiversity and this could play a significant part in
increasing scrub/wildlife habitats and contribute to the Forest of Cornwall target.
9. Why is there no mention of Fisheries and the management of the marine environment? e.g. seagrass for carbon capture
11 Agriculture and Rural development
1. This is a difficult area to cover as an awful lot is outside local government control and apart from
transport is one of the biggest polluters.
2. There has to be a better understanding of how agriculture and land use fits into the bigger picture
of how Cornwall will achieve carbon neutrality by 2030.
3. Industrial agriculture has a significant part in carbon emissions and in the loss of wildlife and
biodiversity in Cornwall.
4. But a more sympathetic approach to farming could reverse this trend.
5. There needs to be within the agricultural sector bold and radical measures to meet carbon
reduction targets and for the agricultural sector to play a true part in the reversal of loss of
biodiversity. The case in point : loss of traditional haymeadows and mixed traditional farms.
6. This needs to be done within the National framework (i.e. lobbying DFRA and government) but
also at a local level by setting high targets for biodiversity.
7. The target level of 10% biodiversity net gain is not ambitious enough.
8. There needs to be a much more proactive and joined up approach to conservation, restoration
and enhancements of habitats. The NGOs and conservation groups have a vast amount of
knowledge and experience.
9. The land is exhausted and compacted by heavy machinery with soil health at a particularly low
point. Reduction of ammonia and Clean Air Strategy needs prioritising within the planning system for
all land and not just in sensitive area.
10. This isn’t everywhere and there is within the agricultural sector good practice, but this needs to
be encouraged and made more widespread.
11. There needs to be much more of a local food production system for local need and distribution,
which reduces food waste and food miles.
12. Prioritisation within local industrial strategy to support local foods for local markets.
13. Our pesticide-intensive agricultural model has been identified as a major cause of biodiversity
loss. "“Pesticides can persist in the environment for decades and pose a global threat to the entire
ecological system upon which food production depends. Excessive use and misuse of pesticides
result in contamination of surrounding soil and water sources, causing loss of biodiversity,
destroying beneficial insect populations that act as natural enemies of pests and reducing the
nutritional value of food.” stated the UN Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right to food.
12: Town Centre density and vitality.
1.: Out of Town retail parks undermines local economy and incentives private car use
2. : Town Centre planning needs green space to enhance biodiversity and green walkways and cycleroutes to allow access to outer urban and the countryside beyond.
3. network of towns with resilient communities with buildings reallocate towards community use.
4. needs to be more of a citizen assembly approach to gain consensus, empowering communities to
come up with solutions.
5. neighbourhood plans have in the main driven the ‘business as usual’ developments and have
almost become redundant in this process of reducing carbon emissions. There needs to be a revision
of Neighbourhood plans to allow more emphasis of how to achieve a carbon Cornwall by 2030.
Renewables
1. Policy for Community and small scale project as swell as large ; promotion and delivery?
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2. How does this relate to existing local plans with currently no sites identified for renewables could
a standard be set to ask each area to identify sites
3. Ensure education rolled out increasing / importance of renewables for all levels and how to build
up community energy schemes
4. Ensure all new house buyers cost and access help to cost adaptation property to renewable
energy via estate agents and mortgage companies
5. Ensure each new development has assessed renewable option and presented costs of same, prior
to gaining planning permission
6. All planning staff and local councillors are educated in renewable energy benefits and options
7. Key technology, experience and information is amongst builders, developers and trades involve
colleges and local trade people ensuring they can up skill and roll out renewables.
8. Ensure local communities can benefit from large energy renewable projects especially local
Climate Action Groups and fuel poverty charities and voluntary efforts9. how will this be done? Perhaps enhance numerical cohort link team to actively seek and make
community connections happen.
10. Identify sites for onshore wind
11. Targets for new develop may be set at 20% regarding renewables or offset to carbon funds
within Cornwall worried this far to low and carbon offsetting can give developers and easy way out
and not substantivized to be effectual long term to reduce carbon experience Section 16 monies
often do not impact well and can be severely delayed
12. Set target for new development passivity renewable at 100 % 13. can ask even if cannot legally enforce?
Transport
1. Cost of transport is a key issue in Cornwall and lack of town connection say Penzance to Falmouth
this needs to be reflected in policy as a main barrier to use of public transport
2. Active creation of leading the way for Cornwall Council to subsidise green transport say for staff
members who choose to leave car at home
3. Asking key business to charge staff for carparking use as per Nottingham Council support levy
suggestion
4. Each conurbation to have an electric car share club or at least an option to hire a car such as ecars
or Zipcars key towns Truro Penzance
5. Green car hire to encourage tourists to leave cars at home and use train
6. Reduce mph limits on roads to make cycling safer and discourage long distance driving
7. Aim to have electric school bus to set a target
8. Introduce a car free day in main towns
9. Public transport free days
10. Educate the public and companies. Education adverts programme to educate individuals in not
using cars for pollution and carbon health
11. Ensure community consultation at key planning stages with climate action groups and or other
climate campaign associations such as friends of the earth
12. Be proactive not just reactive in all areas
13. Protect biodiversity over development
14. How do we ensure rhetoric matches action
Energy Efficiency
15. Sustainability checklist great
16. Include inequality issues - to produce affordable green housing ring fenced for local people on
lowest wages
17. Noted Cornwall high rate of poor housing privately rented and bad energy standards does to
granite build needs highlighting
18. Modelling how to retrofit and heat pumps work directly with college a trades and industry use
council estate to promote adverse share skills widely
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19. Cost benefits or retrofitting to be rolled out to parents and employees through society
20. Green homes events regularly all over Cornwall
21. Use langarth and other good practice as key blank to ensure all passive homes developed are
widely shared run seminars in key areas to trades colleges and builders as part planning consent
• 8 Coastal Change and Flood Management
1. The Shoreline Management Plan covering Hayle designates Hayle Beach as a “Hold the Line” area.
This area is Hayle’s coastal protection and needs to be maintained. Past and present owners of the
harbour have dredged the harbour and the area out to Hayle Bar selling the sand. This removes it
from the closed sediment cell of the St. Ives Bay. This in turn lowers beach levels allowing the sea to
reach the toes of the dunes causing them to collapse. There should be no licenses given to areas for
dredging in ports and subsequent removal of sand where there is a history of erosion.
2. As Hayle is the site of a large amount of erosion, because of the above actions, we should be
made a “Candidate Area” in the DPD. Hayle should also be the focus of a Coastal Vulnerability Zone
and/or a Coastal Change Management Area. This would preferably be made as quickly as possible
by CC or with communities. Whichever is the quickest? Otherwise the site allocation DPD for Hayle
will have to accommodate all the residents that are at risk in Hayle to the new site.

URN 183 - Cornwall’s Climate Change Development Plan: Scoping Consultation Response by
Extinction Rebellion, May 2020
This paper has been prepared by a group of members of Extinction Rebellion (XR) in Cornwall. Every one of us
has signed up to its three demands that in response to the climate and ecological emergencies we must a) tell
the truth, b) act on it and c) use deliberative democracy. This response is made in recognition of those
imperatives.
The list of contributing members is printed at the end of the paper.
Our approach is to ask, at each stage: are we telling the truth? Will this contribute effectively to achieving the
target of zero emissions by 2030 let alone 2025?
Summary of the main points
1. The consultation process does not reflect the urgency of the situation, or the need to engage the whole
population of Cornwall (1.0).
2. The use of language is sometimes exclusive and not appropriate to the crisis (2.0).
3. The current planning framework does not assist the urgent changes needed to achieve carbon neutrality by
2030 (3.0).
4. Every applicant for a development should provide a carbon budget (3.4).
5. We commend the use of one planet models for planning purposes (3.7).
6. If agriculture is included within the scope of the DPD, tourism and other sectors should also be (5.2.1). We
believe that the thematic areas should incorporate the marine environment, access to land, food security (5.2.1
b), c) and d)) and health and wellbeing (3.8).
7. Prominence should be given to the energy hierarchy (Section 6).
8. Cornwall needs wind maps: the DPD should incorporate the process for adopting them (6.1.2).
9. We have serious reservations about the biodiversity net gain policy (6.3.1, 9.1.3).
10. We urge caution in the use of offsetting except as a last resort (7.1.5).
11. We believe there should be a strong presumption against any developments in flood plains and natural
solutions should be sought to avoid flood risk (8.1.1, 8.2.8).
12. In a climate crisis there is no scope for new roads – the priority should be walking, cycling, public transport
and provision for disabled people (10.3).
13. We recommend that there should be a local presumption against large scale animal housing and other
intensive agricultural developments and in favour of any small scale, local and organic developments that
require planning permission (Section 11).
1.0 The consultation process.
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1.1 We are aware that the Council follows a traditional approach in its consultations. However over the years
the process has become increasingly viewed as a tick box exercise. We share the desire not to allow this to
happen in this case and urge that immediate attention is given to direct and inclusive ways of drawing in public
comment and views on how development issues are taken forwards, including through citizens assemblies and
panels. A collective threat of this magnitude requires a concomitant
2 collective endeavour. We sense that in many cases the democratic will is frustrated by a process which
naturally favours inside, professional and conventional views which often do not chime with the views of the
public. The principle we adhere to is to tell the truth and trust the public.
1.2 We also sense an alarming lack of urgency in the long process of consultation, where the preparation of a
document of this nature will take many months, if not several years, to complete. In an emergency this is not a
supportable approach. The current pandemic has also taught us that in a crisis - which this is – processes need
to be kept under continual review, and the public fully informed of changes or new developments. We trust that
this will be the case here.
2.0 Use of language
2.1 The language of the DPD, while being familiar territory to councillors and staff of the Council, is not to most
members of our communities – nor to members of XR. The introductory section is particularly challenging. While
we understand why it has been written in the way it has, there may be a different way of saying it. We would
like to speak further on this.
2.2 The language also sends out a signal about the commitment of the Council. Where references to the
‘emergency’ are placed in inverted commas (as in 3.4.2 and in the Sustainability Appraisal) it denotes that it is a
‘so-called’ emergency. This is not the case. It is an emergency. We ask for all inverted commas to be removed.
2.3 We are not viewing a climate that is simply and slowly changing, but a climate in catastrophic breakdown.
We believe that the term ‘Climate Change DPD’ sends out the wrong signal when the Council has already
recognised this as an emergency. We think that the Council should be unequivocal that this is a Climate Crisis
DPD.
2.4 ‘Sustainability’ (4.2.1), ‘sustainable transport’ (4.2.1), ‘sustainable construction’ (7.3.3)‘sustainable growth’
(11.1.7), ‘sustainable rural tourism’ (11.1.7), sustainable location’ (12.13) and ‘sustainable places to live’ (12.2.3)
all fail to use the term in its original meaning as set out in the Brundtland Report 1987 as ‘meeting the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. If we were to be
true to the definition all activities and undertakings from today would have to be virtually carbon neutral. In the
context of the DPD the terms 'viable' and 'sustainable' appear to be synonymous with 'profitable'. At a time of
climate crisis this is not appropriate.
2.5 We have also struggled with the terms ‘ecosystem service network’, “environmental assets” and ‘ecosystem
service provision’ which indicate that nature – or the natural environment, or the biosphere – are wholly owned
subsidiaries of the financial economy, to be exploited at a time when logic, and recent events – fire, flood,
tempest and pandemic – make it quite clear that the opposite is the case. This economy sits within, and is
constrained by, the natural environment, and this should be a cardinal element in the decision making process.
2.6 The declaration of climate emergency on 22 January 2019 was a statement of intent, not of desire. Terms
such as ‘making energy efficiency improvements’ (3.4.2) should not have a place in a document that is
responding to an emergency. ‘Maximising energy efficiency improvements’ or 3 ‘achieving full energy efficiency’
are more appropriate statements and send out a clearer signal of intent. We also would ask that you explain and
expand on what these terms are in relation the 7 scoping areas and include relevant graphs (visuals) and statistics
for ease of understanding for the public, where appropriate. We think that input/output CO2e emissions for all
activities should be measured.
3.0 General
3.1 We believe that the planning infrastructure, as it stands, is not fit for purpose in dealing with an emergency.
We believe that urgent work should be carried out at national level to reconsider how our planning framework
can respond to the needs of the time and consequently helping to protect the future. The current framework is
reactive, rather than proactive, slow, often complicated, difficult to follow, and expensive to implement. It is
also heavily constrained at local level by central regulation and prescription. While it may be necessary for the
time being to adopt an approach that modifies the existing arrangements, we believe that the Council should be
clear that this will not deliver on its ambitions for carbon neutrality by 2030 – and be clear with the Government
that this is the case. We urge Cornwall Council, as one of the country’s larger authorities, to make the case to
Government (see also 3.3).
3.2 We also believe that the work in preparing the DPD should also start on the premise, agreed by Cornwall
Council, that Cornwall as a whole must commit to achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2030. This will require
that every planning decision makes reference to the energy hierarchy, and the imperative to reduce emissions
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at every possible stage, and in every possible way, in order to achieve our objectives. The approach to the DPD
should therefore be: how do we use every tool in our armoury to achieve this target through the DPD? Where
we feel unable to achieve it, what do we require from the people of Cornwall, or from HM Government, or from
other agencies, to enable us to do so? This approach will enable all of Cornwall to understand where the
constraints are, and what needs to be done to remove them.
3.3 We share Cornwall Council’s belief that planning powers should be fully devolved to Cornwall so that we can
build the future in the way that we in Cornwall want it. We will support the Council however we can in its efforts
to achieve this.
3.4 We also believe that every planning application, of whatever size, should incorporate a carbon budget so
that we know the impact of every decision on our attempt to reach zero carbon.
3.5 We understand that the function of the development process is to permit, control or prevent development
and that therefore, of itself, its role in achieving the target is necessarily constrained. It can, however, send
powerful signals about its intent in using the powers it has to inspire rapid change in people’s expectations of
what, and how, the planning process will contribute to the common goal.
3.6 We believe that the situation is still so poorly understood that each chapter in the DPD should contain an
introductory statement setting out the gravity of the situation – using the statements on the Covid-19 outbreak
as a benchmark. The climate crisis is on a scale far greater than the pandemic and should be responded to at
least with the same sense of urgency.
3.7 We commend using one planet models such as doughnut economics. This model is now being considered at
community and project level, in Cornwall, with co-creation at its heart (as it was intended), and its fundamental
components – planetary boundaries and social foundation goals – are also informing the new CMWHS
Management Plan, using the SDGs as a baseline framework. There is an emerging groundswell of engagement
with this model and related tools, offering a ripe opportunity for a courageous and far-seeing planning
department to do the same. Cornwall community members are already involved in the Community Design Team
which is shaping the emerging international DEAL (Doughut Economics Action Lab) online platform; open and
co-creation-based engagement with this model would offer an unprecedented opportunity for Cornwall to
demonstrate intellectual and strategic vision at an international level. We need to be following the examples set
by cities such as Amsterdam, as a whole of Cornwall approach to all sectors, with support enlisted from every
section of the community (see also 11.2.9).
3.8 We are concerned at the absence of any reference to food security (see 5.2.1 d)), and the limited reference
to health & wellbeing (only referred to 5 times in the DPD, with three of these references pointing to the same
policy in the Local Plan (policy 16). As such only two of the references relate to how the DPD itself will address
health & wellbeing (4.1.3 and 9.2.4) and no reference at all to health & wellbeing of future generations. This
needs much more prominence if we are to shift away from a mind-set of measuring progress through economic
growth.
3.9 While we understand that planning issues related to certain areas – marine, coastal, beaches – are outside
the scope of this DPD, we believe they need to be fully integrated with the Shoreline Management Plan and
Catchment Flood Management Plans. We are concerned that issues around harbour infrastructure are not
included. We note also that the plans make no reference to the energy hierarchy and the urgent need to reduce
emissions.
3.10 Throughout the DPD there are references to plans, policies, legislation, facts and figures but no links to
these documents or sources provided. It would be helpful for these to be included.
4.0 Comments on the DPD Scoping Report
Section 2 Summary (incidentally it’s not a summary, it’s an introduction. A summary would be useful.)
We would hope to see a more powerful introduction, underlining the Council’s intent, rather than desire, to use
every tool at its disposal in responding to the emergency. Many of the measures proposed or set out in the text
of the DPD are warmly welcomed and necessary. Others run the risk of being diluted either as a consequence of
Government regulation or local resistance. On the former, we urge the Council to engage with those of us
committed to supporting it in its endeavour so that we can together secure the changes required; on the latter,
we believe that our communities, given the full weight of evidence on the emergency and with the support of
councillors who have committed themselves to this task, will support this work. As we have seen in the Covid19
crisis, there is an extraordinary level of strength and willingness at community level to rise to the challenge of a
collective crisis; this is yet to be engaged with fully on the climate crisis by the Council and could be a route to
much deeper and wider engagement as we face the transformational challenges ahead.
2.03 There is a subtle change between the seven ‘aspects to be covered’ (DPD, 2.03) and the ‘six key elements’
(Sustainability Appraisal, 1.11). It would be helpful for them to be integrated (with the preference being for
transport to be separated as an ‘aspect’ in the SA).
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Section 5 Scope
4.1.3 Second sentence - should add ‘and nature recover’ after ‘..climate change’ and replace ‘change’ with ‘crisis’
or breakdown’ (as elsewhere).
5.2.1 Thematic areas.
a) We recognise the challenge of agreeing thematic areas. However, the inclusion of agriculture (for very good
reason) does beg the question about whether other sectors of the economy should also be included, especially
tourism, with its far reaching effect on climate and development issues and emissions, as well as commerce, the
marine environment and industry. The dual impacts of tourism on climatic and ecological systems, and to climate
and ecological breakdown on tourism, is just one example of how we must get head of the curve within our
planning mind-set and strategic thinking. Alternatively, would it not be more straightforward and easier to follow
if the DPD used the policy areas described in 4.2.1? Whilst this section includes in its title ‘and rural development’
its focus is on agriculture.
b) We believe that in an emergency beaches and the total marine environment including harbour extensions,
repairs and maintenance, should all be included in the DPD.
c) Access to land
We believe that a major planning issue is going to arise over employment in a low carbon future, with more and
more people wishing, expecting and planning to live in the countryside, many of them in unconventional ways
since the current system of land tenure is so hostile to new entrants. We believe that this whole area of planning
as well as policy is ripe for a fundamental review to include land ownership and rights. This would also include
stronger powers for local councils to enforce the sale of long standing empty properties, restrictions on second
home ownership, presumptions for off grid communities, housing co-operatives and areas covered in 11.3.1
above.
d) Food security and sovereignty
We are concerned that the DPD makes no direct reference to promoting food security and sovereignty. We see
this as a substantial omission from this document and therefore a subject that should be considered for inclusion
as the document is developed. The context is that at a macro level our dependence on 47% imported food at a
time when climate breakdown is already impacting harvests will increasingly represent an unwelcome challenge
for communities. The coronavirus pandemic has further exposed the UK's reliance on complex food supply
chains. We therefore consider that this DPD should address food security by developing policies to promote not
only resilience in this area but also community cohesion and wellbeing.
The DPD must enable access to land to encourage the adoption of low carbon lifestyles and the re-localising of
agricultural production. It should address the shortage of smaller land parcels available for start-up horticultural
and market garden businesses where demand is increasing from young people in particular.
We see this being achieved in three ways:
● Firstly, there are already two established examples of Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) in the County
- Bosavern Community Farm near St Just in Penwith and Camel Community Supported Agriculture near
Wadebridge. Two more have just been set up - Soul Farm at Flushing and Goonown Growers at St Agnes. All are
experiencing unprecedented demand from consumers wanting locally-produced food. In our view the DPD
should include a policy steer on increasing the numbers of these across the County, for example by re-purposing
some of the smaller County Farm units, reallocating other small parcels of land, and also by collaborating with
the National Trust and other estates within the County. The CSA "producer-led" model would enable council
farm tenants to diversify and establish a more direct and secure market for their dairy, meat or vegetable
produce.
● Secondly, as part of the policy framework that will shape new residential areas we would wish to see
developers of residential estates being required to allocate areas for allotments and that these then become
commons assets.
● Thirdly, it is evident from the waiting lists for existing allotments that there is an unmet demand. We would
therefore also ask that the developing DPD identifies circumstances where the Council will respond to calls for
the provision of an allotment. An example of this would be on small, long-undeveloped sites owned by the
Council where collaboration with the Community Land Advisory Service (CLAS) could create new areas for
allotments, community orchards, social farms and community gardens.

5.2.2 The document states that biodiversity ‘has been identified as being in a state of decline’. This not only gives
the impression of being a statement of view, not fact, but also somewhat underestimates the global decline,
which is now known to be 60% since 1970, and is expected to be 90% by 2050. These declines are unimaginable
in their severity. There is overwhelming evidence that biodiversity is in critical forced and manmade retreat and
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we know that well-meaning and sometimes locally successful measures to extend or protect biodiversity have
not stopped that decline. Please could we have wording that is truthful to the scale of the disaster.
Section 6 Renewable energy
We believe that this section should start with a statement on the energy hierarchy, clearly setting out the reason
for doing so, the role of planning in helping achieve a move up the hierarchy, and the urgency for immediate
action. This will help to underscore why it is so important for every applicant for development to carry out a
carbon budget (see 3.3) for every development, incorporating all embedded carbon in materials and labour. It
is only when applicants see the impact on emissions of using different materials and approaches that change
will take place. The DPD has an important role here. 6.1.2 NPPF 2019 is generally very positive. However, the
NPPF states that applications for renewable energy projects should be agreed ‘if the impacts are (or can be
made) acceptable’. This qualification is described in 6.1.3: ‘a proposed wind energy development involving one
or more turbines should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an area identified as suitable for wind energy
development in the development plan; and, following consultation, it can be demonstrated that the planning
impacts identified by the affected local community have been fully addressed and the proposal has their
backing.’ While we understand that this requirement is part of a national framework it is not acceptable in
response to a crisis.
There is overwhelming public support for the rapid introduction of renewables, especially onshore wind. We will
support any moves by the Council to work with other councils, the LGA and other bodies to persuade the
Government to move its position on a vital issue – especially for Cornwall. An emergency does not wait while
impacts identified by local communities have been ‘fully addressed’.
We request that this DPD includes a process of developing local wind maps to enable the development of wind
energy at domestic, community, industry and large scale. The NPPF requires Local Planning Authorities to include
wind maps in local plans, which indicates that Cornwall Council is an appropriate body to carry out this task.
Given the urgency of moving to net zero in Cornwall, only the Council has the resources to undertake this in a
timely manner.
6.2 second bullet point ‘For Cornwall to achieve a Carbon Neutral position it is estimated that 5 times this
(installed) capacity will be required. This considers both increased general demand and the additional
electrification of heat and transport.’ This statement begs a number of questions. First, it follows the ‘predict
and provide’ model with assumptions that we know must be discarded if we are to achieve our targets. Second,
it is inherently contradictory in that an increase of this nature cannot be delivered in a carbon neutral
environment. We believe that the Council should be explicit that dramatic reductions in demand and usage will
be required to achieve the target in addition to a dramatic increase in renewable energy generation. By the same
token there must be limits to commercial development and tourism and the Council should be clear and explicit
about this.
6.2 final bullet point Grid capacity is absolutely key to achieving our targets. How can we help Cornwall Council
to focus the attention of national Government on this? Can we develop positive policies to encourage the change
to a smart grid with significant local storage? There are a number of different storage technologies for which
policy development would be valuable, including pumped storage, mineshaft storage and power towers- each
having different planning impacts. Once again, the situation with the Grid highlights the importance of reducing
demand, not simply increasing supply.
6.2.2 We strongly support all measures described in 6.2.2. In fact, all the ‘steps’ are essential for success, so it
would be better if the introduction to the list read: ‘The following steps are essential to reach the aim of carbon
neutrality:’
6.3.1 We have serious reservations about a ‘biodiversity net gain’ policy. The intention is laudable, but we fear
that in practice it is open to abuse by developers, will be unenforceable by a cash strapped council (who will
return in 5 years to ensure the improvements have been sustained?) and will almost certainly result in net
biodiversity loss. The impact in that case will be to give cover for development and allow false claims to be made
about ‘improving the environment’. The issue of how we use the DPD to encourage greater diversity is one ripe
for further discussion – it’s clear that the 40 action plans for different species, while many have been successful
in their own terms, do not improve the wider ecosystem, which is under such extreme stress. (See also 8.2.8)
Section (unnumbered) Mine water and geothermal energy
6.5.1 Mine water. If it is demonstrated to be technically feasible, it’s still not clear to us whether it’s practicable
for use as domestic heating even in district heating schemes, and what the emissions reductions might look like.
Section 7 Energy efficiency
7.1.5 We applaud and strongly support the Council’s desire to go beyond the new Future Homes Standard
including to address fuel poverty and social equity in addition to reducing emissions. We urge caution, however,
on encouraging offsetting as a policy (‘measures taken to require offsetting of carbon emissions from new
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dwellings’ in 7.1.5 and 7.2) as this will be seen as a “get out of jail” card for developers. The use of such a practice
should only be as a last resort. It is the weakness of offsetting that while in theory it provides a valuable tool for
allowing critical activities to continue and be balanced by emissions reductions or sequestration elsewhere, it
has rapidly turned into a ready excuse for anyone who wants to carry out high emissions activities. Offset has
its place, but should only, ever, be allowed as a final resort.
7.3.2 We are puzzled by the 19% in the statement ‘to require proposals to achieve a 19% carbon reduction
improvement upon the requirements within Building Regulations Approved Document Part L’. How close is this
to neutrality and has the Council considered a sliding scale over time to ensure that carbon neutrality is achieved
by 2030?
The requirement ‘to provide on-site renewable energy generation that contributes to a further 20% reduction
in the residual carbon emissions subsequent to Building Regulations’ is a move in the right direction, although it
will need to be kept under review and tightened significantly over time as it will not achieve the target of carbon
neutrality by 2030. Developers should have to demonstrate before contracts are given that they will use
reclaimed materials and the least polluting products as well as ones that do not come plastic wrapped-including
the nails/screws (every last part of any development process must be considered).
Section 8 Coastal change and flood management
8.1.1 We believe that there should be a strong presumption against any development on flood plains. Rainwater
management systems should be incorporated into planning conditions, and requirements strengthened to
minimise all water runoff from developments (including a ban on hardstanding and parking areas within gardens,
and minimised tarmacked or concreted areas), not simply for floodwater runoff. This will have the additional
benefit of encouraging some small element of biodiversity and emissions reductions.
8.1.6 The statement that ‘The 2019 NPPF added paragraph (165) which states that major development should
only be allowed in areas of flood risk where it can be demonstrated that it incorporates sustainable drainage
systems’ is inherently contradictory. Logic states that at a time of more regular and increasingly severe floods
there is no such thing as a ‘sustainable’ drainage system in an area of flood risk. Therefore major developments
must not get planning permission per se.
8.2.8 The statement that ‘New developments should be designed to reduce and mitigate flood risk’ is too
cautious. New developments should demonstrate that they can obviate all but extreme flood risk. We applaud
‘upstream thinking’ as an essential approach to flood management and urge that natural solutions should take
precedence over conventional engineering projects – the recent experience in Cornwall and nationally with
beaver programmes is a good example.
8.3 We support all the policy options – with the added policy (as proposed above) of a strong presumption
against/exclusion of all developments in flood plains.
In the light of sea level rise there should also be a ban on all developments within a proscribed height above sea
level.
Section 9 Natural climate solutions
9.1.2 We applaud Policy 23 and the removal of the words ‘where possible’.
9.1.3 We would like to understand what measures there are to enforce Policy 25, which, if fully and effectively
implemented, would go a long way to addressing the weakness of the Biodiversity Net Gain approach.
9.1.8, 9.3.1 ‘Biodiversity net gain’ (see comment under 6.3.1)
9.1.11 We wonder if the statement ‘preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being put
at unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution
or land instability’ is accurate. If it is, at what point does acceptable become unacceptable and who makes the
judgement?
In the final sentence ‘wherever possible’ should be removed in line with Policy 23.
9.2.3 ‘encourage developers to take account of biodiversity impacts.’ We believe that this should be reversed –
that developers should be expected to demonstrate that, at the least, developments will have no biodiversity
impacts. We will not solve an ecological emergency through ‘taking account’ of impacts. In fact, if a developer
cannot evidence that a proposed development will regenerate eco-systems, to the same land area or more then
that planning application should be dismissed.
Section 10 Transport
We understand the issues and challenges and commend this entire section, and the proposals set out in 10.3.
10
10.2.7 Car parking is indeed contentious and its location – as illustrated in the text – is very important (for private
residences) in changing behaviour. We would welcome measures within the DPD to reduce car parking
availability and increase distancing from residences.
10.2.8 The list should include bicycle charging points.
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10.3 In a climate crisis there is no space for new roads. In addition, even within the current framework we see
no reference to carbon budgets for road works, whether this is for maintenance, improvements or the
introduction of new roads. It is essential that these are undertaken to assess the carbon impact of maintaining
the transport infrastructure.
The DPD’s priority should be to use the planning system to encourage walking, cycling, public transport and
provision for disabled people and extend Cornwall’s public footpath network.
Section 11 Agriculture and rural development
11.1.1 The issue of ‘sustainable development’ in the context of rural areas is fraught with challenges. As we
inferred in our introduction, sustainable development (in its correct usage) in a carbon neutral environment is
almost impossible to achieve using our present economic model. To be sustainable, all developments should be
carbon neutral or, at the worst, with a low impact and neutrality achieved through offset. The DPD confirms that
agriculture already plays a significant role in GHG emissions, and its further specialisation or industrialisation will
add further emissions: so further intensification is therefore unsustainable, cruel and unnecessary. We believe
that we need an open and honest conversation within Cornwall about how to resolve this very tough challenge.
11.1.6,7,8 In the same context we believe that agricultural planning policy needs a full review, since current
policies are based on the imperatives on the 1940s to the 1970s, not of 2020 and a climate and ecological crisis.
Again, we would be happy to be part of a conversation about the best way to apply current policies within
Cornwall, or how best to change them.
We note that there is no reference to the role of footpaths and believe that the protection afforded them should
be explicitly supported in the DPD.
11.2.1, 11.2.2 Intensive animal agriculture is proven to be a major contributor to, and driver of, climate
breakdown through the release of carbon dioxide (farm operations), methane (ruminants’ digestive systems)
and nitrous oxide (manure, leaching of fertilisers) as well as massively damaging impacts on the local ecology
through the ubiquitous use of pesticides. This has to be reflected in the DPD and its approach to agricultural
development if carbon reduction targets are to be met. The drive of the DPD should be to a presumption in
favour of smaller, more local, organic, horticultural and community agriculture enterprises, and we want the
DPD to include the provision of horticultural zones round communities and a provision for allotments within all
significant developments.
11.2.2-11.2.8 We concur with all the points raised in this commentary. We welcome the introduction of whole
estate plans and look forward to these being applied, with public input, to Cornwall Council’s own farm estate.
11.2.9 We strongly welcome the reference to the Welsh Government’s One Planet Development Programme
and support the proposal for a detailed examination and discussion of their approach.
11.3.1 Final bullet – ‘Support residential exceptions for the creation of small off-grid communities subject to
meeting of strict criteria’. We support residential exceptions and would like to see a much wider debate about
the Council’s approach to small scale off-grid or low impact residential development in the countryside. There
are many people living in trucks, caravans and boats outside the planning envelope, and the pressure to allow
more of this – a traditional feature in Cornwall - will only grow over time. There are also many people trying to
grow food on a community scale and manage habitats whilst living in a low impact manner, who have had to
fight against the planning system, surely a misconstrual of the golden thread of sustainable development in the
NPPF. We believe that the planning system should show more flexibility in allowing residents, some of whom
would otherwise homeless or sofa surfing, and many would have actively chosen this lifestyle to reduce their
environmental impact, to remain in the countryside; and that planning would see low impact small dwellings
that embrace modest food growing enterprises as exactly what is required for a climate resilient future that has
social justice, good mental and physical health, and dignified work, at its heart.
Section 12 Town Centre density and vitality
12.2. Historic planning policy that allowed the expansion of out-of-town shopping centres has resulted in
undermining both the local economy, and local commerce whilst committing our communities to greater and
greater reliance on car ownership. In order to tackle the climate crisis we will need to encourage less car
ownership, and less need to travel. Consequently planning policy needs to encourage work places and shops
within our communities, just as we need affordable housing for farm and horticulture workers near their place
of work. Planning policy therefore needs to make our town centres attractive, affordable, accessible places for
people to work, live and shop whilst discouraging use of existing out-of-town shopping centres, and preventing
their growth.
12.3.1 We agree with all the proposals in this section. We are not clear, however, whether the measures
proposed would apply to all applications – for example, would a change of use application only be agreed if the
result is a carbon neutral extension or business? We would like to suggest the rewording of bullet point 5 to read
‘Support the development of carbon neutral attractions. including community spaces’.
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12.13 and 12.2.3. We do not understand the meaning of ‘sustainable location’ and ‘sustainable places to live’.
Does this mean viable?

1.32 URN 243 Heamoor community representatives - Supplementary information
Section 7 – Energy Efficiency
Question 7: Have we picked up the right issues – are there any more that you would add?

a) Whole life carbon emissions
While the proposed policy options stress the importance of energy efficiency and use of renewables
to reduce the operational carbon footprint of new developments, the document does not address
the issue of embodied carbon footprint.
To achieve true carbon neutrality, we need to consider the greenhouse gases released from “cradle
to grave”, including the extraction of materials from the ground, transport, refining, processing,
assembly, in-use (of the product) and finally its end of life profile. This is particularly important given
our relatively remote geographical location, which means that many construction materials have to
be brought into the county by road.
Embodied carbon can represent a significant proportion of the carbon footprint of a new build
development. For example, the RICS professional statement “Whole life carbon assessment for the
built environment” (effective 1 May 2018) provides data for a residential block showing that more
than half (51%) of the whole life operational carbon emissions are in the form of embodied carbon
emissionsi.
Cornwall Council has an opportunity with the Climate Change DPD to pioneer the use of whole life
carbon assessment as a criterion for assessing development proposals. Too great an emphasis on the
operational carbon footprint of new buildings, at the expense of the embodied footprint generated
by their construction, could jeopardise carbon neutrality.
A requirement to provide robust evidence of the whole life carbon footprint of new developments
would encourage applicants to focus on sourcing sustainable materials and using sustainable
construction methods. For example, the Net Zero Carbon Framework developed by the UK Green
Building Council (UKGBC) proposes that “a whole life carbon assessment should be undertaken and
disclosed for all construction projects to drive carbon reductions”ii.
A cradle-to-grave assessment would also include (i) the loss of carbon sequestration capacity arising
from use of greenfield sites, and (ii) the embodied footprint of demolishing any existing structures
on the site (i.e. the carbon embodied in the demolished structure, and the carbon emitted in
demolition and site clearance).
That approach would dovetail neatly with the policy ideas developed in section 12 of the scoping
report for town centre living, by encouraging the retention and repurposing of existing buildings
which (by definition) will generate a very low embodied carbon footprint.
More generally, while the scoping report does address the issue of empty space in town centres
(section 12), there are no policy suggestions on the reuse or repurposing of empty properties
(including residential units) in general. For every empty home that can be reoccupied (with
retrofitting of energy efficiency measures if necessary), there would be virtually no embodied carbon
emissions, potentially reducing the whole life carbon footprint by up to a half. Policies to encourage
reoccupation of empty homes would be a further useful tool in achieving net zero.
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b) Proximity of residential development to employment provision
One of the policy options in scenario 7.3 refers to ensuring that “design and layout of development
results in … reduced need to travel”.
This policy should be extended to include site allocations as well as the design and layout of
individual developments. At present, there are serious mismatches between the pattern of housing
delivery and the pattern of employment space delivery. For example, substantial housing
developments have been built in the Bude area, but many of the residents commute by car to Exeter
due to the lack of local employment provision and suitable transport links. Regardless of the energy
efficiency of the new homes, this generates a significant carbon footprint.
It would also help achieve the aspiration stated in section 10.2: “the ability for residents to travel
less and minimise the number and length of vehicle trips should be maximised”.
Section 8 – Coastal Change and Flood Management
Question 12: Is the policy approach that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing?
a) Maintenance of SUDS schemes
We welcome the approach of setting a policy relating to the design and maintenance of SUDS
schemes but believe there is a need for a specific policy requirement to ensure suitable
arrangements are in place to ensure such schemes are properly maintained and managed over the
lifetime of the development.
Under Local Plan Strategic Policy 26, major development proposals must “provide a long term water
management plan, which includes maintenance of surface water drainage systems”. Policy 26 also
requires developments to be designed in a manner that “does not create avoidable future liability
for maintenance for public bodies and communities”. This supports the overarching principle in
paragraph 165c of the NPPF for drainage systems to be future-proofed by having “maintenance
arrangements in place to ensure an acceptable standard of operation for the lifetime of the
development”.
These policy requirements reflect the crucial importance of proper maintenance of sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) in preventing flood risk. However, the non-enactment of Schedule 3 of the
Flood and Water Management Act 2010 means there is no statutory responsibility for ongoing
management of such systems.
To quote industry website Susdrain: “In the absence of legislation, funding for the adopter to
maintain their SuDS may need to be resolved at the start of the development process to ensure that
either the local authority, a maintenance company, local residents or the water company have
sufficient resources to maintain the system in the long-term”iii.
It is therefore important that major development proposals should not only provide a long term
water management plan, but also demonstrate that adequate contractual and funding
arrangements are in place to ensure the continuity of the plan over the lifetime of the development.
b) Overland flow and exceedance routes
We welcome the emphasis on more detailed requirements relating to overland flow and exceedance
routes. Surface water runoff is a particularly live issue in many of the CDAs in the county, including
rapid response catchments like those within the Penzance CDA.
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We recently commented on a major development application within the Penzance CDA that was
accompanied by a drainage statement with no plan indicating exceedance flows, even though the
proposal related to a steeply sloping site upstream of critical infrastructure and residential
properties.
All development proposals should in our view be accompanied by exceedance flow diagrams so that
local residents, parish councils and divisional members can assess the potential offsite impact of the
onsite SUDS scheme being overwhelmed.
In addition, where a proposal is required to demonstrate “betterment” (as is the case with CDAs), it
is important that the existing runoff performance is not simply modelled using the topography of the
site, but also takes account of the existing ground cover on the site including trees, hedges and other
vegetation, all of which play a role in absorbing groundwater and impeding runoff.
c) Compound flooding events
In ensuring resilience against the effects of climate change, it is important to use robust probabilities
of extreme weather events. These should include compound flooding events: a combination of
storm surges from the sea and river flooding, triggered simultaneously by a single extreme weather
event.
A recent study has identified Cornwall as one of the main areas in Northern Europe most at risk of
increased incidence of compound flooding, with the forecast return period falling below once in six
years. However, current risk assessment methodologies assess the probability of the river and storm
surge elements separately, even though they are caused by the same underlying weather eventiv.
The Council’s proposed suite of climate change policies should ensure that compound flooding event
probabilities are fully reflected in flood risk assessments.
Section 9 – Natural Climate Solutions
Question 15: Have we picked up the right issues – are there any more that you would add?
a) Allotments and community food-growing facilities
One of the main potential impacts of climate change is food insecurity. Provision of adequate
allotment space helps mitigate that impact by enabling residents to grow some of their own produce
with zero food miles. Allotments also offer recognised benefits for physical and mental well-being.

One striking aspect of the Covid-19 lockdown has been the upsurge in growing your own produce,
and within our community the existing allotments have never been busier – giving local people the
opportunity to exercise, grow food and interact with one another while respecting social distancing
rules.
A specific policy requiring the provision of allotment space for housing developments of above a
certain size would enhance the already strong allotment culture in the county.
We would suggest applying a formula that reflects existing supply and demand for allotments within
the parish or town area in order to provide allotment space for residents of the proposed
development. Ideally this would be provided onsite; any offsite provision should meet the
accessibility criteria for a Neighbourhood 1 site in the Council’s Open Spaces strategy, i.e. no more
than 800 metres from the development site (to reduce car use).
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In addition, where there is a current excess of demand over supply for allotment space within a
community, a section 106 contribution should be sought in order to fund the creation of additional
allotment space for broader community use.
Finally, any location proposed for allotments, whether on or off site, should be subject to (i) a soil
assessment to ensure it is free from contamination and subsidence riskv and
(ii) a drainage assessment to ensure it is not prone to waterlogging or flooding.
b) Community composting facilities
It would also be helpful from a climate change perspective to ensure developments provide
community composting facilities, so as to prevent transportation of compostable waste to offsite
locations for processing or (worse still) to landfill or incineration.
Question 16: Is the policy approach that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing?
a) Mature trees
We welcome the policy option of stricter controls over the felling of trees on development sites,
which also ties into the proposals in the Chief Planning Officer’s Policy Note on Net Biodiversity Gain
regarding pre-emptive site clearance.
However, we feel that more emphasis should be placed on the importance of retaining mature trees
from a zero carbon/climate change perspective.
The policy suggestions in the scoping report focus mainly on tree replacement, greening and
planting schemes. While these are to be welcomed, it is also important for Council policy to reflect
the major role played by mature trees in carbon capture and flood prevention.
In terms of carbon capture, planting new trees as mitigation for the loss of existing mature trees is
unacceptable: it would take decades before newly-planted saplings could match the benefits of the
trees we already havevi. Mature trees also play a key role in preventing floods through water
absorption and soil stabilisationvii.
Local Plan Strategic Policy 23 (Natural Environment) refers specifically to avoiding the loss of
“ancient woodland and veteran trees” but makes no mention of mature trees generally.
We believe that the Climate Change DPD should include a specific policy with a presumption in
favour of the retention of mature trees.
Proposals should also include an assessment of the contribution of existing trees and hedges to
carbon capture (potentially as part of the whole life carbon assessment), and to reducing on-site and
off-site flood risk.
Finally, tree surveys and ecological surveys (both of which are existing policy requirements) should
be considered together under a holistic approach to ensure that trees of importance to wildlife and
to ecosystem services (as well as trees of high visual amenity and landscape value) are retained as
part of a development.
b) Cornish hedges
Cornish hedges are a unique feature of our landscape and heritage, and their importance to
ecosystem services has been recognised in the Council’s “Planning for Biodiversity Guide”.
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The policy suggestions in the scoping report do not refer specifically to Cornish hedges, but they
deserve similar protection to trees. We would therefore recommend that the “stricter controls over
felling of trees on development sites” should be expanded to include stricter controls over the
removal of Cornish hedges.
10 – Transport
Question 19: Is the policy approach that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing?
a) New technologies
Section 10.2 refers to the potential for electric vehicles to reduce carbon emissions, but a
widespread increase in EV use globally may prove difficult given the extent to which battery
technology is dependent on the extraction and use of rare earths, many of which can only be
sourced from the developing world (and in many cases, from actual or potential conflict zones). So
electric vehicles may not prove a magic bullet after all: a safer strategy would be to target a
substantial reduction in vehicle use regardless of the power technology.
The first extreme phase of lockdown in Cornwall has given residents a taste of how much better life
could be with a drastic reduction in car use. The lanes have been reconquered by families riding
bikes or taking a stroll, air and noise pollution have reduced markedly, and people have
(re)discovered the shops, open spaces and other facilities within walking distance of their homes.
So, the focus of policy should be to use the planning system to kick car dependency.
One way of doing this is to make better efforts to match residential development with employment
provision (see our comments on section 7 above).
Another is to have a clear focus on town centre living, based on the comprehensive policy
suggestions in section 12.
b) Cycling
While the emphasis on promoting cycling through policy is welcome, there are two areas in which
relatively minor policy additions could play a big role: secure cycle storage, and adequate paving of
cycle paths.
Both these speak to the issue of “convenience”: as the scoping report rightly points out, convenience
is a major driver of transport choices.
Secure cycle storage
One of the greatest disincentives to cycle use (and indeed ownership) is the high risk of cycle theft.
People will not own a bike if they can’t keep it secure at their home, and they will not cycle to work
or the shops if they feel there is a risk of their bike being stolen.
So, all new residential developments should provide adequate cycle storage within the curtilage of
each dwelling. When combined with off-plot parking, this could be a significant driver of cycle use.
At the same time, new employment and retail space should be required to provide secure cycle
storage facilities.
Adequate paving
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Cyclists will not use cycle paths if the surface is rough, or impassable in bad weather. For example,
national cycle route 3 between Long Rock and Penzance is a superbly sited level path but is rarely
used by cyclists (other than those with mountain bikes) because it has a rough hardcore surface. So,
to avoid punctures, mud and extreme discomfort in the saddle, cyclists instead use the A30 dual
carriageway between those two destinations, with all the associated risks of air pollution and high
traffic density.
Dedicated cycle paths must therefore be constructed to an acceptable minimum standard to ensure
they are negotiable in all weathers and by all types of bicycle.
Section 12 – Town Centre density and vitality
Question 26: Is the policy approach that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing?
a) Conversion of empty offices to residential
The emphasis on repurposing empty retail units, and the empty spaces above and adjacent to them,
is very welcome. However, there is a consensus among property experts that one of the long-term
consequences of Covid-19 will be a decline in demand for office space, with home-working now
looking like a perfectly feasible option and employers keen to cut costs by shedding physical office
space.
The Climate Change DPD should build in policies to promote office-to-residential change of use
(subject to the usual building regulations) alongside retail-to-residential.
b) Access to the countryside
The policy suggestions refer to “urban greening” and to enhancing the public realm and green
infrastructure assets, which implies a rather more “city” type environment than is generally the case
with Cornish towns.
Particularly during lockdown, as residents of a rural community on the fringes of Penzance we have
seen many people from the town enjoying the footpaths and lanes that lie just outside the town but
are easily accessible on foot.
This is to be encouraged through planning policy. Fortunately, it is still possible in most Cornish
towns, which still have open countryside easily accessible via public footpaths that radiate out from
the urban area. Examples include the Madron Church Path from Penzance; and the disused Newham
railway line in Truro.
Protecting these “greenways” is vitally important to ensuring the continuing liveability of town
centres at a time of densification. It also provides an alternative way for people to enjoy fresh air,
exercise and countryside sustainably (without car use).
The designation of more “quiet lanes”, as mentioned in the scoping report policy suggestions, would
also favour sustainable access to the countryside.
References: 1 https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/news/whole-life-carbon-assessment-forthe--built-environment-november-2017.pdf
1

https://www.ukgbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Net-Zero-Carbon-Buildings-A-frameworkdefinition.pdf
1

https://www.susdrain.org/delivering-suds/using-suds/adoption-and-maintenance-ofsuds/maintenance/index.html
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1

“Higher probability of compound flooding from precipitation and storm surge in Europe under anthropogenic
climate change”, E. Bevacqua et al, Science Advances, Vol. 5 no. 9, 4th September 2019:
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/5/9/eaaw5531.
1

This reflects a recent case in Illogan Parish, where a site earmarked for allotments as a condition for planning
permission under a Section 106 agreement was unable to be used for the intended purpose due to soil
contamination, which would have cost the Parish Council £200,000 to remedy. It would also take account of
the possibility of unrecorded past mining activity on and adjacent to a site.
1

According to a report by The Nature Conservancy, trees “absorb small particulate matter”, and “large,
healthy trees have the greatest per tree effect on pollution removal” (The Nature Conservancy, “Planting
Clean Air”, 2016).
1

Woodland Trust, “Trees and Flood Risk” position statement, February 2016:

“Trees and woods can reduce flood risk in the following ways:
•

Water penetrates more quickly and more deeply into soils under and around trees (higher infiltration
rates) leading to less surface run-off and greater water storage within soils.

•

Trees, shrubs and deadwood along streamsides and on floodplains act as a drag on flood waters,
holding back water and slowing the flow at times of flooding.

•

Trees protect soil from erosion and reduce sediment run-off into waterbodies, which in turn helps the
efficient passage of flood waters downstream.

•

The canopy of trees slows the speed at which rain reaches the ground, with some rain also evaporating
into the atmosphere (especially in spring and summer in the case of native broadleaf trees).

Trees and woods are most likely to have a positive impact on floods from rivers (fluvial) and surface water
flooding.”

1.33 URN 245 - F-ACT (Feock- Action, Climate, Today)
(F-ACT stands for Feock – Climate, Action, Today. An informal group of residents supported by Feock Parish
Council. The group was formed following Feock Parish Council’s declaration of Climate Emergency in March
2019. Our vision statement is: For the group to be the local touchstone, catalyst and communications conduit
and amplifier for all aspects of our battle against climate change. F-ACT is an open-to-all voluntary group)
We would like to thank you for producing a document aiming to draw climate change to the centre of
planning.
Response to Scoping Document:
(Comments made are related to the section and paragraph numbers in the DPD for ease of reference.)
Foreword
This introduction to the document expresses lack of confidence in success. Perhaps consideration of two
separate aspects of the emergency could assist positivity: Carbon Neutrality and Community Resilience.
Achieving carbon neutrality is perhaps impossible in the timescale proposed but achieving community
resilience is certainly not.
Section 1.0.3 mentions that planning will be an important part of the process. Protection of the natural
environment is a vital part of planning but one that seems not to be upheld when there is a presumption in
favour of so-called ‘sustainable’ development. Any presumptions in favour of development must not merely
take account of the natural environment they must be replaced by those that foster resilience and true
sustainability. in our whole environment (current calculations of ‘economic sustainability’ are meaningless in
the context of the unpredictable world of the future we know we face). Suggested rewording:
“All services across the Council will have a part to play and planning is part of the solution. We will need to
continue to house our residents, provide infrastructure and ensure that our children have a Cornwall in which
they can continue to live and work. Protection of the natural environment is an essential part of that truly
sustainable future Cornwall. Planning Policies will have a major impact on the way that places grow and
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change and how we can protect and shape the Cornwall of the future and the natural environment is
fundamental to that future. “
2 Summary
2.0.3 should include Community resilience which is essential throughout. There must also be improved
protection of the natural environment/ecosystems through planning policies. We have protection policies in
place within planning which often seem to be readily ignored or over-ridden.
Community response to COVID-19 has demonstrated the sort of resilience that is needed into the future.
Policies that strengthen the ability of communities to respond to this kind of emergency is what is required for
us to cope with future climate instability.
It is therefore essential that Community Resilience is central to all policies. Currently it is embedded in flooding
and coastal change which seems random – but perhaps recognises the fact that natural ecological and
environmental processes are the foundation of our lives. It is local communities who are often most in touch
with these processes.
The phrase in para 8.1.1 “… supports community led solutions … “should be embedded into every section of
the DPD. Permissions for any development that harms community cohesion must be withheld. Proposals for
schemes which increase community cohesion and resilience must be encouraged.
2.0.4 Responses to the Climate Change emergency and Community Resilience must be central in the thinking
behind all policies and planning. It must not merely sit alongside, it must lead.
3 Introduction
3.4.1 Emergencies do not put themselves on hold for years, they progress and gain speed. It is essential to
work on current data and awareness of this indicates that planning should be focusing on resilience and
adaptation. Creating a clunky policy with the aim of reducing local carbon to zero is to be welcomed, however,
the real urgency is to create an atmosphere in which cohesive communities can respond nimbly to an
unpredictable future. – as has been shown is very possible with the response of communities to Covid19.
It is essential that the Council be aware of up to date science and unfolding knowledge, quoting statistics from
2 years in the past is not indicative of a council that is aware that this is an emergency. Data for the UK from
last year, for example and for all the years since the data set for the IPCC report, which I believe was 2016,
show temperature rises and increasing instability in weather systems (UK 2019 figures are here and show that
it is likely that we at least are above the 1.5C mark already)
3.4.2 rewilding in preference to planting
While I understand it is outside the remit of this DPD on the face of it, we are concerned that the council
should not focus entirely on planting for the Forest for Cornwall project but that rewilding where at all possible
should be the preferred plan. There is much evidence that planting as such is nowhere near as useful for
creating the conditions needed for the vital biodiversity we need to support the living environment we depend
on for our healthy existence. Isabella Tree, speaking here at the 2018 Tree Conference gives very convincing
reasons not only for rewilding as the more effective route but also explains why such things as protective
sapling collars and weeding are counterproductive.
3.4.3 prioritise resilience
It is good that resilience is recognised here however the wording reduces its importance. Suggested rewording
of first sentence: Planning has in the past attempted to minimise our contribution to climate change, this DPD
will strengthen this but more will also actively increase resilience to the effects of climate change which will
present unpredictable challenges.
3.4.5 influence national policy
While using national policy as is, is the only current possibility, it is also essential that urgent messages are sent
back to central government to adapt policies in order to enable CC to work towards both carbon neutrality and
resilient communities.
3.4.6 and will feed in to the forthcoming Local Plan assuming the creation of a carbon neutral community by
that point. I.e. look ambitiously towards a future in which this has succeeded.
3.5.1. - sustainable development must be sustainable – not economically ‘sustainable’
Where the assessment already completed for the local plan may appear to mitigate against a truly sustainable
document, i.e. in social and environmental effects rather than economic ones, particularly where economic
ones reduce what should be the over-arching aim of local community resilience, every effort must be made to
adapt that assessment to achieve the aim of true sustainability.
3.6.1 - wording is important – community resilience is not the same as flooding
Topic papers must be suitably titled. Community resilience must be central to the whole approach. It is a sad
fact that the vocabulary of environmental awareness has a history of misuse in the planning lexicon. Words
must be reclaimed in their true meaning. Notable examples are sustainability and resilience. There is reference
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to excellent sources in the topic papers and it is very clear that the Council is genuinely pursuing understanding
of the complex issues that must underpin our future actions. It is essential that core concepts are clearly
defined and accurately used throughout topic papers and all policies. Words must not just be used to conceal
fudges.
3.7 UN Sustainable Development Goals Has it also, as is the case with the Bristol One City Plan been mapped
against the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals? – (Bristol has consistently been at the forefront of revisiting
their planning policies in order to help their community adapt to climate change) 4 Planning Policy context
4.1.2 ‘adapt’ is now more urgent than ‘mitigate’ Much time has passed since the data used to form the 2018
IPCC warning about actions and it is generally accepted that there are powerful forces already inbuilt into our
environment that change is inevitable. It seems likely that these changes while unpredictable will include many
more extreme weather events. The NPPF recognises this in its wording. The DPD must follow that and
recognise that carbon reduction now is aimed at ensuring a liveable environment for our descendants. While
we make this adjustment, we are going to have to learn to live in a far more unpredictable world than we have
known in the past. Council policies must approach any planning issue with that in mind and not focus solely on
carbon reduction.
4.1.3 punctuate for clearer meaning
In the light of the observations in my comment above, I suggest that a better wording for the first sentence
here would remove the implication that reducing greenhouse gas emissions now will reduce vulnerability and
provide resilience: i.e. these are separate, additional points as is clear from the comma separating the final
clause of the sentence. So, reword would be: Planning plays a key role in helping to secure radical reductions
in greenhouse gas emissions to safeguard future generations while at the same time minimising vulnerability
and increasing community resilience to the already inbuilt changes from global heating. In addition, planning
will support moves to renewable and low carbon energy.
The final two sentences give a confusing message also. I suggest reworking these to clarify the direction of
causation and better identify the subject as being either climate change or measures that the council can take
to address the unpredictable effects of climate change.
So, a suggestion for these final two sentences: Climate change is a cross cutting issue and effectively
addressing it in Council policies will have implications for the built environment and the economy. Speedily
and effectively putting constructive policies in place will have a positive impact on our future health and
wellbeing. (I can’t see the point of the final sentence)
4.2 The policies seem only to relate to land based assets. There is a need for positive approaches to marine
environments and ecological systems to also be enhanced in a way that will promote resilience and positive
environmental gains – according to The Blue Carbon Initiative 83% of global carbon is processed through the
oceans. UK coasts particularly around Cornwall are prominent on the map on this excellent site.
This is an area on which planning could have a huge positive impact not only on preventing damage to existing
ecosystems that are important for carbon sequestration and management of coastal flooding but also on
fishing industries and eco-tourism as well as research potential… The lack of attention to Cornwall’s coast is a
glaring omission in this DPD.
5 Scope of the Climate Change DPD
5.2.1 Using the UN sustainable goals to map these themes and topics against would suggest some regrouping
and additions to this list.
5.2.5 Agree that lobbying for change in central government approaches is absolutely vital. This should not be
limited to construction and operations standards but should encompass a complete change in the approaches
to enable local communities to build resilience without being hampered by central regulation. The only
certainty about climate change is that it is unpredictable except in so far as the certainty that our environment
is already changing. It is essential that local communities have the ability to respond appropriately to evolving
circumstances.
6 Renewable Energy
6.2 Use planning to actively reduce future energy demand NOT assume increase is inevitable
It is not acceptable to include projections for increased energy use without challenge. No energy is truly
without cost and thus can never by fully sustainable (in the real sense of that word). It is thus essential that
energy demands are reduced not increased. Reductions can be achieved by planning, for example, for real
employment opportunities and housing to be adjacent; and by insistence on ‘passive’ housing standards.
6.2.1 Paternalistic solutions that exclude local communities will not achieve carbon neutrality. Local
communities must be involved and allowed to develop local capacity to address local needs so that there is a
direct connection between production and consumption.
6.2.2 Add here the REDUCTION of energy usage.
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6.3.1 Community connection with energy production should be central. Including ‘community benefit’ as an
add on is inadequate.
‘Environmental growth’ sounds like the language of potential greenwash. Biodiversity net gain must not be
allowed to be hijacked as a term by developers and should be proven to be part of any development not
promised after development is completed. Gains promised by developers are notoriously slippery to tie down.
Development by its very nature is incompatible with biodiversity maintenance let alone growth. There must
be enforceable binding commitment with heavy penalties for failure to produce any promised gains.
Questions: The main missing issue is energy reduction as an aim. In order to achieve carbon neutrality, it is
essential that development is only permitted if it can demonstrate that it will have a net negative impact on
Cornwall’s carbon footprint. If this is not the case, the Council’s commitment to real reduction is meaningless.
Also missing is encouragement for small scale local initiatives such as open water heat pumps serving local
Creekside communities – encouraging local initiatives to serve local communities and thus helping
communities develop resilience in energy.
Perhaps the issue of creek water as a resource could be added to section 6.4-6.6.
7.0 Energy Efficiency
7.1.1 – 7.1.5 Energy efficiency in all buildings should be non-negotiable
It is essential that the Council strongly lobby Central Government for the most stringent regulations for energy
efficiency in homes and all heated buildings and this should be extended to existing building stock. There
should be NO OFFSETTING of emissions from any new homes. Offsetting is meaningless greenwash if applied
to additional, unnecessary emissions. There are arguments for us all to pay into good offsetting schemes that
genuinely produce benefits elsewhere, but this should be offsetting our existing, already carbon-heavy systems
and lifestyles not be used as an excuse for adding new carbon or destroying or degrading natural environments
and ecosystems. If new building increases carbon emissions or damages ecosystems it should simply not be
given permission. We owe it to future generations to tackle this emergency. It is not an option to increase
emissions as hard as it may be not to do so.
7.2 The fact that achieving carbon neutrality in new developments is likely to be expensive is undeniable,
however, this is only when a comparison is made with the shoddy way development is usually done with
developers cutting to the bone any elements that achieve true sustainability. There is no reason for not
insisting on compliance to the letter with the highest current standards of building regulation. The priority
should switch from enabling development at any cost to enforcing the highest of available standards. For
example, the use of water MUST conform to the highest efficiency standards if that option is already open to
the Council to enforce.
The final sentence in section 7.2 expresses topsy turvy priorities and is not compatible with the Emergency
declaration. To express climate emergency, it should read: ‘the development will be deemed to be viable (in
terms of zero impact on future carbon emissions) if it meets these additional standards. If it does not meet
these standards it will have failed the viability tests.
8 Coastal Change and Flood Management
8.1.1 ‘supports community led local solutions -- Why is this specific to flood and coastal management? In the
future, community resilience will require community led solutions to all aspects of life and this should be built
into all plans and policies.
9 Natural Climate Solutions
9.1 Natural Climate awareness should underpin everything in this document and the local Plan as a whole.
Issues here are intrinsic to our life on the planet and need to be embraced as part of normal life not
segregated into separate areas of our living spaces or of our consciousness.
9.2.8 ‘this is mainly achieved through changes to agricultural practices’ is in conflict with statement under
9.1.11 about the ‘best and most versatile agricultural land’. The statement in this para recognises the need for
change, there earlier one implies lack of need for change in many circumstances. There is an increasing body of
evidence about the long-term harm to soil by modern heavy machinery/chemical approaches to production. It
may be that it is the ‘best and most versatile land’ that would most beneficially be the focus on change rather
than the rather more easy to tackle marginal land which is by its very nature quite likely to be already less
carbon-production heavy.
Questions – Rewilding is conspicuous by its absence. Planting of trees and hedges is appropriate in many
places; however, rewilding is a far less costly and very often more effective carbon sequestration solution as
well as a faster and more effective approach to increasing biodiversity.
This also has some relevance to the issue about felling of trees on ‘development’ sites. Enforcement of tree
preservation orders and far more enforcement of site clearance is needed as a priority. Replacement is a poor
second best. There is increasing evidence of the irreplaceable value of established natural growth of all kinds –
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notably trees of course, but everything that is well established in soil (or sea).
Blue Carbon/Marine Environments. There is little in the policy about such things as encouraging expansion of
kelp forests and other measures along Cornwall’s extensive coastline. Of course, access to the coast and
coastal flooding are big issues, but carbon sequestration and biodiversity in the ocean should be given more
prominence in the policies of the county with the longest coastline in Britain. As an adjunct to the muchvaunted Forest for Cornwall, preservation and expansion of Forests of Kelp around the coast could achieve
much in terms not only of carbon sequestration but also in slowing coastal erosion and storm damage
(excellent article here: https://www.mcsuk.org/news/kelp-forests).
As mentioned earlier, the Blue Carbon Initiative is a good source of info and also much research is being done
into seagrass / eelgrass and pleas are being made for support of the kind that this planning document could
help provide e.g. interesting article here: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13280-018-1115-y
10 Transport
The emphasis here of encouraging modal shift is very positive. Stronger determination in the language would
be good for example the sixth point under para 10.2.8 ‘even allowing car free development in some locations’
should be replaced with ‘encouraging car-free development in many locations’.
Under 10.3.1 while EV charging points etc will go some way to encouraging a fuel switch from petrol etc to
electric, there needs to be far more emphasis on establishing community living and working areas in close
proximity to each other with walking and cycling as a pleasant and easy way of getting around. With design
such that the need for private cars is diminished to zero. That includes much more awareness of needs of all
mobility issues. There is a whole population of us who are imprisoned by the car not liberated by it: living
along busy roads we dare not walk to or from the shops and other services we need. This social disparity can
also be addressed by planning for living and working areas that we can use without the fear of speeding
vehicles and pollution many of us feel when out on the roads now. It is no coincidence that such planning is
also far more climate friendly – we are part of a planetary ecosystem and we need to remove the barriers we
have put up that separate us all from it. This is not ‘hippy’ dogma it is common sense.
Questions: Walking and Cycling are means of commuting. Walking and cycling are also leisure activities.
Cycling and walking commuter routes are not interchangeable with cycling and walking leisure routes.
Speeding cyclists do not mix with pedestrians or cars; at present they are demonised by both. Good planning
will allow for fast cycling as well as family friendly routes in different ways by recognising the needs of both
groups and the contribution both make to reducing climate change impacts and adding to community
resilience to low carbon living.
11 Agriculture:
Very much agree with the final point in this section which should have far more prominence. Perhaps the
single greatest impact planning could have on potential carbon reduction and sequestration in this area is to
encourage small scale self-sufficient permaculture type settlements including in areas of the ‘best and most
versatile’ (as identified in point 9.1.11) land. Rather than just on the economic margins where it is assumed no
‘proper’ large scale farmer could exist and such ‘alternative’ lifestyles are currently tolerated. Such living
communities are part of a sustainable future encompassing as they do sustainable food production, living close
to work, far lower energy consumption often self-sufficiency, and usually more positive impacts on
biodiversity. The Welsh One planet model looks well-meaning but does not seem to be particularly successful
or widespread. Again, more local community involvement in the planning of such matters is likely to lead to
greater success and wider uptake.
12 Town centre density and vitality
Agree with the general approach here. Cycling and walking and accessibility should be the main approach not
an add on. Electric vehicle charging points will still encourage private car use and not be the priority approach.
This is the end of our submission.
Thank you for the real progress this shows in recognising the priority that must be given to climate change and
the challenges that we now face many of which are potentially terrifying. I firmly believe that the first big step
in addressing these challenges is to encourage conversation and also to disseminate information, to involve
the community, to allow participation. The most frightening thing in life is fear itself. Empowering us to
recognise the challenges and offering the opportunity to create the tools to face them, no matter how huge
and unpredictable the challenges are, is a very positive step forward.
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1.34 URN 265 Energy Policy Group – University of Exeter (Penryn)
Responses to questions in DPD Planning Document by thematic area are below.
Renewable Energy
We agree broadly that you have identified the key issues, including the restrictive nature of planning policy
since 2015 and the reducing subsidy support. We have several suggestions that would strengthen the
document.
Firstly, we would query the estimates provided for future electricity demand in Cornwall. The estimate for the
required renewable electricity generation capacity stated (5 times current levels) is based on analysis of future
electricity consumption.
This analysis is important to ensure that future generation matches future supply. We would be interested to
understand in more detail the analysis behind the projected growth in electricity demand due to “both
increased general demand and the additional electrification of heat and transport.” We agree that electrifying
heat and transport are positive solutions and that they will shift energy consumption from burning fossil fuels
to consuming electricity. However, we are not aware of evidence for “increased general demand” apart from
due to population growth – electricity consumption has been falling for over a decade in the UK1. Cornwall
Council’s projections for energy consumption in Cornwall to 2030, which account for changes in population,
show a 9% reduction in total energy needed2. This suggests to us that the estimated required renewable
electricity generation capacity may be overestimated.
Secondly, we agree that onshore wind and solar are cheaper and more mature markets than offshore wind
and deep geothermal and may be prioritised on that basis. However, we suggest that offshore wind is already
viable and will be increasingly cheap over the next 10 years. Given Cornwall’s substantial coastal resources,
this represents an area recommended for further exploration. We recommend that coordination with the DNO
(Western Power Distribution) will be necessary in this process to ensure that there is adequate capacity on the
networks, ensuring that these new sources of generation are able to reach intended load.
Thirdly, achieving carbon neutrality will require a ‘smart’ (digitalised) flexible range of distributed energy
resources (DER) that exceed the current focus on generation 1 https://www.theccc.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/Roadmap-for-flexibility-services-to- 2030-Poyry-and-Imperial-CollegeLondon.pdfhttps://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fi
le/820708/Chapter_5.pdf
2 https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/3640467/E1-_b_-Projected-Energy-Consumption-in-Cornwall-up-to2030.pdf technologies. While energy storage is mentioned, we would welcome more depth on this matter. We
would also encourage the Council to further consider how policy and planning processes relate to broader DER
infrastructure/schemes, helping to build a flexible grid that is resilient to renewable generation intermittency.
For example, this could include demand-response schemes or development of a smart electric vehicle (EV)
charging infrastructure. This will require planning from a whole-systems perspective, so it is essential that
strands of the plan do not become ‘siloed’.
Finally, we strongly advocate that people should be at the heart of our energy system3. People must not be
viewed merely as consumers, but as core stakeholders involved in making decisions4. One important aspect of
this is putting people first in engagement and governance processes. The Centre for Sustainable Energy has
produced expert guidance for community engagement and related it to energy infrastructure development
2) Are the policy approaches that we are suggesting about right – is there anything missing? In the main, we
agree with the direction of the policies outlined. However, we advocate for inclusion of two further points.
Firstly, communities should have a more central role in decision-making and engagement processes should be
improved. This could be stipulated in local development policy. There could also be more support offered for
community-led and community-owned projects.
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Secondly, energy system digitalisation is nationally understood to be an essential enabler of a flexible and
resilient decarbonised energy system678. Engagement with digitalisation represents a notable omission in the
current planning document (there is one mention of digital on p.28 relating to the potential of online shopping
can reduce personal travel). The potential for digitalisation to support multi-sector decarbonisation should be
considered in the Council’s policy and planning development.
3) Is there anything else that should be included in this thematic area? In constructing a digitalisation strategy
to support Net Zero goals, the Council must also consider the development of Cornwall’s digital skills and
infrastructure. Connectivity across Cornwall (broadband and mobile data) is patchy and there are significant
disparities in digital skills. Both of these factors could potentially act as 3
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/presentation-putting-people-at-the-heart-of-the-energysystem/
4 http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/working-paper-people-demand-and-governance-in-futureenergy- systems/
5 https://www.cse.org.uk/local-energy/download/best-practice-in-community-engagementprojects378; https://www.cse.org.uk/projects/view/1315
6 https://es.catapult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Catapult-Energy-Data-TaskforceReport-A4-v4AW-Digital.pdf
7https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/633442/upgrading-our-energy-system-july-2017.pdf
8 https://www.energyrev.org.uk/
barriers to technological development and adoption. We therefore recommend that the Council considers
digital infrastructure and skills development in relation to Net Zero goals.
Energy Efficiency
4) Have we picked up the right issues – are there any more that you would add? We largely agree that you
have highlighted the relevant issues here. We agree that insulating existing buildings is a priority and that
regulatory incentives can be a useful tool to accelerate this. It is our view that quality energy efficiency retrofit,
and heat pumps will be crucial to decarbonising heat in buildings. The document observes that “the
opportunities for [heat pumps or low carbon heat networks] are likely to be limited in Cornwall.” We agree
that opportunities for heat networks are limited to densely populated areas. We do not agree that
opportunities for heat pumps are limited in Cornwall; there are a number of local characteristics (including
many off-gas grid homes and relatively mild air temperatures) which favour heat pumps for a range of
practical, economic and technical reasons. Building new homes and non-residential buildings to a high
standard of energy efficiency costs money upfront, though this is recouped over time through reduced energy
costs.
There are equity issues here: the lower living costs associated with more energy efficient homes can be
inaccessible to those on lower incomes who are unable to afford more expensive properties. It is not
sustainable to trade off affordability against carbon savings – policy must aim to address both.
We are concerned by the suggestion of using ‘carbon offsetting’ to ‘achieve zero carbon buildings’. Retrofitting
is unavoidably more disruptive than insulating well during construction. Building new homes to a reduced
standard and directing funds towards insulating existing homes appears to be of limited benefit: we find
ourselves with well insulated old homes and new homes in need of better insulation. We have more homes,
but we still need to insulate many of them, and with added disruption once construction has finished.
5) Are the policy approaches that we’re suggesting about right – is there anything missing? We are in
agreement with the ambition of the proposed policy to go beyond building regulations. We do not understand
the reason for slightly reduced ambition (19% reduction in carbon emissions) in Scenario 1, where greater
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powers are assumed, than in Scenario 2 (20% carbon emissions reduction). We would like to see greater
ambition in Scenario 1 (stipulations about heating or electricity generation, for example).
6) We are undertaking a refresh of our Strategic Viability Assessment to support these policies, but do you
have any other comments on the likely impacts on viability of the policy suggestions? No comment
7) Is there anything else that should be included in this thematic area? No comment
Transport 8) Have we picked up the right issues – are there any more that you would add?
We broadly agree with the content of the DPD document. As raised in response to the renewable energy
section, we would encourage consideration of two further points.
Firstly, the development of EV charging infrastructure should be considered through a whole energy system
planning lens – connected with other DER infrastructure and flexibility schemes. Secondly, digitalisation offers
potential to support carbon reduction of private vehicle travel, as well as new solutions to help balance the
electricity grid – for example smart charging or vehicle to grid (V2G) schemes. The Council may wish to
consider recommendations made in a recent report from the Energy Systems Catapult EV Taskforce9.

1.35 URN280 - Hayle Climate Action Group
1.36 URN 289 – Historic England
re: Cornwall Climate Change Development Plan Document Historic England supports the principle of
Cornwall’s Climate Change DPD and taking action now will make it possible to help protect some of the historic
environment, by developing adaptation measures and building resilience into your plans.
As the Government’s adviser for the historic environment Historic England is keen to advocate to ensure the
significance of Cornwall’s cultural heritage is sustained and opportunities for its enhancement are fully
considered as part of a clear and positive strategy. Local planning authorities should set out in their
development plans a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment,
including heritage assets most at risk through neglect, decay or other threats (NPPF paragraph 126).
At this early scoping stage it may be opportune to emphasise that a positive strategy in the terms of NPPF is
not a passive exercise but will require a plan for the maintenance and use of heritage assets and for the
delivery of development, including within their setting, which will afford appropriate protection for those
assets and make a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
Historic England believes that it is clear from the NPPF that the Government is expecting local planning
authorities, through their development plans, to actively deliver the conservation and enhancement of the
historic environment. The Government’s use of the words and phrases “seeking positive improvements”,
“positive strategy”, “deliver the conservation and enhancement” and “a clear strategy for enhancing” all
demonstrate that it is not sufficient for local planning authorities to be merely reactive in the conservation and
enhancement of their historic environment.
There are a number of key themes we would like to pick up and believe need answering if the document is to
be “Sound” later in the process. · Our historic environment is particularly vulnerable to environmental change.
Structures which have been standing for hundreds of years and archaeology previously buried safely
underground are in increasing danger from extremes of wetting, drying and temperature fluctuation. Our
diverse landscapes and historic coasts are also at risk of significant change.
Environmental impacts on the historic environment can involve flooding, coastal change, extreme weather
events and changes in the distribution of species. Climate change is continually increasing the likelihood,
magnitude and frequency of these processes. Historic England's on-going role is to commission research and
provide expert advice to protect historic places. As we move forward into climate-uncertainty, Historic England
is continuing to focus on finding the best solutions to help manage vulnerable parts of the historic
environment. We urge you to review the plethora of information at the Historic England website on the
subject to sustain and enhance the distinctive environment of Cornwall. Which can be found here:
https://historicengland.org.uk/research/current/threats/heritageclimate-change-environment/
· In the context of the above the scoping document has a concerning lack of integration of the historic
environment and cultural landscape. The DPD has not recognised the opportunities presented by
understanding the historic environment more fully and using it to inform strategies and approaches to
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buildings, landscapes and the necessary adaptation schemes put forward to address Climate Change. We
would actively suggest that the historic environment could form a useful aspect under the DPD as well as being
integrated with many of the topic areas already proposed in the scoping document (2.0.3). Historic England
believe it needs to be made very clear that every effort will be made to ensure that the changes envisaged, or
policy outcomes led by this document do not come at a cost to Cornwall’s distinctiveness and historic
landscapes. In many places, there should be reference to the historic environment, in its broadest sense, in
relation to potential impacts of the proposals. In this regards there is also a resonance with the natural
agenda. · In response to this it may be helpful if you were to prepare a Heritage Topic Paper setting out the
issues, opportunities, risks and challenges facing Cornwall’s historic environment as a result of climate change
and how the DPD, associated guidance, initiatives etc, might address these matters and fulfil national policy
obligations. We would recommend that consideration is given to how this would integrate with and follow on
from Cornwall Council’s. Whilst the Heritage Strategy remains in development it has already started to identify
the issues and opportunities for the historic environment as a result of climate change and engage with its role
in helping Cornwall deal sustainably with the effects of climate change as a leader and innovator in this regard.
We would refer you to that draft document and recommend that you liaise with Cornwall’s Strategic Heritage
Services team to align the approach set out in both documents.
The exercise of producing the DPD and the outcomes needs to take better account of complementary and
potentially conflicting policies. For example, how will the DPD align with the emerging Cornwall Local
Distinctiveness agenda, led by the Council which does not appear to be integral to the approach taken by this
document, and the on-going development of its Heritage Strategy. Without careful consideration policies
made in this DPD risks altering the character of the countryside substantially (an inheritance thousands of
years old) and missing real opportunities to contribute to the policies as that your Council are developed and
implementing.
While the DPD will be a policy document, how will its aspirations be delivered? Will there be an action plan
and what will the governance arrangements be (e.g. stakeholder project board)? Turning to the particular:
At 5.2 the DPD looks at themes and within these there is little if any recognition of the historic environment
and its role in Cornwall’s strategy in response to climate change. There is a great deal of understanding and
evidence of the historic environment’s role within the Council itself, which will help in planning for and
mitigating the impacts of climate change. We strongly advise these connections with other departments are
made.
Renewable Energy, section 6 - The planning system is based on the principle of sustainable development and
heritage plays an increasingly important role in stimulating regeneration and informing sustainable growth,
securing positive change that helps safeguard our historic places and heritage assets. You will need to
demonstrate that an appropriate response to the historic environment is provided in accordance with the
statutory and national policy tests, and that evidence has been gathered and applied in accordance with NPPF
paragraph 169 and how a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment is
to be achieved and delivered; in doing so recognising that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and
need to be conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance. In this context an SA/SEA are not adequate
as historic environment assessments.
On this note Cornwall’s own Cultural Distinctiveness work is key to helping to identify what is important to the
historic and cultural landscape and should be used in the planning process. In addition the Cornwall and West
Devon Mining Landscape WHS SPD explains the importance and Outstanding Universal Value of the World
Heritage Site and provides advice on ensuring that the responsibilities conferred by this status are fully taken
into consideration, and opportunities taken advantage of including in the preparation and implementation of
development plans, and in the preparation and determination of planning applications.
There is a clear focus on solar arrays and wind turbines and the fact that Cornwall will need a ‘vast investment
in on-shore renewables’ (i.e. The Council will need to produce 5 times the amount of energy from renewables
if Cornwall is to achieve its 2030 target).
Whilst wind farms have already become integral to the character of parts of Cornwall this has come at a cost
to the historic environment. In a previous phase the installation of renewables meant that some have had a
detrimental effect on some historic sites and landscapes and there is a great risk a new focus on onshore
renewables could have harmful impacts unless very carefully planned and managed. While we welcome the
recognition of considered planning at paragraph 6.1.3 and approaches that might be taken at 6.3.1 there is
some uncertainty about how this might be achieved. Importantly this should be an evidenced based approach
including appropriate historic environment assessments and advice to determine the allocation process. Any
new policy should take account of the potential impacts, including cumulative impacts over time, on
Cornwall’s distinctive historic environment.
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This is particularly relevant as there appears to be an emphasis placed within the DPD on the role of
Neighbourhood Plans in assuming responsibility for renewable site allocations (p12). This is consistent with the
Council’s approach within the Local Plan to site allocations generally. NPs communities, however, are nonprofessionals and this places a particularly specialist (additional) burden on their shoulders. How will
support/resourcing for communities be made available?
6.4 Mine water
While we broadly welcome developing use of mine water, while safeguarding the mineral resource in
appropriate places, we note that the significance of the World Heritage Site and designated features within it
(above and potentially below ground) must likewise be safeguarded in any such proposals. The Cornwall and
West Devon Mining Landscape WHS SPD will assist in establishing how and what safeguards are
required.
7 Energy Efficiency
The DPD discusses energy efficiency but seems to focus on new build. It is essential to acknowledge and
consider the position on existing and historic buildings. Cornwall’s historic buildings are a fundamental part of
Cornwall’s distinctive built environment and it may not always be appropriate to adapt an existing structure.
Correspondence or information which you send us may therefore become publicly available. providing
insulation (and accommodating solar panels etc.) which are sensitive and appropriate. Historic England
supports research on retrofitting buildings which should be used to inform policies and referenced.
https://historicengland.org.uk/imagesbooks/ publications/planning-responsible-retrofit-of-traditionalbuildings/responsibleretrofit- trad-bldgs/
There is a need to avoid maladaptation and a poor understanding of historic buildings and a need to embrace,
not only the embedded carbon, but also the management needed to maintain traditional buildings in a low/no
carbon way. In particular there is considerable research that looks into the benefits of solid wall insulation. In
facing a
hotter climate we should be thinking about the need to avoid overheating buildings which can be part of the
problem with current guidelines and approaches. A considered policy position on preserving and
understanding traditional buildings is key to addressing climate change rather than focusing solely on new
build.
8 Coastal change and flood management
Paragraph 8.2.4 mentions that some nationally and internationally designated habitats, and the coast path, are
threatened by coastal erosion. There is some mention of historic ports and harbours but no mention of the
internationally designated World Heritage Site, and nationally designated historic assets like cliff castles etc.
Many of these are on the Heritage at Risk (HAR) Register and are subject to cross agency studies (Historic
England, the National Trust and universities) which would help inform adaptation strategies and mitigation,
including managed retreat and other threat-based strategies. The locally distinctive character of fishing villages
and CAs are integral to Cornwall’s economy and the threat to and management of these should also certainly
be considered as a factor in formulating policies.
The sections in the Government’s Planning Practice Guide on Flood Risk and Coastal Change and Meeting the
challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change set out how local planning authorities can adopt
proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to the impact of climate change on coastal areas.
Options for adaptation need to be managed through the planning system and changes to those historic places
protected through designation may require separate consents or licences under:
The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979
The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 or
The Protection of Wrecks Act 1973
Details of this position and guidance can be found here:
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/marine-planning/rczas-reports/
We note the emphasis on community resilience, linked to Coastal Vulnerability Zone and the protection of
existing communities but also Coastal Change Management Areas and the movement to elsewhere of more
vulnerable uses via Neighbourhood Plans. Is this de facto managed retreat? What are the implications either
way for the Correspondence or information which you send us may therefore become publicly available.
historic environment? How will decisions be made? (Note: we have provided advice to the Porthleven
community on its Neighbourhood Plan which made reference to the storm damage to the historic harbour a
few years ago and the potential likelihood of this as a recurring theme. What does this imply for the future
sustainability of such an asset and should it (and the Conservation Area) and other similar places be deemed
formally At Risk. How will this plan address these matters?
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9 Natural climate solutions
Early integration of historic environment factors in consideration of natural environment solutions avoid later
identification of competing interests and can positively seek to achieve mutual benefit in the most sustainable
way possible through a holistic approach.
9.2.6 We note the mention of a Forest for Cornwall. Trees have never presented as a significant feature of
Cornwall and this is supported by evidence going as far back as the Domesday Book. Trees will thrive in
historically traditional places – for example, steep valley sides where they are protected from winds and
exposure, rather than on upland plateaus and moors which will not have had woodland on them for thousands
of years. Care would need to be taken in identifying areas appropriate for woodland, guided by historic
environment considerations and with reference to Cornwall’s own Landscape Character studies, appraisals and
distinctiveness study.
9.3.1 “Urban greening” is contextually unknown in many of Cornwall’s historic areas. We are mindful that trees
were proposed as part of the Chacewater streetscape enhancement by the A30 programme. This is a mining
village and in historic photographs trees have never featured. Such photos and historic maps have a good
deal to contribute in ensuring that in such cases the distinctive character of historic settlements is maintained
or even enhanced.
9.3.1 This section references safeguarding of particular types of habitat. Often designated historic assets may
themselves be repositories of valuable habitat and green oases in agricultural landscapes. It would be useful to
consider such historic assets in this context.
11 Agriculture
Historic England welcomes whole estate plans provided they take account of the historic environment. At a
farm scale they may offer the opportunity to integrate distinctiveness. In addition, as noted above and if the
evidence supports it, they could be appropriate for historically viable tree planting zones.
Conversion of farm buildings to include 100% renewable energy has the potential to harm the character and
significance of the historic asset and its setting. It is important to ensure that polices and proposals do not
harm the distinctiveness and historic character of individual buildings and hamlets. Guidance on the
management of change to this aspect of the historic environment can be found here:
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/caring-for-heritage/rural-heritage/farm-buildings/
12 Town centres.
We welcome the reference to making better use of upper floors and the intention to boost viability. The
proposed approach to densification as a way to make more efficient use or redevelopment of existing
buildings could offer opportunities to reinvigorate or repurpose existing historic buildings in Cornwall’s historic
town centres. We would again reiterate the need for appropriate assessment to identify how this can be
achieved in the most sensitive and sustainable way possible, without loss of the distinctive historic character
that will play a part in supporting the revitalisation of those same town centres.
We would also reiterate here our earlier stated concerns about urban greening in Cornwall’s context. Many of
the towns are by their nature very industrial in origin and such greening would appear quite alien. This
requires careful understanding of the historic and cultural context to inform decisions.
Sustainability Appraisal/SEA
We are not proposing to comment in detail on the SA/SEA, but we have a few concerns that the SA/SEA needs
significant work which should be addressed. · In the first instance we would refer you to your own historic
environment specialists and to the Historic Environment Record held by Cornwall.
· We would advocate for integration between themes relevant between the historic environment and
landscape. We would recommend wider consideration of whether options/proposals would, in addition to the
stated historic environment appraisal questions, support the distinctive qualities of Cornwall’s historic
environment and both designated and non-designated heritage assets in general, having many more
distinctive elements than those involving its mining and maritime heritage.
· In paragraph 4.22-4.25, there is an underlying assumption in the drafting that all solutions will be positive for
the historic environment and that no further protection is required etc. This needs considerable
reconsideration to ensure the DPD will be found Sound later in the process.
· It is also worth reiterating the need for appropriate historic environment assessment outside of the SA/SEA
process to consider the impacts on particular assets. The SA/SEA is not an appropriate assessment to consider
the impacts on the significance of the historic environment. More work will need to be undertaken we would
be happy to support you in.
· The SA objectives and appraisal questions for the historic environment SA theme do not look controversial
but could be more adventurous/innovative to seek opportunities rather than sticking so closely to standard
policy tests.
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Much in the landscape section would support heritage interests and it is a missed opportunity not to ensure
better integration between the two. There are, for example ‘supporting distinctive qualities’ in landscape but
not under historic environment.
Conclusion The overall initiative of the DPD is welcomed; however, there is much that needs to be done to
integrate a thorough understanding of landscape, distinctiveness and the historic environment into this
agenda and its future implementation.
I sincerely hope that our advice can help ensure the ambitious and necessary climate change approach
complements Cornwall’s historic landscape character and renowned heritage assets. We look forward to
working constructively with you on this important planning document.

1.37 URN 297 – Natural England
Planning consultation: Climate Change DPD regulation 18 consultation & Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 08 April 2020
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural environment
is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, thereby contributing to
sustainable development.
Natural England welcomes development of the Climate Change DPD and the Council’s commitment to ensure
climate change is addressed in planning policy. Some comments and suggestions on the ideas and proposals put
forward in the consultation document are set out below.
Chapter 6: Renewable Energy
Para 6.3.1 – Policy and allocations options. In identifying allocations for renewable energy (or potentially, associated
battery storage) an assessment of the impact on protected landscapes will need to be undertaken (i.e. Cornwall and
Tamar Valley Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)). We advise that site allocations likely to have an impact
on protected landscapes should be supported by a landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA). Any mitigation
requirements to minimise potential impacts on the landscape should be reflected in the Sustainability Appraisal and
set out in allocation specific Plan policy.
We support the requirement for biodiversity net gain as part of renewable energy proposals. The text also suggests
that the DPD could set out requirements for ‘environmental growth’. If this is to be a requirement the Plan will need
to be clear about how this is to be assessed.
We also suggest that surveys of existing biodiversity value are undertaken to support proposed allocations. Such
information will then be available to provide a baseline against which net gain can be assessed at the application
stage.
Supportive policies for domestic scale renewable development. The Plan should define what is meant by ‘domestic
scale’.
Supportive policies for hydropower. A number of rivers and estuaries within/adjoining Cornwall are designated as
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) or Special Protection Areas (SPAs). Plan allocations or future applications for
hydropower likely to have an impact on these features will need
Page 2 of 5
to be subject to a Habitats Regulations Assessment.
Landward development associated with off-shore renewables. We suggest that the DPD also considers the need for
policy to address potential development on-land associated with offshore renewables.
Para 6.6. Policy support for mine water heating. Supporting evidence will need to address the potential impacts of
developing mine water heating systems. For instance, there is potential for disturbance to species such as bats and
impacts arising from changes in water quality/quantity which may then have an effect further downstream.
Clarification about the infrastructure likely to be required, above and below ground, should also be set out within
the evidence base.
Chapter 8: Coastal change and flood management
Paras 8.1.5 and 8.1.6. We suggest that these paras say a few words about coastal change. Currently they just refer to
flooding and sustainable drainage systems (SuDs).
Para 8.2.3. We consider that the 3rd epoch referred to in in the first sentence is as relevant as the earlier epochs, if
not so immediate. Also, the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) does contain policies, but these are not statutory. It
is suggested that this is clarified in the text of future documents.
Para 8.2.4 states that the provision of a continuous coast path will be impacted upon by coastal erosion. The English
Coast path, enabled by the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, introduces the concept of roll back: where a section
of coast erodes, the path will move back accordingly.
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Para 8.2.7. We consider Management Plans to be an important part of the Coastal Change Management Area
(CCMA): a CCMA without a management plan is not considered useful. We suggest that the Council refers to the
findings of the project lead by the South West Partnership for Environment and Economic Prosperity (SWEEP) on
CCMAs. This project has developed a methodology for the identification of CCMAs to ensure provision of robust
evidence on their location and extent. This should help development of CCMAs within the DPD timescale although
we recognise that more locally specific policy and solutions (e.g. roll back) will take longer than the DPD timescale
allows.
Further information on the SWEEP project can be found at: Coastal Change Management Areas - The South West
Partnership for Environmental and Economic Prosperity .
8.3.1 Regarding the coastal vulnerability zone the evidence developed through the SWEEP methodology (referred to
above) to identify CCMAs could also help identify a coastal vulnerability buffer zone.
Question 13. We consider that Development of the DPD offers the opportunity to identify CCMAs and the
methodology developed by the SWEEP project could be used to support this process.
Chapter 9: Natural climate solutions
We support and welcome the Council’s aspirations to deliver net gain and enhanced biodiversity through Plan policy.
To deliver this effectively requires a clear strategy, clear policy requirements and a mechanism for delivery in order
that decisions makers and the development industry understand the priorities for delivery and how this might be
achieved. From the text in this section we are not clear how the various incentives/aspirations fit together or how
they might be delivered although we acknowledge that this document represents an early stage in plan
development and that these are likely to be matters to be addressed in developing the Regulation 19 version of the
Plan. We would welcome the opportunity to work with you on the complex task of understanding how the various
incentives/aspirations fit together and to keep you informed of work being undertaken by Natural England at a
national level to bring together many of the concepts set out in the Environment Bill.
Our more detailed comments, some further questions for consideration and some potential sources of further
information are set out below.
Para 9.2.1. We welcome the acknowledgement that the restoration and creation of marine habitats (e.g. seagrass) in
addition to those on land, could increase carbon storage capacity.
Para 9.2.3. Natural England supports and welcomes the development of a Local Nature Recovery Strategy and Local
Nature Recovery Network.
Paras 9.2.5. We agree with the importance of finding natural climate solutions that are most appropriate to
Cornwall. In 2012 Natural England published an overview of carbon storage by habitat (Carbon storage by habitat:
Review of the evidence of the impacts of management decisions and condition of carbon stores and sources NERR043 and more recently published a Climate Change Adaption Model in conjunction with the RSPB Climate
Change Adaptation Manual - Evidence to support nature conservation in a changing climate - NE546. Both these
publications may be useful to you in identifying natural climate solutions for Cornwall and in developing the
evidence base for the Regulation 19 stage. Para 9.2.8 refers to “sequestration opportunities shown in the
opportunities mapping”. However, this evidence did not appear to be available for viewing.
Para 9.2.6. This para proposes the “identification of opportunities for strategic green infrastructure and ecosystem
service networks including specific habitat types/areas”. We support the identification of opportunities for new
strategic multi-functional green and blue infrastructure. As regards the identification of opportunities for ecosystem
service networks it would be useful if more clarity could be provided on what is proposed and how such
opportunities would be identified as it is unclear from the text. For information, Natural England has been working
to develop an eco-metric for measuring the wider capital benefits for people and places from biodiversity net gain.
The eco-metric mirrors the Defra biodiversity metric by applying a matrix of scores for different habitats across 18
ecosystem services. The approach is currently being tested across a series of pilots one of which involves North
Devon and Torridge Councils (referred as the North Devon Pioneer). Some further information about development
of the Eco-metric tool and other related assessment tools (e.g. net gain) can be found here: Enabling a Natural
Capital Approach: tool summaries - GOV.UK
Para 9.3.1. We support the development of a policy which requires net gain for biodiversity. This should set out how
Biodiversity Net Gain will be delivered and managed, and the priorities for habitat creation or enhancement in
different parts of the Plan area. Certain habitats may also be favoured options for carbon sequestration and delivery
of natural climate solutions. One question to be addressed is how these fit together. For instance, will habitats
offering the best biodiversity and carbon sequestration be the top priorities? Also, will habitats identified for
safeguarding through the DPD be identified in advance of a future Local Nature Recovery Strategy or be informed by
it? This para also refers to other potential policy requirements to accompany development: planting of hedges and
trees and urban greening. Whilst we support incentives promoting the greening of development, we suggest that
the Plan is clear about the overall strategy for, and drivers behind, the choices for habitat creation and enhancement
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to ensure the strategy is coherent and evidenced at the strategic level. As it stands the text discusses various
incentives but is not absolutely clear on how these fit together or about the mechanisms for their delivery.
Regarding net gain and minor development the Government intends to keep small sites in scope of the mandatory
net gain approach but will actively consider whether minor residential developments should be subject to longer
transition arrangements or a lower net gain requirement than other types of development. Our understanding is
that this issue is being considered currently, although the timing of a decision is unclear. Natural England considers
that all development, even small-scale proposals, can make a contribution to biodiversity. The Council may therefore
wish to develop a specific approach for minor development in advance of this issue being addressed nationally. Your
authority may wish to refer to technical note 2 of the CIEEM (Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management) guide which provides some advice on how to incorporate net gain into small scale developments.
Page 4 of 5
Chapter 10: Transport
Para 10.2.4 highlights the significant impact of digital technology on travel and mentions the changes brought about
by on-line shopping. An equally significant impact is possible from increased home/remote working which would
also have implications for housing design and internal layout. The recent changes in behaviour brought about by the
Covid 19 pandemic might offer a useful insight as to how travel patterns and associated emissions could change in
the future.
Chapter 11: Air Quality
Para 11.2.5: Air quality and agricultural development. We advise that reference be made to the SCAIL (Simple
Calculation of Atmospheric Impact Limits) screening tool in the DPD, in accompanying planning guidance or in
guidance for applicants. This is free a tool for assessing impacts from agricultural and combustion sources on seminatural areas such as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and Habitats sites. The tool is available as two models:
‘SCAIL Agriculture’ and ‘SCAIL Combustion’ and more information can be found here: SCAIL - Simple Calculation of
Atmospheric Impact Limits .
Para 11.3.1 We support development of a policy approach to address potential adverse impacts on air quality from
ammonia and the recognition of the harm this can have on Habitats sites and Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSIs) as well as people.
Chapter 12: Town Centre Density and Vitality (and Chapter 10: Transport).
A factor which could frustrate the aspiration of urban greening is the impact of domestic gardens being converted to
driveways and the resulting increase in impermeable surfaces. In addition it is possible that this will only increase
with greater distances between homes and parking provision. We suggest that this issue is addressed by the DPD.
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report
General. The findings of the Habitats Regulation Assessment, when completed, should be reflected in the
Sustainability Appraisal.
Chapter 2: Air Quality. This chapter should also address potential impacts on air quality arising from ammonia which
can be harmful both to the natural environment and human health.
The UK has adopted legally binding international targets to reduce emissions of ammonia by 2020 and 2030. The
Clean Air Strategy was published in 2019 by DEFRA and states that a combination of regulations, permitting and
support will be introduced to reduce emissions from livestock accommodation, spreading of manures and
application of fertilizers
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/770715/cleanair-strategy-2019.pdf).
Agricultural development which may result in adverse impacts on air quality from ammonia include: agricultural
buildings housing livestock (primarily beef and dairy cattle, pigs or poultry); new or expanded pits, tanks or lagoons
for storing slurry and anaerobic digesters.
Chapter 3: Biodiversity and Geodiversity. We advise that the Government’s Environment Bill (re-introduced to
parliament on 30 Jan 2020), is referred to in this this chapter. 30 January 2020: Environment Bill 2020 policy
statement - GOV.UK
The National Protected Sites discussed in paras 3.22 to 3.28 should also include Marine Conservation Zones. More
information on these can be found here: Marine conservation zone designations in England - GOV.UK .
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have any queries please
do not hesitate to contact us.

1.38 URN 298 – Cornwall Catchment Partnership
1, Cornwall’s Catchment Partnership is concerned about a range of issues, these include changes in weather patterns
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that impact catchments both from a flooding and drought perspective.
This includes the increasing frequency of extreme weather events, their nature and magnitude.
Although we still have a lot to learn we have an increasing understanding of these challenges.
2, Pressures in one area risk relaxations in another, something that could, if not managed correctly, negatively
impact strategic carbon reduction plans and net gain (carbon / biodiversity / natural capital etc).
What are the top two things we need to achieve first for Cornwall?
1, We need to acknowledge important natural assets i.e. peatlands, soils, etc can be subject to the wide spectrum of
pressures i.e. climatic, economic etc. We also need to develop our understanding of the value of these assets (our
Cornish assets) in terms of a/the carbon hierarchy.
Using this to identify where natural climate solution opportunities exist as part of achieving 10% net gain may enable
a contribution-based approach to more expensive projects such as Peatland Restoration (one of the highest carbons
delivering natural capital areas).
Net gain developer credits could be very attractive when used as match funding in larger schemes.
2, We need to better understand and acknowledge the symbiotic relationships between things like water quality, soil
health, the contribution they make to wider flood/drought resilience as well as the importance this has on assuring
biodiversity and carbon sequestration.
Cornwall’s Catchment Partnership represents an effective collaboration of both statutory and key influencers. Multi
agency working balances individual organisational drivers with wider strategic objectives. It achieves this in a
resource efficient manner that usually delivers a range of outcomes contributing to a common goal, i.e. carbon
reduction, improved water quality.
Do we need to develop key influencing partnerships to influence decisions relating to climate change and carbon
reduction?
Cornwall Catchment Partnership’s represents a multi-agency perspective where the focus is water.
Is there a topic or theme not listed above that you think we should investigate and why is this so important to you?
Go beyond the Flood issue and additionally reflect on and cover drought resilience and impacts to overall water
quality (freshwater and marine).
There is often symbiosis between drought and flood i.e. soils in good condition are more drought resilient and
attenuate more water during high precipitation than those in poor condition.
Our ambition is to create planning policies that help Cornwall’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. What
policies do you think would be most effective against climate change?
Policies are important, linking policies and the way they are linked to one another is key to delivering the carbon
target. They should discourage silo thinking and promote partnership working and multi partner delivery of multiple
co benefits.
In terms of the objective to Enhance the Environment linking this to Community Resilience to achieve a win,win
opportunity is the challenge. A connected community which understands the concept of “catchment “ will
underwrite (and safeguard) the idea, progression and application of an enhanced environment.
What do you expect the impacts of new planning policy could have on your business, organisation or community?
In a cautionary note
Short term gains can leave legacy of poorly evaluated long term impacts, i.e development with SUDs caveats. There
is a need to properly consider SUDs performance and maintenance over the whole project (i.e. building) lifetime.
Possibly using a component in the CDM Regulations.
Poorly conceived and controlled developments risk negatively impacting the surrounding catchment.
They can also increase pressure on limited resources.
On a positive note
Cornwall Catchment Partnership is suitably placed to help deliver and report on contributions to net gain.
Cornwall Catchment Partnership could build a list/signpost to suitable projects, these could then be delivered via a
range of third parties (organisations or individual i.e. farmers/landowners . Project effectiveness, performance
could be assured, monitored and reported via a mechanism developed the by or through The Partnership.
Do you have any other comments or any evidence for us to include?
DEFRA via the EA and CaBA (Catchment Based Approach) administer a range of grant awards relating to the water
environment.
The application process for these grant awards is usually open to a range of organisations (and individuals ) to bid
into.
Nationally The Catchment Partnerships are a recognised as the initial endorsing body for any projects submitted for
consideration and therefore an essential step in the application process.
In terms of DPD we could offer useful supporting advice relating to the water agenda. Cornwall Catchment
Partnership would be very interested in collaborating on the formulation of the next phase of this important project.
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Cornwall Catchment Partnership’s response also echo’s the water and catchment elements in the response
submitted by Cornwall Wildlife Trust. This goes beyond a simple observation and was identified and confirmed at the
recent meeting of Cornwall Catchment Partnership on 20th May 2020 where this return was discussed as an agenda
item.

1.39 URN 300 – Environment Agency
Thank you for the opportunity to collaborate and provide feedback on the Climate Change Development Plan
Document Scoping Report (Regulation 18) consultation.
We are extremely pleased that Cornwall Council have embarked on a document aimed at addressing the climate
emergency directly through the land-use planning system. This document will be critical in ensuring new
development will reflect the requirement to address carbon neutrality and the need of communities to become
more adaptable and resilient as climate change impacts progress.
Local policy of the like put forward in the development plan document is critical in order to realise the aspirations of
the Government Plan “A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment”.
With the above in mind we would like to offer our continued support to the development of the DPD by providing
comments on the following topics.
Coastal Change and Flood Management - This chapter places significant emphasis on the identification of areas
vulnerable to coastal change and the broad approach for central government investment in the management of
areas at risk of coastal erosion, as set out in the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP).
It must be recognised that the approach set out in the SMP does not preclude alternative approaches funded by
private investment nor does SMP policy necessarily represent the most sustainable option when considered against
other matters relevant in balancing the complex management issues unique to coastal communities.
Resilience and adaptation does not begin and end with the Shoreline Management Plan and the SMP policy intent
should not exclusively set the narrative for the short, medium or long term sustainability of coastal community.
The coastal zone is constantly evolving through natural and socio-economic processes. Simply making provision for
things to move away from the coast will not be enough to ensure the survival and evolution of coastal communities.
We recommend that reference is made to policy that recognises, promotes and supports a dynamic and sustainable
coastal economy.
It is critical when addressing climate change impacts within coastal communities we do not rely on an approach
which in tackling one issue simply creates another. Adaptation strategies following Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) principles are key to this and should be referred to in the document. Emphasis should be placed
on three key objectives;
• Protect (reduce the likelihood of the hazard)
• Accommodate (reduce vulnerability)
• Avoidance and planned retreat (reduce exposure)
Paragraph 8.2.7 raises concern that there will be an expectation of Coastal Change Management Areas to be
accompanied by management plans requiring further investment and assistance in formulating.
A sustainable future for coastal communities will require many factors to be taken into consideration in both the
planning balance and the development of an adaptation strategy (see Table 1). Development management decisions
will have limited influence without the accompaniment of a strategic, holistic and integrated plan for the coastal
zone.
We would recommend that adaptation strategies should be undertaken under the ICZM framework. Any future
management plan for the coastal zone must take a broad view of coastal issues and not rely solely on natural
processes as the only means for defining what change will look like. The document could signpost towards the ICZM
framework as being the preferred approach for the adaptation and evolution of coastal communities, emphasising
the major objectives of ICZM:
• Protecting people and assets at risk
• Enhancing sustainability and ecosystem services
• Economic development of the coastal zone
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• Creating awareness of coastal zone vulnerability and risks
• Good governance
Coastal Change Management Areas - It is clear that Coastal Change Management Areas have a role in delivering
sustainable coastal communities. However, the question of the designation of CCMA is challenging. There are many
potential CCMA identified within the SMP for Cornwall, and each will require specific consideration of how to sustain
the community in the long term, and manage this change. Therefore while we wish to see CCMA formally designated
as soon as possible, there is a risk that designating a CCMA without the detailed understanding of how the change
would be managed may lead to inappropriate decisions within these area being challenged at appeal and reducing
the overall weight and value of the CCMA.
On balance our view would be a hybrid of the two options suggested :
• Within the Climate Change DPD develop and host the Cornwall Council policies that can apply to CCMA, once a
CCMA has been formally adopted.
• These policies set out the framework and provide the policy tools for how CCMA develop, including designated
appropriate uses, principles of time limited development and provision for the roll back of communities, in terms of
critical infrastructure, vulnerable services, housing and community services.
• Within the Climate Change DPD identify Candidate CCMA, and an associated process for their formal designation,
including delineation of the extent of the CCMA to allow inland migration of development.
Habitat and Ecological Networks - NPPF Para 174 should form part of the policy context within the DPD. It Indicates
that to ‘protect and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity, plans should (a) Identify, map and safeguard components
of local wildlife-rich habitats and wider ecological networks’.
The Climate Change DPD should use this opportunity to explicitly link the spatial planning process to wider initiatives
to create a Resilient Landscape, such as the Nature Recovery Network Plan and those being developed by Cornwall
Council and the Cornwall Catchment Partnership.
Should you have any queries with regards to the above please do not hesitate to contact me.

1.40 URN 303 – FAL Energy Partnership
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the draft Scoping report for the Climate Change DPD. The aims and
development of the DPD so far are to be commended.
This response aims to suggest proposals which answer the questions raised in each topic section and to address a
few more general points in the DPD document as it appears at present.
1 General Whilst it is appreciated that climate change is a new idea to some people, an essential part of the Climate
Change DPD will be to ensure that climate issues are fully taken into account in all planning decisions. To assist this
process I suggest the following:- · Change the DPD document title to Climate Emergency DPD
o This ensures that the existential and urgent nature of the present situation is always at the forefront when thinking
about planning issues · Make a clearer distinction between climate adaptation and climate emissions mitigation
o At present the document is focussed almost entirely on mitigation with little attention given to adaptation
o Adaptation actions, which are equally necessary, could have major planning and land use impacts, but have little
presence in the Scoping document other than flooding
o Extreme weather events and potential significant food supply insecurities are two example impacts requiring
adaptation responses within the planning framework
· Ensure that increasing biodiversity is integrated into climate considerations
o Climate change and biodiversity/ecological losses are two sides of the same coin and both need clear priorities if
we are to succeed in a long term future.
o Integration of the aims and approaches this DPD with the Biodiversity Guidelines in preparation
· Ensure that the Climate DPD and climate issues are given the highest weighting in the decision making process,
when balancing Material Considerations
o This would have a significant impact on improving climate action and not allow it to slip down when considering all
Material Considerations.
o Provides guidance that climate is a major Material Consideration and that decisions going against the climate
imperative would need to have very strong arguments in favour to suggest overriding
this.
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· Methods of moving planning and land use decisions towards integrating necessary climate action and away from
higher emissions activity.
o It is recognised that this may be difficult to codify, but if Cornwall wishes to have a long term and vibrant future we
have to move to mainly low emissions activities as well as reducing our overall fossil energy demand: the planning
system will have to adapt to this end as much as other parts of our system.
o Reducing the priority given to the proposed space port and its associated industrial activity is one example which
could set a clearer target towards a local zero carbon planning approach
o Given the shortage of time to reach zero carbon the sooner this issue is being considered the lower the cost of
changing our present land use and planning systems will be.
o This task may be also integrated with other local strategies, which need to be integrated to reach the same end.
· The Scoping document is silent on one main method of assisting the major task of reaching zero carbon: that of
reducing demand by reducing the number of extra homes built in the Plan period.
o Even though the new homes may be low carbon, their presence means a higher population and hence higher
carbon emissions from the new homes, new appliances, more travel etc o The council will need to reach a ceiling on
new developments to have any chance of reaching zero carbon.
2 Scoping themes missing from proposed outline · The Local Industrial Strategy in preparation and the ongoing New
Frontiers future-planning, as well as other forward thinking policies must be integrated with a Climate Emergency
response to Planning.
o whilst it is recognised that there is a need to provide some limits on the scope and content of this DPD, there
appears to be some gaps in how the content limits could be usefully overcome. In particular the integration of
actions and decisions on climate change issues with other Council and Local Economic Partnership policies
o the LIS and other forward planning documents need to integrate the climate thinking in this DPD into their policies
· Local produce and local processing land use policies needed
o The present pandemic and increased local food demand has shown how vulnerable our present food supply is.
o For future resilience, especially with extreme weather likely to disrupt local and imported food supplies, this DPD
needs to enable the rapid development of local food growing & processing
Fact issues · Policy document outline is out of date –no mention of the amendment to
the Climate Change Act 2008 by SI in July 2019 to 100% carbon neutral by 2050 –not 80% any more.
6 Renewable Energy
6.1 Energy A Local Energy Plan for the required transition to zero carbon would be helpful to the planning and land
use decision process, provided it was developed collaboratively with Western Power Development, communities,
landowners, and other stakeholders.
An effective Plan would cover:- · Installation targets to reach zero emissions: helpful for Appeals in particular
· Strategic approaches on each energy technology deemed relevant
o Renewable energy
o Energy demand reduction and efficiency
o Buildings
o Transport energy
o Energy storage technologies
o Grid development for zero carbon operation
· Integration with biodiversity targets
6.2 Landscape
There is a pressing need to address the whole issue of landscape in a time of crisis and in recognition that climate
action requires changes to landscape management and assessment.
· DPD process must include wider consideration of the meaning of “cumulative” impact in relation to landscape, local
energy and community resilience and climate action · Landscape issues also need addressing in the context of
increasing biodiversity in Cornwall, with a process to include local energy production, local food production,
increasing green infrastructure and increasing biodiversity: all these require integrated approaches to balance these
potentially conflicting needs. · Suggest that the “conversation” about our landscape in the climate
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emergency is an ongoing and collaborative process which takes place in a more open manner than only with
required consultees, but also with local stakeholders throughout Cornwall.
6.3 Renewable Energy topics · Planning process o It would be helpful to planning efficiency and speed of decision
making if the Renewable Energy Planning Unit in the Council was set up again.
o The lack of enough expertise at present in this vital topic is a major obstacle to moving Cornwall to zero carbon
o Smaller projects could be allowed lower costs for planning assessments as their impacts would be proportionately
less. Whilst this happens to some extent now, with appropriate local consultations on general guidelines, this would
be a significant help to community groups, SMEs and households wishing to move to low carbon operation.
· Wind energy, under the NPPF, requires that areas for wind are allocated and identified on maps in Local Plans. The
NDP needs to include local maps for wind energy allocation
o Shortage of this action in NDPs suggests the need for this in the Climate DPD and the new CLP, given the large
increase in wind power needed to provide renewable electricity in the winter.
o Area allocations need sensitivity in their development and need to be carried out effectively so that they are not
arbitrarily restrictive and allow different scales of wind energy with different purposes
eg large scale, local community, industry or household/hamlet scales
o Some issues exist on what is a “site”- especially when repowering windfarms (could depend on where the “redline”
was drawn in the original planning application ie over the whole area or over just the turbines and trackways) This
needs clarification to help not hinder repowering applications · Grid development to allow more renewable
electricity and suitable storage locations
o needs more detail than just a positive approach, with defined policies to allow local smart grid and potential
islanding systems to be developed
· Energy storage
o Whilst storage is mentioned it is important that the many different storage technologies are allowed for in the
policy developments proposed. This could usefully include:
§ Pumped storage technologies including – seaside quarries, china clay lagoons, quarry pits
§ Mineshaft storage, hot gravel pit storage
§ Batteries, energy storage towers
o The proposed policy approach needs to allow and encourage many different technologies each with different
planning impacts
· Community ownership or co-ownership is to be encouraged – local groups, local councils, etc.
o policy development needs to include clarification on how this is to be achieved.
o Community involvement/ownership could potentially be a planning condition ( as has been achieved in other
council areas)
o DPD process could include assessment of Community Right to Build Orders for local renewables development or
some other local scheme to help this process · Solar arrays
o planning applications to include sustainable land use proposals under and around the panels
o sustainable land use conditions would enable a balance to be struck between the need for local food production,
renewable electricity generation and increased biodiversity. This would mean stronger requirements regarding the
land grade and how the ecology of any solar array site can be supported.
· Offshore renewables policy to be integrated into the marine policies and link to grid infrastructure and energy
storage policy options, as offshore wind could be developed within the Plan period
7 Energy efficiency for buildings Suggest the title of this section is change to Energy reduction, as this is vital to
reach zero carbon emissions. Increasing energy efficiency and introducing more renewable energy supply is not
enough action on its own, without large reductions in demand for energy. Whilst some elements of energy demand
reduction are not planning matters, the notes below indicate which are key elements for reducing demand to help
with carbon reduction targets.
Not present in scoping report
· Any new development should first of all assess its potential impact on transport requirements – as part of moving
to zero carbon – by reference to location and employment space, public transport links etc. This needs to be
top of the energy hierarchy · All new build and refurbishment should include mainly or only low carbon
and local materials to reduce the embedded carbon during the build process
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· New housing developments need to include the requirement for the new buildings to all include three phase
electricity supply – to enable heat pumps, EV charging and larger solar PV installations as part of the change
to carbon neutral
· How to integrate the building standards and design with the new Design Guide for Cornwall, whilst ensuring low
carbon and increased biodiversity approaches predominate Proposed options Whilst it is recognised that Cornwall
Council is working hard to implement high energy standards for new building, it is important that the Council does
not shirk the responsibility to get to zero carbon homes asap, and not let central government slow this process.
· Suggest that stakeholders are more involved in the process of decision making on how quickly to get to Zero
Carbon for all new buildings, with low carbon and local materials preferred for the build · Conservation Areas and
Listed Buildings issues must be addressed on how to improve the building fabric and energy systems to move these
buildings more rapidly to low carbon, whilst preserving their intrinsic character
· All extensions need to be low/zero carbon in operation
· New Cornwall Design Guide to include more information and guidance on low carbon and local materials to reduce
the carbon cost of new build and refurbishment, both embedded and in operation
· New developments to be offgas grid in all cases, to ensure meeting upcoming new central government
regulationsm Greater weight to be given to climate issues in these planning decisions, as noted in section 1:
balancing Material Considerations.
· Suggest low/zero carbon standards as a condition of planning Fact correction It is not more expensive to make zero
carbon dwellings: they can cost no more than ordinary dwellings as the heating systems are so much smaller. The
main cost issue is ensuring the buildings are correctly built- which is required anyway.
· Planning conditions need to include higher “as it is being built” standards monitoring We propose higher standards
for building inspection, with more frequent inspections during the build process to ensure that insulation and
airtightness in particular are built to standards.
8 Coastal Change and Flooding
Not present in scoping document · No mention of other expected extreme weather and climate change effects
such as extreme winds- causing damage to infrastructure, homes, transport, woodland etc, or major drought causing
subsidence to buildings, significant loss of food crops and farm animals
· Provision for these other climate impacts requires planning considerations such as:o Higher building standards, more shelterbelts
o Rainwater storage, via tanks or groundwater recharging through swales, soil carbon building approaches to land
management, etc
o Upstream tree planting/soil carbon increases as part of planning for downstream developments
o Nature based solutions such as beavers in upstream locations
· Scoping for coastal management does not appear to include the potential to ban new developments below an
agreed altitude to protect against expected sea level rise.
o Suggest Cornwall wide consultations to increase awareness of this threat within the lifetimes of buildings being
developed now and to agree what level of sea level rise it is wise to plan for now, with potential to increase the
altitude over time, and in specific locations where storm surges may be higher.
10 Transport
Not present in Scoping document There appears to a be a lack of understanding that we are in a climate crisis and
that a key element of cutting carbon emissions is reducing travel. This means that there is no room for new roads, or
other high carbon emissions travel. Transport needs to considered first when assessing the energy hierarchy as so
much of fossil fuel energy demand depends on locational factors.
Proposals
· All proposed developments are first rated against their transport linksactive and public - and are refused if they are
below an agreed level of provision: thus encouraging developers to plan for active travel and to help increase public
transport provision.
· New housing developments ensure that car parking is some distance from homes and that bike sheds are readily
available- to reduce car use and increase active travel
· Any proposals for new roads to be assessed against a carbon budget both for building and for all the new traffic the
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new road would bring.
· New tourist developments to be required to enable low carbon travel
11 Agriculture
From Topic paper Whole Estate Plans secured as part of allowing development or as part of a wider commitment to
agricultural or estate improvements and diversification can help influence the management of estates and land and
identify eco-system
services that land managers may offer to the wider community. Land improvements, especially for carbon
management, including rewilding, reestablishment of habitat such as wetland and soil carbon improvement have
massive potential for sequestration.
· Suggest that this Whole Estate Plan process to allow more development on agricultural land should include the
requirement for Estates to reduce imported fertiliser and herbicide/pesticide use to zero over an agreed period, and
to develop higher soil carbon through no till, organic agriculture and potentially permaculture approaches
Rural areas and agricultural production have a vital role to play in increasing local resilience for food and energy in
particular.
· Encouraging land use towards increased soil carbon and no till cropping should be part of the Local Supplies for
Local Markets to be developed via the new Local Industrial Strategy
Evidence
The NFU ‘Achieving NET ZERO Farming 2040” goal appears not to recognise the importance of soil health or organic
approaches to farming in its development of net zero by 2040. This is not therefore potentially a helpful approach
for Cornwall to follow. In particular the NFU suggest high levels of plantation trees for bio-energy carbon capture
and storage, which if followed would require some 26% of agricultural land.
· Evidence paper on this can be provided from Dec.19
Not present in Scoping Doc
· Methods of increasing locally based and active travel within the proposed clusters of rural facilities
o Whole Estate Plans could include pathways – walking, cycling, electric bikeways etc linking the local rural clusters
to reduce car use
o Local councils to be involved in local planning of more safe bike and walkways- their lack is at present a major
impediment to reducing local car use in rural areas of Cornwall
o Needs linking to Transport section
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